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Abstract

This thesis describes the undertaking of multiple studies designed to evaluate and reduce
global modelled surface O3 biases in CTMs/ESMs. Specific focus is placed on the
evaluation of rural surface O3 seasonal variability in a global CTM (GEOS-Chem). A
major observational data collation is undertaken, processing 1,033,463,750 measurements
of O3 and some of its major precursors, from 16,996 sites, through a number of rigorous
data quality checks, to ensure data is of a high enough quality for global model evaluation.

Through a model–measurement comparison, applying spectral analysis, substantial
seasonal biases of surface O3 in GEOS-Chem are found, with a general overestimation
of the seasonal amplitudes in North America and Europe (by up to 16 ppbv), together
with delayed phase maxima by 1–5 months. The main cause of these biases is found to
be homogenous overestimates of summertime O3 in all observed areas, by a minimum of
10 ppbv.

An extensive global sensitivity study is undertaken to evaluate the sensitivity of mod-
elled surface O3 biases to alterations of anthropogenic emissions, biogenic emissions,
and the O3 dry deposition flux. Constraining model biases jointly by O3, NO and CO
observations yields regional optimal monthly scaling factors. Driving GEOS-Chem with
these derived factors results in the modelled summertime overestimates of surface O3

being removed almost entirely, across all regions. The removal of this bias is dominantly
controlled through increases to the summertime O3 dry deposition flux (by factors of
2–4), with modifications to this term providing the only viable pathway for substantial
reduction of modelled summertime biases, in all evaluated regions. Surface O3 is found to
be NOx sensitive in all regions, with scalings of VOC emissions generally not imparting
significant change on O3. General modelled winter underestimates of surface O3 are able
to be removed through reductions of NOx emissions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Tropospheric ozone: an air pollutant and greenhouse gas

Ozone (O3) at the surface is a pollutant, harmful to both human and plant health (WHO,
2005; Fowler et al., 2009). It is the dominant source of the hydroxyl radical (OH) (Levy,
1971), which controls the concentration of key climate gases (CH4, HCFCs etc.) and is an
important climate gas in its own right (Myhre et al., 2013).

Large quantities of inhaled O3 can bring about respiratory damage in humans, being
strongly associated with premature mortality (Gryparis et al., 2004; Bell et al., 2006).
O3 is a strong oxidant, meaning that inhalation results in significant inflammation of the
respiratory tract, shown in controlled human exposure studies even at background levels of
O3. The World Health Organisation (WHO) found O3 imparts only short-term effects on
mortality and morbidity (WHO, 2005). However, in recent years several new studies have
shown associations between long term exposure to O3 and mortality (Jerrett et al., 2009;
Krewski et al., 2009). O3 is estimated to be the cause of 5–20 % of deaths attributable to
air pollution (Anenberg et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2012; Silva et al., 2013). The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) suggest that without new air quality
legislation, by 2050, air pollution will be the world‘s greatest environmental cause of
premature mortality (OECD, 2012).

O3 is also hugely damaging to ecosystems. O3 primarily damages plants via stomatal
uptake and subsequent reaction with plant tissues, significantly disrupting the plant’s
physiological processes (Fowler et al., 2009; Matyssek et al., 2008, 2010). O3 also reacts
with leaf cuticles and other external plant surfaces. The major effects of O3 on plants
are: stunted growth, lower functional leaf area and reduced seed production. Studies have
shown that the most important global food crops (i.e. wheat, rice, maize) are “sensitive
or moderately sensitive" to O3 (Mills et al., 2007), and that the global crop production
losses associated with O3 total 79–121 million tonnes, worth 11–18 billion USD annually
(Avnery et al., 2011). Reduced carbon sequestration by forests associated with damage by
O3 has been estimated to impart a significant indirect radiative forcing (RF) on climate
(Sitch et al., 2007). In a warming climate, extreme weather events are set to increase
(Fuhrer, 2009). There is also growing evidence that O3 reduces the sensitivity of plants
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to drought (Wilkinson and Davies, 2010), thus amplifying the impacts of these extreme
weather events.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), in their fifth assessment
report, found tropospheric O3 produced a global average radiative forcing (RF) of +0.40
± 0.2 W m−2 between 1750 and 2010 (Myhre et al., 2013). O3’s RF impact is much
more spatially variable than well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHGs) (e.g. carbon dioxide,
CO2), with industrialisation driving the major changes in O3 spatially since 1750. An-
thropogenic increases in the emissions of O3’s main precursors: nitrogen oxides (NOx),
carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have
been suggested to be responsible for 44 ± 12 % of O3’s 1850–2000 RF (Stevenson et al.,
2013), with these precursors also indirectly affecting the lifetime of longer-lived GHGs
through the production of the hydroxyl radical (OH). A major source of uncertainty in the
estimation of O3’s RF is primarily caused through a lack of confidence in the understanding
of O3 in the pre-industrial, with present-day models consistently overestimating surface
O3 measurements (thought to be unreliable) in the late 19th century (Cooper et al., 2014).

1.2 Tropospheric ozone: sources and sinks

Ozone is a secondary formed species, with numerous potential pathways existing for its
production or loss, with a lifetime in the troposphere of approximately 22 days (Steven-
son et al., 2006). The following subsections describe in detail the major processes that
contribute to its tropospheric concentration. These are photochemistry (Sect. 1.2.1),
stratosphere–troposphere exchange (Sect. 1.2.2) and dry deposition (Sect. 1.2.3). We
conclude this section with present-day estimates of its global tropospheric budget (Sect.
1.2.4).

1.2.1 Photochemistry

The strong tropospheric photochemical production of O3 was first realised in the 1970s
upon the discovery of the role of the hydroxyl radical (OH) as the major tropospheric
oxidant (Levy, 1971). OH is produced through the following reactions:

O3 +hv(λ< 320nm)−−→ O2 +O(1D) (R1.1)

O(1D)+H2O−−→ 2OH (R1.2)

After OH’s tropospheric importance was found, it was initially thought the production
of O(1D) (the excited state of atomic oxygen) (R1.1) in the troposphere was negligible
due to the absorption of ultraviolet (UV) radiation by stratospheric O3. Therefore it was
presumed the quantity of O3 needed to generate tropospheric OH was mainly transported
from the stratosphere, the source of which is far too insignificant to maintain tropospheric
OH, in which case levels of CO, CH4, etc. would rise to extremely damaging levels from
a human health and climate perspective. In actuality, tropospheric production of O(1D)
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(R1.1) takes place at wavelengths less than 320 nm. Despite the tropospheric production of
O(1D) being slow relative to the stratosphere, production of OH (R1.2) is compensated by
the much larger quantities of H2O in the troposphere. Production of OH is highest in the
tropics, particularly in the lower to middle troposphere, where there are large abundances
of water vapour, and higher incident UV radiation (Logan et al., 1981; Lelieveld et al.,
2002).

Carbon monoxide (CO) and methane (CH4) are the major sinks for OH in the tro-
posphere, the reactions with which start chain mechanisms that can lead to significant
photochemical production of O3.

Carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) is predominately formed through the incomplete combustion
of fossil fuels and biomass, and from the oxidation of CH4 and other VOCs. It is the
dominant sink for OH (Duncan et al., 2007) contributing indirectly to climate RF through
the subsequent production of O3, enhancing the lifetimes of CH4 and other GHGs (Daniel
and Solomon, 1998), and ultimately oxidising to CO2 (Prather, 1996). Cumulatively
these indirect forcings sum to a RF of +0.23 (0.18 to 0.29) W m−2 globally (Myhre et al.,
2013). Surface measurements in the northern hemisphere (NH) mid-latitudes as well as
by satellites suggest CO concentrations have been declining for the past decade or more
(Angelbratt et al., 2011; Warner et al., 2013; Yoon and Pozzer, 2014). CO is relatively
long lived ranging from 10 days in summer over continental regions to more than a year
over polar regions in winter (Holloway et al., 2000), thus it can be used as a tracer of
long-range anthropogenic pollution. Table 1.1 gives best estimates of the present day
global tropospheric budget of CO.

Oxidation of CO by OH starts a chain mechanism that can result in catalytic production
of O3, dependent on the concentrations of NOx (Levy, 1971; Crutzen, 1973; Logan et al.,
1981). CO oxidation by OH firstly rapidly forms the hydroperoxy radical (HO2) (R1.3 and
R1.4), with M being used to represent any third body, i.e. N2:

CO+OH−−→ CO2 +H (R1.3)

H+O2 +M−−→ HO2 +M (R1.4)

HO2 can then follow 2 pathways. It can firstly self-react to produce hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) (R1.5), which is either quickly lost through wet deposition, oxidised by OH (R1.6),
or photolysed (R1.7):

HO2 +HO2 −−→ H2O2 +O2 (R1.5)

H2O2 +OH−−→ HO2 +H2O (R1.6)
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H2O2 +hv−−→ 2OH (R1.7)

Alternatively, HO2 can react with nitric oxide (NO) (R1.8), regenerating OH and
producing nitrogen dioxide (NO2), which is rapidly photolysed in the daytime (R1.9),
regenerating NO and going on to form O3 (R1.10). Work has also shown other important
routes for HO2 loss in the marine boundary layer (MBL). HO2 has been shown to be lost
heterogeneously through reaction with aerosols (Sommariva et al., 2004; Whalley et al.,
2010); and also through reaction with halogen oxides, leading to catalytic O3 loss (Read
et al., 2008; Mahajan et al., 2010; Sherwen et al., 2016).

HO2 +NO−−→ OH+NO2 (R1.8)

NO2 +hv−−→ NO+O (R1.9)

O+O2 +M−−→ O3 +M (R1.10)

The concentrations of NOx (NO + NO2) are thus critical in determining the chain
length of this oxidation mechanism. In a high NOx environment HO2 reacts dominantly
with NO (R1.8), with the reactions R1.3 + R1.4 + R1.8 + R1.9 + R1.10 resulting in a
molecule of O3 being formed per CO molecule, the net reaction given by R1.11. R1.9
regenerates NO, meaning that no NOx is depleted through this pathway in the daytime.
The generated O3 molecule can then photolyse by R1.1 and R1.2 to produce 2 additional
OH molecules, which can then go on to further oxidise CO, restarting the cycle, resulting
in efficient O3 production until either CO (and other VOCs), NOx or hv have been depleted.
The production of OH through NOx recycling (R1.8 and R1.9) is particularly key at higher
latitudes where OH production by R1.1 and R1.2 is smaller (due to smaller abundances of
incoming solar radiation and water vapour), and NOx and O3 concentrations are typically
higher (Logan et al., 1981; Lelieveld et al., 2002).

net :CO+2O2
hv−−→ CO2 +O3 (R1.11)

In an atmosphere with little or no NOx, the reaction chain is terminated through the loss
of HOx (H + OH + HO2 + other peroxy radicals: CH3O2, RO2), through the self-reaction
of HO2 (R1.5), resulting in no O3 being formed. The reaction chain is limited to R1.3 +
R1.4 + R1.5 + R1.6 + R1.7, the net reaction being:

net :CO+H2O2
hv−−→ CO2 +H2O (R1.12)
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Amount
(Tg CO/yr) References

Sources 1909–3362

CH4 Oxidation 578–999 Prather et al. (2001); Shindell et al. (2006)

Other VOC Oxidation 430–1198 Prather et al. (2001); Shindell et al.
(2006); Duncan et al. (2007)

Fossil Fuel Combustion 494–611 Schultz et al. (2007); Lamarque et al.
(2010); Janssens-Maenhout et al. (2010);
Granier et al. (2011)

Biomass Burning 277–416 van der Werf et al. (2006, 2010); Kaiser
et al. (2012)

Biogenic 76–84 Guenther et al. (2006); Sindelarova et al.
(2014)

Oceanic 54 Aumont and Bopp (2006)

Sinks 1615–3340

Oxidation by OH 1500–2700 Prather et al. (2001); Duncan et al. (2007)

Dry Deposition 115–640 Sanhueza et al. (1998); King (1999);
Prather et al. (2001)

Table 1.1 Estimates of present day global annual tropospheric CO sources and sinks.
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Methane

Methane (CH4) is a well-mixed GHG, the second most important GHG (after CO2), with a
RF of +0.48 ± 0.05 W m−2, 28 times more efficient per mass as a GHG than CO2 over
a 100 year period (Myhre et al., 2013). CH4 also imposes an indirect RF of +0.49 ±
0.12 W m−2 through the production of O3 and stratospheric water vapour and ultimate
oxidation to CO2. Atmospheric concentrations of CH4 have increased significantly since
the pre-industrial, from approximately 722 ± 4 ppbv in 1750 to 1803.2 ± 0.7 ppbv in 2011
(approximate 2.5 times increase) (Etheridge et al., 1998; Dlugokencky et al., 2005), with
increases in anthropogenic emissions primarily driving this increase (Dlugokencky et al.,
2011). Current concentrations are greater than at any time over the last 800,000 years
(Loulergue et al., 2008). CH4 is released predominately from natural wetland emissions,
and from anthropogenic emissions associated with agriculture and waste. CH4 is lost
predominately through OH oxidation, this mechanism controlling its atmospheric lifetime
(9–10 years) (Dlugokencky et al., 2003; Bruhwiler et al., 2014). CH4 concentrations are
sensitive to future climate change, as Arctic natural wetland emissions could potentially
increase significantly with increasing temperatures thawing the large stores of soil carbon
(Schuur and Abbott, 2011; Harden et al., 2012). Table 1.2 gives best estimates of the
present day global tropospheric budget of CH4.

CH4 oxidation follows roughly the same blueprint as CO oxidation, also providing a
mechanism for catalytic O3 production, albeit with significantly more steps. The methylper-
oxy radical (CH3O2), homologous to HO2, is quickly produced through oxidation by OH
(R1.13 and R1.14):

CH4 +OH−−→ CH3 +H2O (R1.13)

CH3 +O2 +M−−→ CH3O2 +M (R1.14)

CH3O2 can then follow 2 pathways. It can firstly react with HO2 (R1.15), producing
methylhydroperoxide (CH3OOH). CH3OOH is then lost through photolysis (R1.18) or
oxidised by OH (through two branches) (R1.16 and R1.17):

CH3O2 +HO2 −−→ CH3OOH+O2 (R1.15)

CH3OOH+OH−−→ CH2O+OH+H2O (R1.16)

CH3OOH+OH−−→ CH3O2 +H2O (R1.17)

CH3OOH+hv−−→ CH3O+OH (R1.18)

CH3O2 can otherwise react with NO, producing CH3O and NO2 (R1.19):
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CH3O2 +NO−−→ CH3O+NO2 (R1.19)

The methoxy radical (CH3O), formed by R1.18 and R1.19, then rapidly reacts with
O2:

CH3O+O2 −−→ CH2O+HO2 (R1.20)

Formaldehyde (CH2O), formed by R1.16 and R1.20, can be oxidised by OH (R1.21)
or photolysed (two branches) (R1.22 and R1.23):

CH2O+OH−−→ CHO+H2O (R1.21)

CH2O+hv O2−−→ CHO+HO2 (R1.22)

CH2O+hv−−→ CO+H2 (R1.23)

The CHO radical, formed by R1.21 and R1.22, then quickly reacts with O2:

CHO+O2 −−→ CO+HO2 (R1.24)

The net result of the CH4 oxidation mechanism is again dependent on the levels of
NOx. In a high NOx environment, CH4 oxidation provides a mechanism to drive greater
O3 production per molecule, than through CO oxidation, with the potential production of
HO2 (R1.20, R1.22, R1.24), NO2 (R1.19) and CO (R1.23, R1.24), all of which can go on
to form O3. In an high NOx regime, CH3O2 reacts dominantly with NO (R1.19). Taking
CH2O to react solely by R1.22 provides the optimal pathway for O3 production, the chain
being R1.13 + R1.14 + R1.19 + R1.20 + R1.22 + R1.24. The net direct CH4 oxidation
reaction being:

net :CH4 +4O2 +NO+OH hv−−→ CO+3HO2 +NO2 +H2O (R1.25)

The resultant 3HO2, NO2 and CO molecules can then each react additionally. Taking
HO2 to react solely with NO in a high NOx environment (R1.8) generates a net total of 5
O3 molecules and 2 additional OH molecules per CH4 molecule. The final net reaction
given by:

net :CH4 +10O2
hv−−→ CO2 +5O3 +2OH+H2O (R1.26)

In an atmosphere with little NOx, CH3O2 would react dominantly with HO2 (R1.15).
Taking CH3OOH and CH2O to react by R1.16 and R1.21 respectively, gives the worst case
mechanism for O3 production, the chain being R1.13 + R1.14 + R1.15 + R1.16 + R1.21 +
R1.24. The net direct CH4 oxidation reaction being:
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net :CH4 +O2 +2OH−−→ CO+3H2O (R1.27)

The resultant CO molecule reacts again, resulting in the net products of CO2 and H2O
in a low NOx environment (R1.12). The total net reaction (R1.28) thus results in no O3

production and 2 HOx molecules being lost per CH4 molecule:

net :CH4 +O2 +H2O2 +2OH hv−−→ CO2 +4H2O (R1.28)
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Amount
(Tg CH4/yr) Reference

Sources – Total 344–787

Sources – Natural 123–285

Wetlands 100–231 Bousquet et al. (2006); Forster et al.
(2007); Melton et al. (2013)

Termites 19–29 Bousquet et al. (2006); Forster et al.
(2007)

Oceanic 4–25 Lambert and Schmidt (1993); Houwel-
ing et al. (1999); Bousquet et al. (2006);
Forster et al. (2007)

Sources –
Anthropogenic

221–502

Natural Gas 50–72 Bousquet et al. (2006); Crippa et al.
(2016)

Coal Deposits 20–57 Bousquet et al. (2006); Crippa et al.
(2016)

Enteric fermentation 76–104 Bousquet et al. (2006); Forster et al.
(2007)

Rice Agriculture 26–112 Bousquet et al. (2006); Forster et al.
(2007)

Biomass Burning 14–88 Bousquet et al. (2006); Forster et al.
(2007); van der Werf et al. (2010)

Waste 35–69 Bousquet et al. (2006); Forster et al.
(2007)

Sinks 476–596

Oxidation by OH 428–511 Lelieveld et al. (1998); Bousquet et al.
(2006); Forster et al. (2007)

Transport to Stratosphere 30–45 Bousquet et al. (2006); Forster et al.
(2007)

Soils 18–40 Ridgwell et al. (1999); Bousquet et al.
(2006); Forster et al. (2007)

Table 1.2 Estimates of present day global annual tropospheric CH4 sources and sinks.
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Non–methane volatile organic compounds

Tens of thousands of non–methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) in the at-
mosphere have been measured, with potentially hundreds of thousands more yet to be
(Goldstein and Galbally, 2007). NMVOCs provide an indirect radiative forcing of +0.10
(0.06 to 0.14) W m−2 through the production of O3, CH4 and CO2 (Myhre et al., 2013).
An additional indirect RF comes from the formation of secondary organic aerosols (SOA)
(Hoffmann et al., 1997; van Donkelaar et al., 2007), the net effect of which is currently
not well restrained: −0.03 (−0.27 to +0.20) W m−2. NMVOCs also indirectly increase
atmospheric acidity through oxidation to organic acids (Schultz et al., 2015). Biogenic
VOC (BVOC) emissions contribute ∼ 90 % of total NMVOC emissions (Guenther et al.,
1995), with a total global BVOC flux of approximately 1000 Tg C/yr (Guenther et al.,
2012), in comparison with the 50–100 Tg C/yr from anthropogenic origin (Holzke et al.,
2006), from sources such as combustion, oil and gas extraction, fuel evaporation etc.
Emissions of BVOCs are dominantly from the tropics (> 70 %) (Karl et al., 2007), an
area where measurements are extremely limited. The most abundant BVOCs are isoprene
(C5H8) (53 %), monoterpenes (16 %) and methanol (10 %) (Guenther et al., 2012). C5H8

emissions increase strongly as a function of temperature and sunlight, with a summer peak
in northern mid-latitudes (Guenther et al., 2006). BVOCs are generally highly reactive,
but have a wide range of atmospheric lifetimes ranging from minutes to days (∼ 1 hour for
C5H8) (Atkinson and Arey, 2003).

NMVOC oxidation follows a similar chain mechanism as CH4 and CO, providing
another mechanism for significant O3 production, however the existence of thousands of
different NMVOCs provides significant chemical complexity. The organic peroxy radical
(RO2) is homologous to HO2 and CH3O2, formed through oxidation of a NMVOC species
(RH) by OH (R1.29 and R1.30) (with R representing an organic group, i.e. CH3):

RH+OH−−→ R+H2O (R1.29)

R+O2 +M−−→ RO2 +M (R1.30)

RO2 can then broadly follow 2 different pathways, representing a significant branching
point in the oxidation mechanism (Orlando and Tyndall, 2012), with the subsequent
chemistry not currently well constrained (Fisher et al., 2016). In a low NOx atmosphere,
RO2 dominantly self-reacts or reacts with other peroxy radicals (mainly HO2) producing a
peroxide (R′OOH or ROOR′, with the prime indicating that the organic group R may differ
from the previous reaction) (i.e. R1.31). RO2 can also be transformed in low amounts
through isomerisation (Peeters et al., 2009; Peeters and Müller, 2010). R′OOH/ROOR′ is
rapidly lost through wet deposition, terminating HOx (Jacob and Wofsy, 1988). However,
observations from numerous field campaigns do not show such a loss (Tan et al., 2001;
Stone et al., 2010; Whalley et al., 2011). It has been suggested that this discrepancy can
be explained by OH regeneration through the oxidation of epoxydiols (formed from the
oxidation of ISOPOOH) (Paulot et al., 2009b), fast isomerisation of ISOPO2 (Peeters et al.,
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2009; Peeters and Müller, 2010; Wolfe et al., 2012), or measurement bias (Mao et al.,
2012).

RO2 +HO2 −−→ R′OOH+O2 (R1.31)

In a high NOx atmosphere, RO2 reacts dominantly with NO, through 2 branches.
The major pathway produces NO2 and an organic oxy radical (RO) (R1.32), promoting
O3 formation (Paulot et al., 2009a), whereas the minor pathway leads to organic nitrate
formation (RONO2) (R1.33), typically thought to terminate both HOx and NOx chains
(Ito et al., 2009; Paulot et al., 2012). However, C5H8 nitrates have been found to be
partly recycled back to NOx upon further oxidation, leading to confusion over whether
this reaction pathway acts as a sink or reservoir of NOx (Ito et al., 2009; Paulot et al.,
2009a, 2012). Additionally, organic nitrates have been found to be significantly produced
via nighttime oxidation of C5H8 by the nitrate radical (NO3) (Rollins et al., 2009; Xie
et al., 2013), degrading into stable forms over a few hours, also forming SOA (Rollins
et al., 2009; Marais et al., 2016). These organic nitrates have also been found to provide a
mechanism for significant long-range transport of NOx (Mao et al., 2013).

RO2 +NO−−→ RO+NO2 (R1.32)

RO2 +NO−−→ RONO2 (R1.33)

RO2 can also react with NO2, forming peroxynitrates (RO2NO2) (R1.34). These are
typically thermally unstable, decomposing back to NOx in ∼minutes, with the exception
of peroxyacetylnitrates (PAN) (Singh and Hanst, 1981).

RO2 +NO2 +M←−→ RO2NO2 +M (R1.34)

RO (formed by R1.32) is quickly lost through reaction with O2 (R1.35), regenerating
HOx and forming a carbonyl compound (R′CHO). RO can also be quickly lost through
isomerisation or thermal decomposition.

RO+O2 −−→ R′CHO+HO2 (R1.35)

As with the CO and CH4 oxidation mechanisms, the concentrations of NOx are critical
in determining the net products. However, the significant complexities that exist throughout
the mechanism make it challenging to constrain. The yields of the multiple reactions in the
mechanism branches all need to quantified, however the underlying chemistry is variable
between the many thousands of NMVOCs, significantly complicating this task. Taking
a simplistic approach, in an atmosphere with high NOx, it can be assumed RO2 in the
daytime will react dominantly with NOx. Assuming the mechanism follows the major
pathway after RO2 reacts with NO (R1.32), the reaction chain is as follows: R1.29 + R1.30
+ R1.32 + R1.35, with the net direct reaction being:
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net :RH+2O2 +NO+OH−−→ R′CHO+NO2 +HO2 +H2O (R1.36)

Then taking the resultant HO2 and NO2 to additionally react, again via high the NOx
pathway (R1.8 and R1.9) generates a net total of 2 O3 molecules per NMVOC molecule.
The final net reaction being:

net :RH+4O2
hv−−→ R′CHO+2O3 +H2O (R1.37)

In an atmosphere devoid of NOx, RO2 will be lost dominantly though self-reaction of
reaction with other peroxy radicals (R1.31), limiting the reaction chain to R1.29 + R1.30 +
R1.31, producing no O3, (assuming no OH is regenerated from R′OOH/ROOR′):

net :RH+HO2 +OH−−→ R′OOH+H2O (R1.38)

Nitrogen oxides

NOx (nitric oxide NO + nitrogen dioxide NO2), as described previously, is often the key
limiting species in controlling the rate of daytime O3 formation, thus indirectly affecting
the abundance of OH, via R1.1 and R1.2. From a climate perspective, NOx imposes a
global indirect positive RF through O3 production and an indirect negative RF through the
reduction of the CH4 lifetime (via enhanced OH production) and through nitrate aerosol
formation, with an estimated net negative RF of −0.15 (−0.34 to +0.02) W m−2. Long-
term NO2 exposure has been associated with reduced respiratory function (Ackermann-
Liebrich et al., 1997; Gauderman et al., 2000, 2002). NOx has both anthropogenic and
natural sources. Anthropogenic sources come from the high temperature combustion of
fossil fuels and biofuels from transport, industry and power plants, as well as biomass
burning. Natural sources of NOx include soil and lightning emissions. It is predominantly
lost through deposition (as nitric acid, HNO3). Successful implementation of air quality
legislation in Europe and North America has led to decreasing NOx emissions in these
areas over the last few decades (Vestreng et al., 2009; Tørseth et al., 2012; Lamsal et al.,
2015; Schneider et al., 2015), however NOx emissions are significantly increasing in
rapidly developing regions (i.e. Asia) (Zhang et al., 2007; Tanimoto et al., 2009; Schneider
et al., 2015). Table 1.3 gives best estimates of the present day global tropospheric sources
of NOx.

NOx is referred to collectively due to the rapid interconversion between NO and NO2

in the daytime, given by the reactions R1.39, R1.9 and R1.10:

NO+O3 −−→ NO2 +O2 (R1.39)

NO2 +hv−−→ NO+O (R1.9)

O+O2 +M−−→ O3 +M (R1.10)
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NOx is present as NO2 at night, as a result of R1.39. This reaction is also responsible
for significant titration of O3 in high NOx environments. Recent work has shown NO2 may
be converted to nitrous acid (HONO) by gas-phase or aerosol-phase mechanisms (R1.40),
providing a potential new catalytic sink for O3 when NO2 is generated via R1.39, and also
providing an additional source of HOx through photolysis of HONO (R1.41) (Li et al.,
2014).

NO2 −−→ HONO(viavariousreactions) (R1.40)

HONO+hv−−→ NO+OH (R1.41)

In the daytime, NOx is primarily lost through oxidation to nitric acid HNO3 (R1.42).
HNO3 is extremely soluble, quickly lost through wet and dry deposition, often causing
significant acidic damage to ecosystems in the process (Townsend and Howarth, 2010).
NOx has a lifetime of hours to days in the troposphere (Lamsal et al., 2010).

NO2 +OH+M−−→ HNO3 +M (R1.42)

At night, the nitrate radical (NO3) and its reservoir species, dinitrogen pentoxide
(N2O5), become the abundant nitrogen species (by R1.43 and R1.44), ultimately also being
lost through HNO3 (R1.45).

NO2 +O3 −−→ NO3 +O2 (R1.43)

NO3 +NO2 +M−−→ N2O5 +M (R1.44)

N2O5 +H2O aerosol−−−−→ 2HNO3 (R1.45)

Organic nitrates and peroxyacetylnitrates (PAN), both formed through NMVOC oxi-
dation (R1.33 and R1.34), provide reservoirs for the long-range transport of NOx. These
species can therefore pose significant air quality issues, with NOx able to contribute to
O3 production in areas far from where it was emitted. PAN is an effective reservoir for
NOx due to the strong dependence of its lifetime on temperature, therefore it is able to be
transported over large distances at high altitudes, before thermal decomposition when it
lowers in height. (Singh and Hanst, 1981; Fischer et al., 2014).
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Amount
(Tg N/yr) Reference

Sources – Total 46.2–60.12

Sources –
Anthropogenic

35.2–35.32

Industry and
Surface Transport

20.9 Lamsal et al. (2011)

Biomass Burning 9.43–9.53 van der Werf et al. (2010); Kaiser et al.
(2012)

Biofuels 2.2 Yevich and Logan (2003)

Aircraft 2.67–2.69 Roof et al. (2007); Simone (2013)

Sources –
Natural

11–24.8

Soils 9–16.8 Hudman et al. (2012); Vinken et al. (2014)

Lightning 2–8 Schumann and Huntrieser (2007)

Table 1.3 Estimates of present day global annual tropospheric NOx sources.

Summary of photochemistry

The plethora of pathways that exist for O3 production and loss ensures we must turn to
numerical models when trying to understand the full remit of the chemistry. Accurate
representation of the range of chemical pathways and reaction yields is necessary, making
the simulation of O3 in chemical models an ongoing challenge, with NMVOC oxidation
in particular an active area of research. Total global annual O3 chemical production is
estimated to be in the range of 3877–5989 Tg O3/yr, and chemical loss in the range of
3638–5089 Tg O3/yr (Young et al., 2013).

As a general summary, photochemical O3 production in the troposphere is controlled by
the availability of CO, CH4, NMVOCs and NOx in the presence of appropriately energetic
photons. O3 production is initiated by the production of OH. This allows rapid oxidation
of CO, CH4, NMVOCs (grouped as VOC for simplicity), forming peroxy radicals (HO2,
CH3O2, RO2), which allow NO to be converted to NO2, which can then be photolysed,
producing O3.

The fate of the peroxy radicals is essentially hinged, dependent on the concentrations of
NOx. In a high NOx environment, the peroxy radicals quickly react with NO. Critically, no
NOx or HOx is lost through this route, meaning production of O3 can continue catalytically
until VOCs or appropriate photons are depleted. In a high NOx regime, for every CH4

molecule, 5 O3 molecules and 2 HOx molecules are formed, significantly increasing the
oxidative capacity of the atmosphere. For every NMVOC molecule 2 O3 molecules are
formed and for every CO molecule 1 O3 molecule is formed. In a low NOx environment,
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the peroxy radicals are predominantly lost through self-reaction, forming no O3 and also
terminating HOx.

The concentrations of NOx in the atmosphere are not binary however, and subsequently
the rate of O3 production is not either. Kleinman (2005) derives a formula for the tro-
pospheric rate of O3 production (P(O3)), as a power law function of the OH production
rate (Q), NOx concentration, and a measure of VOC–OH reactivity (VOCR), defined as

∑k[VOCs], where k’s are the rate constants of the VOC–OH reactions. The sensitivity
of P(O3) to each of these variables is assessed as a function of LN/Q, where LN is the
OH removal rate through reaction with NOx. LN/Q therefore represents the fraction of
OH removed by reaction with NOx, providing a robust measure of the severity of a NOx
regime. The sensitivity of P(O3) to each of these variables, as a function of LN/Q, is given
graphically by Fig. 1.1.

With increasing LN/Q, P(O3) is increasingly positively dependent on the OH produc-
tion rate (Q). The sensitivity of P(O3) to the NOx concentration decreases non-linearly
as a function of LN/Q, also changing in sign, going from a maximum positive sensitivity
where LN/Q = 0 % (1), to a maximum negative sensitivity where LN/Q = 100 % (-1). The
sensitivity of P(O3) to VOC–OH reactivity (VOCR) is increasingly positively dependent,
increasing non-linearly from a negligible effect where LN/Q = 0 % (0), to a maximum
positive sensitivity where LN/Q = 100 % (1). There is a crossover between NOx and VOC
limiting conditions for O3 production where LN/Q = 50 %. Above where LN/Q = 66.6 %,
the sensitivity of P(O3) to NOx flips in sign, i.e. enhanced NOx reduces O3 production.
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Fig. 1.1 Sensitivity of the rate of O3 production (P(O3)) to the OH production rate (Q), NOx concentration and VOC–OH reactivity (VOCR). Given as a
function of the fraction of OH removed by NOx (LN/Q). Figure from Kleinman (2005).
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1.2.2 Stratosphere–troposphere exchange

Stratospheric O3 production far exceeds that of the troposphere, due to the availability of
high energy photons. This is a result of chemistry termed the Chapman mechanism (derived
in the 1920’s), which also results in the stratospheric O3 layer. O2 is first photolysed by
photons with wavelengths less than 242 nm (available in greater quantities with increasing
altitude), yielding 2 O atoms (R1.46). O then rapidly reacts with O2, forming O3 (R1.47):

O2 +hv(λ< 242nm)−−→ O+O (R1.46)

O2 +O+M−−→ O3 +M (R1.47)

O3 is also lost through photolysis, just as it is in the troposphere, with lower energy
photons needed to photo-disassociate O3 than for O2 (< 320 nm), forming O2 and O(1D)

(R1.1). O(1D) is then rapidly stabilised through collision with a third body (R1.48):

O3 +hv(λ< 320nm)−−→ O2 +O(1D) (R1.1)

O(1D)+M−−→ O+M (R1.48)

O3 may also react with O, forming 2O2 (R1.49):

O3 +O−−→ 2O2 (R1.49)

The rates of the R1.47 and R1.1 reactions have been found to significantly exceed
those of R1.46 and R1.49. Therefore, R1.47 and R1.1 rapidly cycle O and O3, which can
be thought of as a single species, termed odd oxygen (Ox = O+O3). Under steady state,
the rate of R1.46 can be shown to be equivalent to that of R1.49, thus the steady state Ox
concentration can be represented as:

[Ox] =
√

JO2[O2]/k49, (1.1)

where JO2 is the photolysis rate constant of R1.46, and k49 the reaction rate constant of
R1.49. More than 99 % of Ox is O3, therefore local stratospheric O3 concentrations are
proportional to the square root of the O2 photolysis rate. Stratospheric O3 production is
thus highest where the incoming solar radiation is greatest, over the equator, increasing
with altitude. The highest O3 concentrations in the stratosphere however do not coincide
with the areas of greatest production. This is due to the global mass circulation of air
polewards in the stratosphere, before descent in the mid-high latitudes, termed Brewer–
Dobson circulation (Butchart, 2014). The highest O3 concentrations are found in the NH
mid-latitudes of the lower stratosphere.

Although the Chapman mechanism captures the general profile of the O3 layer, the
mechanism overestimates actual stratospheric O3 concentrations by a factor of 2. Addi-
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tional O3 is lost catalytically through cycles involving NOx, HOx, ClOx and BrOx (Farman
et al., 1985).

Stratosphere–troposphere exchange of O3 (STE) provides a net source of O3 into
the troposphere. The processes driving this transport have been traditionally thought
to be associated with the jet stream (Newell, 1963), tropopause folds (Danielsen, 1968)
and Brewer–Dobson circulation (Holton et al., 1995; Butchart, 2014). Mid-latitude deep
convection has recently been shown to significantly contribute also, with convection
penetrating the lowermost stratosphere shown to increase the NH peak STE flux by 19 %
(Hegglin et al., 2004; Tang et al., 2011). The total global annual flux is estimated to be
in the range of 401–663 Tg O3/yr (Young et al., 2013). This flux however significantly
varies by year. Hsu and Prather (2009) find significant interannual variability in STE, of
approximately 10 % between 2001 and 2005, suggested to be driven predominantly by
meteorology (Voulgarakis et al., 2010; Hess and Zbinden, 2013). Hegglin and Shepherd
(2009) suggest there has been a linear increase of the STE flux in the NH, by approximately
2 % per decade since 1970. STE also varies seasonally, with a NH peak flux in May
and minimum in November, with seasonality most evident in the mid-latitudes (Hsu and
Prather, 2009). This peak can be shifted to June through deep convection events (Tang
et al., 2011).

Estimates of the contribution of STE to O3 concentrations at the surface vary signifi-
cantly by study, and also by the sites considered (i.e. different altitudes and regions). Hess
and Zbinden (2013) find only 1–5 ppbv of O3 for sites near sea-level is of stratospheric
origin. Lamarque et al. (2005) finds the stratospheric monthly mean contribution to surface
O3 concentrations, over a range of sites in the mid-latitudes and tropics in both hemispheres,
is always less than 5 ppbv, in all seasons. Whereas, Lin et al. (2012) find STE to elevate the
median surface O3 concentrations significantly in the USA springtime, by 10–22 ppbv in
the high average altitude west, 8–13 ppbv in the north-east, and 3–8 ppbv in the south-east.
Ordóñez et al. (2007) find very high correlations between concentrations of O3 at high
alpine sites over Europe and lower stratospheric ozone, particularly in the winter–spring.

1.2.3 Dry deposition

Aside from chemical loss, the only other significant loss mechanism for O3 is deposition at
the surface. O3 is transported to the surface through atmospheric turbulence, where upon
contact with the surface it can be deposited readily through various routes. The deposition
flux of a species to the surface is assumed to be proportional to the concentration of
the species near the surface, with the proportional constant termed the dry deposition
velocity (Wesely and Hicks, 2000). The global annual dry deposition flux of O3 is poorly
constrained, estimated to provide a flux in the range of 687–1350 Tg O3/yr (Young et al.,
2013).

30–90 % of O3 dry deposition is estimated to occur via the plant stomata (Fowler et al.,
2001; Cieslik, 2004; Fowler et al., 2009). Plants open their stomata in the daytime to uptake
CO2 for photosynthesis, this process allowing other gases to be uptaken also (Farquhar
et al., 1980). Non-stomatal uptake is the reaction of O3 with external vegetation surfaces,
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with this flux shown to increase with increasing surface temperature (Rondón et al., 1993;
Fowler et al., 2001). O3 can additionally be lost through in-canopy chemistry (Kurpius and
Goldstein, 2003), and deposition over the oceans, which despite the low solubility of O3 in
water, is responsible for approximately 40 % of the global annual O3 dry deposition flux
(Hardacre et al., 2015).

1.2.4 Tropospheric ozone budget

The global annual tropospheric budget of O3 thus comprises of 4 terms, sources from
chemical production and stratosphere–troposphere exchange, and sinks from chemical
destruction and dry deposition. The sizeable scale and complexity of O3’s tropospheric
influence makes it relatively impossible to constrain the magnitude of these terms us-
ing solely observations. The most appropriate tools for estimating the magnitude of the
different terms are numerical models, either online – earth system models (ESMs), or
offline – chemistry transport models (CTMs). A number of global collaborative projects
have undertaken extensive evaulations of tropospheric O3. These include: Atmospheric
Composition Change: the European Network of excellence (ACCENT) (Dentener et al.,
2006; Stevenson et al., 2006) and Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercom-
parison Project (ACCMIP) (Lamarque et al., 2013; Young et al., 2013). Both projects use
a number of global models (26 and 15 respectively), with a wide range of horizontal and
vertical resolutions, chemical mechanisms and dynamics, to evaluate the state of current
understanding for tropospheric O3. The average and range of the multi-model estimates
for each tropospheric O3 budget term, by project, are summarised in Table 1.4.

Chemical production and loss dominates the budget in all models, with chemical
production contributing 90 % and 91 % of the average total source across the ACCENT
and ACCMIP models respectively, and chemical loss contributing 82 % and 80 % of the
average total sink. In general, all budget terms are poorly constrained, with ranges of
approximately 4000 Tg O3/yr and 2000 Tg O3/yr on both the total sources and sinks across
the ACCENT and ACCMIP models respectively. Wu et al. (2007) find that 74 % of the
variance in O3 production across a range of models can be explained by linear dependences
on NOx emissions, NMVOC emissions, and STE.
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ACCENT Mean
(± range)
Tg O3/yr

ACCMIP Mean
(± range)
Tg O3/yr

Sources 5662 (4073–7850) 5354 (4278–6465)

Chemical Production 5110 (3922–6920) 4877 (3877–5989)

Stratosphere–Troposphere
Exchange

552 (151–930) 477 (401–476)

Sinks 5671 (4083–8124) 5354 (4503–6439)

Chemical Loss 4668 (3363–6617) 4260 (3816–5089)

Dry Deposition 1003 (720–1507) 1094 (687–1350)

Table 1.4 Mean and range of the multi-model estimates of the tropospheric O3 budget from
ACCENT and ACCMIP. Values summarised from Stevenson et al. (2006) and Young et al.
(2013).

1.3 Evaluation of ozone in CTMs/ESMs

CTMs/ESMs are often used to develop air quality and climate mitigation policies, with
tropospheric O3 regularly in focus. The accuracy of the representation of tropospheric
O3 in these models can only be as good as the scientific understanding of the processes
which control its spatial and temporal influence (i.e. chemistry, transport, emissions
etc.). Comparison of these models with observations plays a key role in advancing this
understanding. Assessment of model fidelity is essential to find errors in processes, to
evaluate where model processes are inadequate, and to understand when models provide
useful predictive capabilities.

A major barrier to such evaluations has typically been availability of observations.
Measurements are regularly made by satellites, aircraft and weather balloons, however
these measurement types all carry issues associated the temporal, horizontal or vertical
resolution of measurements. Most model–measurement evaluations have made use of
surface measurements; typically made by stable instruments measuring over long time
periods, and of a high temporal resolution (i.e. hourly). Multiple public networks make
surface observations of both O3 and its precursors, however data is reported in a multitude
of different formats, with a variety of different data quality issues associated. Most
evaluations therefore typically incorporate data from a single network, limiting the spatial
scope of the evaluation.

The inconsistent quality of atmospheric chemistry observations often ensures re-
searchers must take long-term averages to be confident of data quality. These averages
are typically on a monthly timescale, then compared to a similarly averaged model output.
Such evaluations miss key processes that occur on the sub-monthly timescale (i.e. transport,
emissions), which are key to the success of the model. Better quality observations would
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allow evaluation of these processes, and also allow the application of more advanced data
analysis methods, i.e. spectral analysis.

Across the universe there are numerous examples of periodic oscillations. The diurnal
rotation of the Earth on its axis is one such example, with the incident solar light intensity
on a fixed surface location oscillating with the rotation of the earth. Periodic oscillations of
meteorological parameters impose variability on the chemical species of the atmosphere.
O3 in particular is extremely sensitive to the availability of high energy photons, and
therefore has substantive diurnal variability. Likewise, the annual rotation of the Earth
around the Sun encodes substantial seasonal variability on O3. Typically, when evaluating
the diurnal/annual cycles of O3, simple averages are taken over fixed time steps (e.g.
hourly/daily/monthly). These averages encode the variability not only resultant from
periodic forcings, but also from highly variable weather associated processes. Spectral
analysis provides a methodology for the precise mathematical separation of any time series
into its dominant periodic components (i.e. diurnal, seasonal variability) and residual
meteorological noise. Through application to model–measurement comparisons, model
biases associated specifically with the magnitude and timing of periodic forcings can be
quantified. Through this work, spectral analysis is used extensively for the quantitative
assessment of the modelled periodicity of surface O3.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

The work described in this thesis represents a number of studies undertaken to further un-
derstanding of surface O3 chemistry, with particular regard to improving its representation
in CTMs/ESMs. The following chapters are each framed around published and in prep.
works, as outlined below:

Chapter 2 describes the substantive process of collating surface measurements for
O3 and 4 of its main precursors from all publicly available data networks through time,
handling numerous data quality issues, creating globally gridded metrics for each species,
for use by the atmospheric chemistry community. Work in this chapter is based on Bowdalo
et al. (2016b) and an updated version of the surface O3 collation framework outlined in
Sofen et al. (2016).

Chapter 3 outlines the development of a novel spectral analysis methodology for the
periodic evaluation of atmospheric species in CTMs/ESMs. This Chapter is partly based
on Bowdalo et al. (2016a).

Chapter 4 demonstrates the validity of the spectral method, through the evaluation
of a global CTM with collated hourly surface O3 measurements. Significant biases are
discovered, which are discussed. This Chapter is partly based on Bowdalo et al. (2016a).

Chapter 5 discusses potential reasons for surface O3 biases in current CTMs/ESMs,
and describes the undertaking of a large scale sensitivity study, scaling a multitude of
emissions and deposition parameters of a global CTM, in an attempt to find valid pathways
to better represent surface O3. This Chapter is based on Bowdalo and Evans (2016).

The thesis is concluded by a summative chapter (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 2

Gridded global metrics for surface
ozone model evaluation

2.1 Introduction

A major limitation in the evaluation of O3 in CTMs/ESMs is the availability and quality of
observations. O3 has been extensively measured around the world by long term balloon
borne measurements, from suitably equipped commercial aircraft, from research aircraft,
from ships, and satellites etc. However, each of these methods carry issues associated
with the temporal, horizontal or vertical resolution of measurements. O3 has also been
extensively measured at the surface, by a range of regional and global networks.

Concurrent evaluation of both O3 and its precursors gives greater confidence of our
understanding of the chemistry, however, observations of these precursors are much sparser
than for O3. Measurements of these species are typically harder to make than for O3, and
scientific or air quality interest in many of these species is also often less than for O3.
Near global coverage by satellites exist for some of these precursors (i.e. CO, NO2), these
however require complex corrections and can not yet isolate concentrations at the surface
(Lamsal et al., 2015; Strode et al., 2016), the air most relevant for humans and vegetation.
Surface observations of a range of O3 precursors are also collected by multiple public
networks. Data from these networks is reported in a multitude of different formats, with
a variety of different data quality issues associated. Most evaluations therefore typically
incorporate data from a single network, limiting the spatial scope of the evaluation.

This chapter describes the synthesis of all publicly available surface data for several
key species which play pivotal roles in the composition of the atmosphere, specifically,
O3, NO, NO2, CO and C5H8. Extensive data quality screening is applied, providing high
quality data appropriate for the detailed evaluation of modelled O3 chemistry. The finalised
data is made available to the atmospheric chemistry community through gridded statistical
metrics, tailored specifically for robust global model comparison.

Section 2.2 outlines the data networks contributing to this work. Section 2.3 details the
data quality checks applied to the raw data and Sect. 2.4 describes the temporal and spatial
extent of the finalised data sets. Section 2.5 gives a statistical review of the processed data
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and Sect. 2.6 details the production of gridded versions of the data. Finally, Sect. 2.7 gives
recommendations for data providers and the modelling community based on experiences
gleaned through this work.

2.2 Contributing data sets

There are multiple publicly available data sets that report O3, NO, NO2, CO and C5H8

observations. Due to the scarcity of O3 precursor measurements relative to O3, efforts are
made to include data sets reporting hourly, daily and monthly mean resolution data as long
as this data is representative in a daily context.

Data is taken from the following publicly available data sets:
European Environment Agency AirBase, http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps

/data/airbase-the-european-air-quality-database-8 : European network made up of national
air pollution monitoring networks from the European Union (EU), European Economic
Area (EEA) member countries and some EEA potential candidate countries. The EU
member states are required to report air quality data under the EU Council Decision
97/101/EC. Being designed to monitor air quality compliance, sites are typically urban
(European Environment Agency, 2002; European Topic Centre on Air Pollution and
Climate Change Mitigation, 2015).

Air Quality System (AQS), http://www3.epa.gov/airdata/ad_data.html : USA (United
States of America) network made up of air pollution data collected by the USA Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA), state, local, and tribal air pollution control agencies from
thousands of monitoring stations designed to monitor compliance with the Clean Air Act.
As with AirBase, sites are typically urban.

The Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMoN), http://www
.ec.gc.ca/rs-mn/default.asp?lang=En&n=752CE271-1 : Canadian network created in 1983,
originally designed to aid understanding of the sources and impacts of acid rain, with a
present day remit to study regional patterns and trends for a range of atmospheric pollutants.
As of 2010 there are 33 active sites across Canada, predominantly in the central and eastern
regions.

Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET), http://www.epa.gov/castnet :
Long term environmental background monitoring network consisting of sites located in
the USA and Canada. CASTNET is managed and operated by the EPA. The network
was established under the 1991 Clean Air Act Amendments to assess the trends in acidic
deposition due to emission reduction programs (AMEC Environment and Infrastructure
Inc., 2014).

Acid Deposition Monitoring Network in East Asia (EANET), http://www.eanet.asia
: Asian intergovernmental monitoring network, primarily focused on acid deposition that
was set up to promote efforts towards environmental sustainability and protection of human
health in the east Asian region.

European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP), http://ebas.nilu.no/def
ault.aspx : European scientific and policy driven program based under the Convention on
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Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP) for international co-operation to solve
transboundary air pollution problems. EMEP sites are intended to provide representative
regional observations to monitor long range transport in Europe (Tørseth et al., 2012).

Canadian National Air Pollution Survey Program (NAPS), http://maps-cartes.ec.gc
.ca/rnspa-naps/data.aspx : Canadian network operated by Environment Canada, established
in 1969 as a joint program of the federal and provincial governments to monitor and assess
the quality of ambient air in urban areas.

South Eastern Aerosol Research and Characterisation (SEARCH), http://www.at
mospheric-research.com/studies/SEARCH : South eastern USA multi-pollutant network
designed to address policy and scientific driven questions related to: O3 and its precursors,
particulate matter composition, mercury and acid deposition. Originally setup in the early
1990s, when 3 rural ozone sites were deployed as part of the Southern Oxidants Study
(SCION) network to understand regional transport of ozone and its precursors in the
southern USA.

World Data Center for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG) from the World Meteoro-
logical Organisation (WMO) Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW), http://ds.data.jma.go
.jp/gmd/wdcgg/ : The GAW network was established by the WMO in the 1960’s with
the major aim to understand and control the increasing influence of human activity on
the global atmosphere. GAW sites are classified into global, regional, and contributing
stations. Global stations are sites that provide data to study global scale environmental
issues. Regional stations provide data related to regional aspects of global environmental
issues and environmental problems of regional scale and importance. Contributing stations
are sites owned by external data groups and share data through mutual agreements with
GAW (Müller et al., 2007).

These data sets do not represent all of the observations of these compounds made
globally. However other data sets are not readily available (e.g. not available online),
unlikely to conform to the quality assurance standards followed by the above networks, or
are reported individually in a plethora of different data formats. Data from the networks
used was last downloaded on August 15th 2015. In total, combined for all species the data
collection comprises of 24,334 sites, and 1,640,864,217 measurements, beginning in 1971
(O3 measurements from the WMO GAW network) going through to January 1st 2015.

2.3 Data processing

The data processing framework used is now outlined, shown visually in Fig. 2.1. The
file parsing involved in processing a range of data formats is first described (Sect. 2.3.1 –
Sect. 2.3.4) followed by descriptions in turn of each the multiple data quality steps imple-
mented on the raw data, outlining any unresolved uncertainties (Sect. 2.3.5 – Sect. 2.3.14).
Figure 2.3 shows all sites, by species, that are omitted from processing following each data
quality check. Table 2.5 outlines the number of sites and measurements remaining after
each quality check, by species.
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Fig. 2.1 Flow chart illustrating the data processing framework.
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2.3.1 Primary file parsing

A range of file formats are processed, with no real consistency between any of the networks:
AirBase (fixed format text), CAPMoN (CSV), EANET (CSV), EMEP (NASA Ames),
SEARCH (CSV and XLS) and WMO GAW (fixed format text) all provide an annual file for
each site. AQS (CSV), CASTNET (CSV) and NAPS (CSV and XLS) provide annual data
files, containing data for all sites. Some of these networks provide different species data in
the same files (EANET, SEARCH), the rest (AirBase, AQS, CAPMoN, CASTNET, EMEP,
NAPS, WMO GAW) separate different species data out into separate files. SEARCH data
prior to 1997 is reported as XLS files and after as CSV files. Inconsistency in file formats
is also inherent between different species for some networks. This is the case for AQS
(C5H8 and other species), and NAPS (C5H8 and other species). Daily and monthly average
data (and data with resolution in between) is incorporated in the processing along with
hourly data. The networks that provide data on these longer timescales (> hourly) are:
AirBase, AQS (for C5H8), EMEP, NAPS (for C5H8) and WMO GAW. It is sometimes
the case that there are duplicate data files reported for the same site at different temporal
resolutions. In all instances the highest temporal resolution data is preferentially kept.
All data is processed onto an hourly data grid between January 1st 1970 and January 1st
2015. For all valid data with a temporal resolution lower than 1 hour, each measurement
is repeated for the day or month, or over the range of specified sampled hours, if given.
Most of the data networks provide data quality flags to highlight bad quality data. These
flags are used wherever provided converting the bad data to NaN (Not a Number) values.
AirBase, CAPMoN, CASTNET, NAPS and SEARCH networks provide data flags for all
observational points. EMEP and WMO GAW data files have flags for the majority of site
data, but not all. AQS and EANET do not provide data flags. Flag definitions are generally
determined through analysing network reports, but their application is often inconsistent,
particular for the EMEP and WMO GAW networks owing to the large number of flag
options. A strict filter is imposed, removing observations flagged as having any concerns
with the quality of measurement. Additionally, missing or bad quality observations are
often set as filler values (i.e. -99999), with these values set as NaNs also. Filler values
however are often set inconsistently in-network (i.e. 999,9999, -99999 etc.), with no
additional meta data providing definitions for differences.

2.3.2 Metadata

Each of the data networks provide metadata supplementing the data measured. For each
site a consistent dictionary containing the following metadata is built: site reference
code, site name, latitude, longitude, altitude, raw land use classification, secondary land
use classification, data network, data timezone, local timezone, raw measurement unit,
processed measurement unit (ppbv), coarsest data resolution (lowest resolution of data
going into site averages, i.e. monthly) and site contact. Additionally collected are the valid
measurement methodologies applied at each site, along with the timespan of their usage.
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AirBase metadata is split between 2 country specific CSV files reporting primary
metadata and measurement configurations respectively as well as single country specific
XML files which report country wide metadata (i.e. time zone). AQS metadata is split
between the data files per line (i.e. measurement methods) and a standalone metadata
file (CSV) giving constant site metadata (latitude, longitude etc.). CASTNET and NAPS
provide standalone metadata files (CSV) providing metadata for all sites (NAPS measure-
ment units and methods are homogenous per species and obtained online from separate
documentation). CAPMoN, EMEP and WMO GAW metadata is given in the header of
each data file. SEARCH metadata is manually taken from the SEARCH website. EANET
metadata is stripped from a PDF document describing each site and manually cleaned up.

Site reference codes are used to track site data throughout the processing. The type of
codes used are unique for each data network, as these codes are mostly provided by the
networks, often used to link site data to external metadata. Only the AQS and EANET
networks do not give site reference codes. For the AQS data set, reference codes are
manually created for each site, concatenating “aqs” + state code + county code + state
specific site number. For the EANET data set the codes are created by concatenating “ea”
+ first two letters of the site name + a three-digit integer (from 0, the alphabetical sorted
position of the site name).

The metadata describing the measurement and sampling methodologies vary signifi-
cantly in detail by measurement network and also, at many sites, change over time. The
accurate attribution of measurement and sampling methodologies is essential to ensuring
the accuracy of any one measurement. WMO GAW is particularly inconsistent in the
reporting of methodologies, particularly for older time periods, with methodologies often
left blank. Site specific methodologies are reported in much greater detail on the GAWSIS
web platform (http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg/), therefore this resource is used to
manually fill in the majority of missing methodologies.

There are occasions where metadata is reported per year (CAPMoN, EMEP and WMO
GAW), where the physical location (latitude, longitude or altitude) changes once or multiple
times through the time record. This is typically due to typographical errors or varying
numbers of digits being used to represent the latitude, longitude or altitude information,
but there are examples where the change is due to an actual physical change in monitoring
location. These changes in location are all small enough that they do not significantly alter
the composition at the sites. In these instances, the mode value found in the metadata is
taken to be the set metadata value for the site.

Much of the data reported is given in a local time, this is corrected for (described in
Sect. 2.3.4) but in order to do this the local timezone is needed. This is reported for almost
all sites, however not for AQS C5H8 data. A Python timezone package (tzwhere) is thus
used to provide a site’s local timezone based on its latitude and longitude coordinates.

If any metadata field is not reported, the value is set to be NaN. A data quality step is
included that checks if any of the key metadata (latitude, longitude, altitude) is not a NaN
or arbitrary string. If so, the site is excluded from processing.
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2.3.3 Concentrations and mixing ratios

The concentrations reported for all species are either volumetric mixing ratios (e.g. ppbv
= nmol mol−1 = 1×10−9 mol−1) or mass densities (e.g. µg m−3), in a range of different
units. For consistency, all concentrations are converted to ppbv. Some measurement
methodologies fundamentally measure in the units of molecules cm−3 or as a mass density,
not as a volumetric mixing ratio. The conversion from molecules cm−3 to a mass density,
i.e µg m−3, is a simple constant: MS/NA×106, where MS is the molar mass of the species
and NA is Avogadro’s number (6.0221×1023 mol−1). The conversion from µg m−3 to a
mixing ratio (ppbv) however carries uncertainty as it depends on both temperature and
pressure:

XS =CS ·
RT

MSP
, (2.1)

where XS refers to the species mixing ratio in ppbv, CS the species concentration in
µg m−3, R is the gas constant (8.3144 J mol−1 K−1), MS is the molar mass of the species in
g mol−1, P is pressure in mPa, and T is temperature in K. The temperature and pressure
referenced refers the internal temperature and pressure of the instrument, not ambient
conditions. However, the concentrations actually reported are standardised to a fixed
temperature and pressure. This is done to ensure measurements are comparable across all
sites. This standardisation differs between the USA and the EU. The EU standard (used
by AirBase, EANET, EMEP) sets the temperature and pressure as 293 K and 1013 hPa
(European Environment Agency, 2002). The USA standard (used by AQS, CAPMoN,
CASTNET, NAPS and SEARCH) is 25◦C (298.15 K) and 1013.25 hPa (U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, 2016). WMO GAW standards differ by site, all using a fixed
pressure of 1013.25 hPa but differing temperatures (293.15 K or 298.15 K). The difference
between these standards will bias results slightly high in North America compared to
the rest of the world. Taking CO to be 150 µg m−3 for example adds 2.2 ppbv at 25◦C
(131.02 ppbv) compared to 20◦C (128.82 ppbv). For measurement methodologies that
directly measure as a volumetric mixing ratio it is not known if the standardisation is
applied retrospectively to the measurements, which adds additional uncertainty.

Some C5H8 AQS measurements are reported in a mixing ratio per carbon (i.e. ppbv
per carbon). This is converted to a standard mixing ratio (ppbv) by:

XS =
XCS

NC
, (2.2)

where XCS is the mixing ratio per carbon and NC is the number of carbon atoms in the
species (i.e. 5 for C5H8).

2.3.4 Date and time

The time zones that data are reported in vary by site thus all observational times are needed
to be adjusted to a consistent timeframe. All times are shifted to Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC). AirBase, CASTNET, EANET, AQS (only C5H8), NAPS and SEARCH data
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sets are reported in local time and provide integer time zone offsets from UTC. For the
WMO GAW data set some sites report data in UTC and others in local times, reported in a
range of non-standardised strings (i.e. “Local time UTC+1” vs “Local time+1”), and in
many instances report no time zone information at all (which are filled in manually using
data found on the GAWSIS web platform). AQS (all but C5H8), CAPMoN and EMEP data
is reported in UTC time.

A small number of sites have consistent daily gaps on the 29th February during leap
years. It is assumed that this a missing day of data, caused by the data processing, and
that data labeled for the 1st of March is indeed for the 1st of March. The WMO GAW
network reports times either as 00:00–23:00 or 01:00–24:00. In all these instances, 24:00
is converted to be 00:00 of the next day. Coupled with this difference in notation is the
uncertainty regarding whether any time reported relates to the beginning, middle or end of
an average time window and whether this varies by data network. For example, a data point
reported at 07:00 could reasonably relate to the average between 06:00–07:00, 07:00–08:00
or 06:30–07:30. This is impossible to resolve given the number of sites analysed and thus
adds uncertainty on the time of day measurements relate to.

The number of data quality checks implemented during the processing procedure are
now described. Counts are maintained of the number of sites and number of observations
removed by each step, for each species. Each data point that is of raw daily or monthly
temporal resolution is treated simply as 1 count, rather than counting their duplicated
values in the final output. The number of sites and observations remaining after each
processing step are shown for each species by Table 2.5. The sites removed by each check
are shown spatially by network, for each species, by Fig. 2.3.

There are sites which have no valid measurements through the time record, these sites
are removed by the first data quality check.

2.3.5 Correcting overlapping and removing duplicate data

Some sites have overlapping or duplicate data for a single time point with no explanation
in any case given. A two step process is implemented for dealing with these instances.
Firstly, data is sorted in ascending order in time. Secondly, if any data is reported more
than once for any hour, the first value is kept and all subsequent values are removed. This
second step thus removes instances where data values are simply duplicated for a single
time point, and the more problematic instances where there are different values reported
for a single time point, which is seen as the fairest way of treating this data.

2.3.6 Coarse resolution / data plateaus

The measured data resolution for all species has improved over time as measurement
methodologies have improved. Some species, particularly NOx and CO, are often only
measured for air quality indexing purposes, with the resolution of the data being often very
coarse (i.e. in 100 ppbv intervals for CO in many cases for AQS sites) and thus not very
suitable for model evaluation purposes. Coarse data is filtered out by implementing an
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algorithm to look, year by year, at the minimum differences between all of the measurement
points (excluding zeros). Annual site data which has a minimum difference of greater than
1 ppbv for O3 and NO2, 0.3 ppbv for NO, 10 ppbv for CO and 0.2 ppbv for C5H8, is set
as NaNs for the entire year. A whole site is removed from processing if all years of data
are removed. This approach allows for the keeping of site data where the data resolution
improves over time.

Additionally, there are instances where the limit of detection of the instruments leads
to a plateau of measurements concentrated on this limit, with the true concentration
being lower. This is more apparent for older data when instruments had poorer limit of
detections. Including insufficiently resolved data would impose a high average bias, thus a
semi-automatic method is implemented for removing data. A minimum concentration is
imposed for each species: O3 – 4.9 ppbv, NO – 0.099 ppbv, NO2 – 1.9 ppbv, CO – 49 ppbv,
C5H8 – 0.09 ppbv. If one year of data for a site is all above the set minimum level the site
is manually screened. If there is clear evidence of a data plateau above this minimum level
then each year of data, for each site, when this is the case is removed. A site is removed
from processing if all years are invalid.

Additional uncertainty arises from inconsistencies regarding the inclusion of zero and
negative concentrations. In many cases zeros and negative concentrations are included
by the reporting site, however this is not the case for all stations. The most consistent
approach for dealing with this issue would be to remove all instances of zeros and negative
concentrations in the processing. However, for species such as C5H8, concentrations
of zero represent a significant fraction of the total concentrations, therefore the removal
of these values would result in the measured distribution not being fully representative.
Thus zeros are retained in the processing. There exists significant confusion throughout
the measurement community regarding the proper protocol for dealing with negative
concentrations. Negative concentrations are reported in much fewer instances than zeros,
thus it is not deemed their their removal biases the measured distribution, and therefore are
removed.

2.3.7 Removing invalid measurement methods

A range of measurement methodologies exist for each of the different species. The accuracy
of any measurement can only be as as good as the methodology employed for its taking.
Therefore, it is essential to correctly attribute each measurement with the methodology
used. This is made an extremely problematic task due to the metadata reported regarding
measurement methodologies being generally sparse or non-existent. Many sites are found
which report no methodology information at all in the metadata, which in all cases is set
following manual investigation. This is the case for many WMO GAW site files, where
additional information was found using the GAWSIS system. Some networks do not give
any methodology information at all (i.e. NAPS), either in the raw data files or a separate
metadata file, rather it is buried in network reports.

After setting a methodology for every measurement, the number of differing methodolo-
gies (by describing string) goes into the 1000s. In a small number of cases the methodolo-
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gies reported are meaningless (e.g. “NANADE03L_NA”, “NANAAT01L_CO”, “NANA”)
and all data associated with these sites is therefore screened out. A large amount of
work has been devoted towards standardising the remaining methodologies, resulting in
24 unique methodologies across all species. Some of these methodologies carry very large
uncertainties or are not typically associated with measuring the species stated. All data asso-
ciated with these invalid methods is screened out , outlined in Table A.1 in Appendix A, by
species. Following all quality checks (including removal of invalid measurement methods)
11 unique methodologies are found across all species. Tables 2.1–2.4 give a small descrip-
tion and the advantages and disadvantages associated with each accepted methodology.
Table 2.1 focuses on O3 methodologies, Table 2.2 reports C5H8 methodologies, Table 2.3
focuses on NOx methodologies and Table 2.4 reports CO methodologies. Figure 2.5 shows
the mode measurement methodologies spatially at all valid sites, by species.

Some notable methodological issues encountered that require consideration are now
detailed.

NO2 measurement bias

The vast majority of NO2 measurements are made using the chemiluminescence methodol-
ogy. Chemiluminescence measures NO2 indirectly, requiring conversion of NO2 to NO
(which can be measured directly). The converter used is either a heated metal surface,
almost always molybdenum, or a photolytic converter. The heated metal surface converters
convert not only NO2 to NO but other oxidised nitrogen compounds such as N2O5, HNO3,
PAN and other organic nitrates, with the efficiencies of these conversions being dynamic
by location (Steinbacher et al., 2007). This leads to measurements that are essentially a
fraction of the sum of oxidised nitrogen species (NOy) as opposed to NO2. Thus NO2

measurements by this methodology are typically overestimated, particularly in cleaner
environments (Winer et al., 1974; Steinbacher et al., 2007). Despite this, many regulatory
networks still mandate the use of this technique. Photolytic conversion of NO2 to NO
is achieved through photolysis of NO2 at wavelengths less than 420 nm by either Xenon
lamps or UV emitting diodes (blue light converters) (Ryerson et al., 2000; Sadanaga et al.,
2010). Small interferences caused by photolysis of HONO by Xenon lamps and in the
presence of hydrocarbons have been reported (Rohrer et al., 2005; Bejan et al., 2006;
Villena et al., 2011), however the biases imposed are significantly less than associated
with molybdenum converters and is the recommended methodology for measuring NO2

(Penkett et al., 2011). The vast majority of NO2 measurements made to date however
have used chemiluminescence instruments with molybdenum converters, thus significantly
biasing the majority of global NO2 measurements.

Rigi (47.056◦N, 8.485◦E) is a rural Swiss WMO GAW site, that makes in situ NO2

measurements using both types of chemiluminescence instruments. This gives an op-
portunity to directly analyse the bias imposed by the molybdenum converter referenced
directly with relatively unbiased data. Figure 2.2 shows the time series of NO2 for both
methodologies at Rigi between 2002 and 2015. Inspection of the time series reveals the
highest NO2 to be consistently reported by the molybdenum instrument, however the
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significant amount of noise makes any systematic seasonal or diurnal trend difficult to
derive. Using spectral analysis (described in detail in Chapter 3) the periodic signals
(seasonal and diurnal) contained in the data are isolated from the meteorological noise. The
molybdenum converted measurements are found to be higher than the photolysis converted
measurements in all months and all hours of the day. No systematic biases associated with
any specific time of day are found, with the molybdenum data consistently biased 1.5 ppbv
high across the day. Seasonally, larger high biases are found January to April of 2.5 ppbv,
with a 1.5 ppbv high bias across the rest of the year. These findings are consistent with
previous studies at this site (Steinbacher et al., 2007).

Therefore it is decided to separate the NO2 measurements into two different groups:
NO2–M (NO2–Molybdenum) and NO2–O (NO2–Other). The NO2–O grouping includes
both Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) and photolytic measurements.
The NO2–M measurements are retained primarily due to the large number of valid mea-
surements that are made in this way (883 sites and 58,706,945 measurements), with these
measurements potentially being useful for long term trends etc. Work has also been done
attempting to correct these observations using a global CTM (Lamsal et al., 2008), showing
a potential use.

There is often little detail reported in the metadata regarding the type of converter
used for chemiluminescence NO2 measurements. The only method of determining this
information was manually looking through instrumental handbooks, when a instrument
name is given. In cases where the instrument name is not given, no determination is
possible, and these measurements are grouped by default as using molybdenum converters.
This therefore imposes more uncertainty on the NO2–M grouping.
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Fig. 2.2 Time series of NO2 measurements made by chemiluminescence instruments with molybdenum (black) and photolytic (red) converters at Rigi (upper
panel), and the associated diurnal and seasonal cycles derived through spectral analysis (lower panels).
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WMO GAW flask network – CO

The WMO GAW flask network exists to provide an economical way of determining
seasonal/multi-annual variations for multiple carbon gases, CO included, in a global
context. It involves the air filling of flasks (with approximately 10 minute sampling
time) across a large range of locations, for later analysis at a central laboratory using gas
chromatography – mercury oxide reduction (GCHgO). They are reported in the raw data
as a single monthly average value with no details of sample times included. The reported
monthly average could potentially therefore be the average of multiple flask samples or
only one. As this network of measurements exhibits such excellent global coverage, these
measurements are kept in the data set. These values are set as single hourly measurements
the first hour of each month. This approach is taken as the representativeness of the
measurements over timescales longer than an hour cannot be trusted, and it is not wished
to bias areas which contain more representative continuous measurements in the averaging
process. However, these flask measurements represent the only CO measurements in many
areas and in these cases some measurements are preferable to none.

CO calibration scale uncertainty

Calibration is necessary for all CO instruments using gas standards. Every calibration
requires setting new calibration factors for methods with a linear response (NDIR, GCFID
etc.), or a new calibration curve for methods with a non-linear response (GCHgO).

Typically when calibrating the measurements of a specific species via a gas standard,
a defined calibration scale is referred to, directly linked to a single set of stable primary
standards that are used over a long period of time, maintaining consistency of calibration
(Novelli et al., 1991). Each scale is directly associated with a specific set of primary
standards, named according to the year they were created. Thus the creation and use of
new primary standards for a particular compound results in a new calibration scale.

However, concentrations of CO standards in high pressure cylinders have been shown
to drift over relatively short time periods (1–2 years) which has led to the CO scale being
redefined by new sets of gravimetric standards made every few years. Secondary (in-house)
standards are calibrated by the gravimetric standards before they become invalid. This
makes the CO scale relatable across multiple gravimetric sets over multiple years and
allows quantification of the drift in the secondary standards. Uncertainties arise however
as there has not been consistency in the definition of primary and secondary standards with
time. Additionally not all secondary standards have been measured against all gravimetric
sets, thus it is uncertain how well different sets of gravimetric standards agree.

More uncertainty arises when comparing the CO calibration scales associated with the
standards of CO provided by the multiple different national and commercial laboratories.
Measurements of CO made by different laboratories have been known to differ in the past
by up to 40 %, a significant fraction of which is attributed to differences in calibration
scales (Novelli et al., 1998). Zellweger et al. (2009) found that the major limiting factor
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for accurate CO measurements, when comparing 4 different co-located measurement
methodologies, was the uncertainty of the calibration standards.

The most referenced scale is the NOAA/WMO scale, applied by the WMO GAW
network, the only network which gives any detail in the metadata regarding calibration. It
is therefore possible a range of different CO scales have been applied by the different data
networks. It is impossible to place a number on the uncertainty imposed because of this.
However, all data networks from which data is drawn in this work have comprehensive
quality control procedures and as such the assumption is made that this uncertainty is not
significant.

The calibration procedures for the other species carry less uncertainties. No standards
of O3 can currently be stably stored, due its reactivity. O3 is thus calibrated dynamically,
typically using a standard reference photometer (SRP). The SRP generates a synthetic
stream of O3 in dry air, which is measured, and flows a fraction of the O3 through
the instrument wanted to be calibrated, with the linear regression between the different
measurements providing calibration factors (Galbally and Schultz, 2013). Many national
and commercial laboratories provide NO and NO2 standards. NO standards are prepared
through the dilution of pure NO in pure nitrogen (N2), in concentrations of 10 mmol mol−1

or less, to protect against reaction to NO2, N2O and N2. These standards have been shown
to be stable over many years (Wielgosz et al., 2008; Penkett et al., 2011). NO2 standards are
generally prepared through gravimetric dilution of NO in pure N2. NO is then converted
to NO2 through addition of excess O2. Water vapour can cause problematic interference,
converting NO2 to HNO3. The most experienced laboratories are are able to reproduce
independent standards of NO2 that agree within 0.5 % (Flores et al., 2012). There currently
exist only two sets of traceable pure calibration standards for VOCs in the sub-ppbv range,
provided by Apel-Riemer (Environmental Inc. Denver, Colorado, USA). The first of these
standards is designed for the calibration of 75 non-oxygenated species (i.e. C5H8) in the
range of 0.2–10 ppbv, and the other for oxygenated species. These standards are certified
with an accuracy of ± 3–5 %, stable on time scales greater than a year (WMO/GAW,
2007).
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Measurement
Method

Outline Advantages Disadvantages

O3

UV Absorption
Spectrophotometry
(UV–A) (Galbally
and Schultz, 2013)

Sample is irradiated in measure-
ment cell (at wavelengths less than
254 nm), by a low pressure, cold cath-
ode mercury vapour lamp. The ab-
sorption at 253.65 nm (principally by
O3) is measured by a photodetec-
tor, with the concentration of specific
molecules of O3 then derived using
the Beer–Lambert Law.

• Well established
method
• Low cost
• Direct measurement

• Interferences by
aromatic hydrocarbons
•Water vapour interfer-
ences
• Interferences by
mercury

Differential
Optical Absorption
Spectroscopy
(DOAS) (Platt et al.,
1979; Edner et al.,
1993; Galbally and
Schultz, 2013)

Optical method that analyses spec-
trum of light (either from a continu-
ous source–typically UV, or direct or
scattered sun light) that is beamed
through a fixed optical path (from
hundreds of metres to many kilome-
tres), with concentrations of specific
species’ molecules in optical path,
over set wavelength ranges, deter-
mined using the Beer–Lambert Law.

• Low detection limit
(∼ 1 ppbv)
• High precision

• Interferences by
NO, NO2 and SO2 in
wavelength ranges
• Complex corrections
for variable optical
conditions
• Measures average
concentration along the
path length, not any
single molecule

Table 2.1 Accepted measurement methodologies for O3.

Measurement
Method

Outline Advantages Disadvantages

C5H8

Gas
Chromatography –
Flame Ionisation
Detection (GCFID)
(WMO/GAW, 2007)

Chromatographic separated C5H8 is
measured through oxidation in a hy-
drogen flame, generating electrically
charged ions (FID).

• Well established
method
• Very linear response
• Low cost

• Potentially unsensi-
tive for VOCs
• Labour intensive

Gas
Chromatography –
Mass Spectrometry
(GCMS)
(WMO/GAW,
2007)

Chromatographic separated C5H8 is
ionised, fragmenting the sample into
charged ions with a certain mass, re-
sulting in a spectrum where com-
pounds can be separated based on
their mass to charge ratio.

• Well established
method
• Very sensitive

• Careful calibration
necessary
• Expensive

Table 2.2 Accepted measurement methodologies for C5H8.
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Measurement
Method

Outline Advantages Disadvantages

NO
Chemiluminescence
(CL) (Fontijn et al.,
1970; Ridley and
Howlett, 1974;
Penkett et al., 2011)

O3 created by a generator produces
NO2, a fraction of which is exited.
This decays releasing light, the inten-
sity of which is directly proportional
to the NO mixing ratio.

• Well established
method
• Low cost
• Direct measurement

• Interference at low
mixing ratios due to
reaction of O3 with
other gases
• Water vapour
interferences

NO2

Chemiluminescence
– molybdenum
converter (CL–M)
(Winer et al., 1974;
Steinbacher et al.,
2007; Penkett et al.,
2011)

NO is measured by chemilumines-
cence (NO cell). In another cell, NO2
is converted to NO by a molybdenum
converter and then measured (NOx
cell). The difference between the NO
mixing ratios in the different cells
gives the NO2 concentration.

• Well established
method
• Low cost

• Indirect measurement
• Overestimates NO2
due to conversion of
NO2 to other oxidised
nitrogen compounds
than NO

Chemiluminescence
– photolytic converter
(CL–P) (Ryerson
et al., 2000; Rohrer
et al., 2005; Be-
jan et al., 2006;
Sadanaga et al.,
2010; Villena et al.,
2011)

Same as above, but instead uses pho-
tolytic conversion (Xenon lamps or
UV emitting diodes – blue light con-
verters) of NO2 to NO at wavelengths
less than 420 nm.

• Well established
method
• Good precision

• Indirect measurement
• Small interferences
caused by photolysis
of HONO by Xenon
lamps and in the pres-
ence of hydrocarbons

Differential
Optical Absorption
Spectroscopy
(DOAS) (Platt et al.,
1979; Edner et al.,
1993; Thornton et al.,
2003)

Optical method that analyses spec-
trum of light (either from a continu-
ous source–typically UV, or direct or
scattered sun light) that is beamed
through a fixed optical path (from
hundreds of metres to many kilome-
tres), with concentrations of specific
species’ molecules in optical path,
over set wavelength ranges, deter-
mined using the Beer–Lambert Law.

• Low detection limit
(∼ 1 ppbv)
• High precision

• Interferences by O3,
NO or NO2 and SO2 in
wavelength ranges
• Complex corrections
for variable optical
conditions
• Measures average
concentration along the
path length, not any
single molecule

Table 2.3 Accepted measurement methodologies for NO and NO2.
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Measurement
Method

Outline Advantages Disadvantages

CO
Non-Dispersive
Infrared Radiometry
(NDIR) (Par-
rish et al., 1994;
WMO/GAW, 2010)

Near infrared spectral absorption by
CO at 4.67 µm in an optical cell with
the attenuated energy proportional to
the CO concentration. NDIR instru-
ments are usually continuously cali-
brated using the gas filter correlation
technique (GFC).

• Well established
method
• Low cost
• Little maintenance

•Water vapour interfer-
ences
• Significant dif-
ferences in NDIR
instrument detection
limits possible (10 to
40 ppbv)

Gas
Chromatography –
Mercury Oxide
Reduction (GCHgO)
(Novelli et al.,
1992; Novelli, 1999;
WMO/GAW, 2010)

Following separation by gas chro-
matography, CO reacts with mer-
cury oxide (HgO) to produce mer-
cury vapour detected by UV absorp-
tion at 254 nm.

• Well established
method
• Low detection limit
(2 ppbv)
• High precision

• Non-linear response
(up to 8 %): frequent
determination of the
calibration curve is
necessary

Gas
Chromatography –
Flame Ionisation
Detection (GC-
FID) (Rasmussen
and Khalil, 1981;
Novelli, 1999;
WMO/GAW, 2010)

Chromatographic separated CO is
converted to CH4 using a heated
nickel catalyst and measured through
oxidation in a hydrogen flame, gener-
ating electrically charged ions (FID).

• Well established
method
• Very linear response
• Low cost

• Indirect measurement
• Heated nickel cata-
lyst may need regular
replacement
• Labour intensive

Vacuum Ultraviolet
Resonance
Fluorescence
(VURF)
(Gerbig et al., 1999;
Holloway et al.,
2000; WMO/GAW,
2010)

Pulsed fluorescence of CO in the vac-
uum ultraviolet, using a photomul-
tiplier tube to measure the emitted
photons.

• Very low detection
limits (< 1 ppbv)
• Extremely linear re-
sponse
• High frequency mea-
surments

•Water vapour interfer-
ences
• Frequent cleaning of
the optical parts is es-
sential
• Expensive

Cavity
Ring Down
Spectroscopy
(CRDS)
(WMO/GAW,
2010; Richardson
et al., 2012)

Sample is introduced into a high-
finesse optical cavity illuminated by
a laser and the optical absorbance of
the sample, and in turn concentration,
is determined.

• Very low detection
limits (< 1 ppbv)
• Very linear response
• Requires very little
maintenance

• Expensive

Table 2.4 Accepted measurement methodologies for CO.
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2.3.8 Removing duplicate sites

Duplicate site records are in some cases reported by different observing networks. For
example, many of WMO GAW sites also appear in the AirBase and EMEP networks. The
WMO GAW sites at Cape Point (cpt), Niwot Ridge (nwr) and Ushuia (ush) report two
versions of data, one unfiltered and one filtered for local influences. Only unfiltered forms
are used in this work. Sites are determined as duplicate if they have latitudes/longitudes that
are equivalent to 2 decimal places, altitudes within 50 m and have the same measurement
methodology. The amount of duplicates found for one location is as many as 4 sites in
some cases. A 4 step process is implemented for the resolving of these duplicates. It is
primarily tested if the temporal range of the data sets are distinctly different, which is
defined as being if the start and end times are both significantly different (> 5 years) with
the data overlap between them < 50 %. Any sites that are distinctly different are removed
from the test and kept. If duplicates still exist, sites with the highest temporal resolution
are kept preferentially. Next, the site which has the greatest number of valid data points is
kept. Lastly, if there are still duplicates, the first indexed site is simply taken, discarding
the others.

2.3.9 Removing urban sites

The majority of data for O3 and its precursors is reported for air quality purposes, therefore
a significant fraction of sites are located in urban areas. The major motivation for this work
is the evaluation of global models for which the grid boxes have horizontal resolutions of
10s of kilometres or coarser. It is not expected that these models are able to resolve point
source urban chemistry, therefore it is decided to exclude urban sites.

The definition of a “urban” site is rather subjective, with no global unified method
of determination. In this work, urban sites are defined in a 3 step process. Firstly, most
networks provide a raw land use classification (AirBase, AQS, CAPMoN, CASTNET,
EANET, NAPS and SEARCH). These are defined in most cases by the site operators,
who are best placed to define the classification their sites fall under. Any sites with clas-
sifications associated with urban influence are excluded (“urban”, “suburban”, “traffic”,
“industrial” etc.). Secondly, in order to screen sites from databases that do not provide
their own classification scheme (EMEP and WMO GAW), land use data from the An-
thropogenic Biomes of the World v2 data set is used (Ellis and Ramankutty, 2008; Ellis
et al., 2010) at ∼5 km resolution. This data set allows the splitting of sites into 7 different
anthropogenic land use classifications (dense settlements, villages, croplands, rangelands,
forested, wildlands and oceans) achieved through a methodology that uses cluster analysis
to group multiple metrics of anthropogenic influence (i.e. population density, land cover,
biodiversity etc.). If more than 50 % of the grid boxes in a 4× 4 cell area around any one
site are classified as urban (dense settlements or villages), a site is excluded. In this way
sites are kept that may be located on the very edge of an urban area.

Finally, maximum and minimum extreme average limits are applied for each species
(except C5H8), set empirically looking at the average site probability distribution function
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(PDF) of each species. This check is not applied for C5H8 as its emissions are overwhelm-
ingly biogenic. The minimum and maximum limits for each species are: O3 – 20 ppbv
and 50 ppbv, NO – 2 ppbv and 10 ppbv, NO2 – 2 ppbv and 10 ppbv, CO – 100 ppbv and
200 ppbv. If any year of data for a site has an average not within the set extreme average
limits, the site location is explored manually via satellite imagery and it is determined if the
site is significantly urban influenced. If so, the secondary land use classification metadata
is changed to “urban” and the site is removed from processing.

2.3.10 Removing high altitude sites

Just as it cannot be expected that global models are able to capture urban point source
chemistry, it equally cannot expected that global models are able to capture the chemistry
of high altitude mountain sites, with the average nature of the model grid boxes resulting
in much lower average surface grid box heights than the peak altitudes of the mountaintop
sites. This impact is therefore limited by removing any stations above 1500 m from sea
level. Taking this simple approach means that many sites in regions with a high average
altitude (i.e. eastern and central USA) are lost from processing. More complex approaches
were considered (i.e. determining mountain sites by peak elevation roll off, with data
drawn from orthographic maps), but were deemed too uncertain for global application.

2.3.11 Removing nighttime NO

Through this evaluation significant issues associated with nighttime NO have been observed.
NOx is efficiently recycled in the daytime between NO and NO2 by the previously outlined
reactions:

NO2 +hv−−→ NO+O (R1.9)

NO+O3 −−→ NO2 +O2 (R1.39)

At night (away from direct emission and urban areas), with no light for R1.9 to proceed,
NOx should exist solely as NO2 due to R1.39, with concentrations of NO essentially negli-
gible. However, several sites are found with concentrations of nighttime NO significantly
above zero. This is most probably associated with sites not wanting to report negative
or zero concentrations (as discussed in Sect. 2.3.6) and leads to minimum values being
set that are above zero. Including nighttime NO would impose a high average bias over
the day, thus it is decided to remove all nighttime NO values from the data set. This is
done by applying an algorithm that determines the number of daylight and nighttime hours
(rounded to nearest hour) for each different day of the year, for each site. An astronomical
python package (PyEphem) is used to achieve this, which applies the United States Naval
Observatory (USNO) definition of distinguishing between day and night (based on the
angle of the centre of the sun to the horizon). Any measurements at hours which are
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deemed nighttime, by site, are then removed. Sites at higher latitudes (i.e. Svalbard) thus
lose whole days of NO data in the winter, when there is total darkness.

2.3.12 Removing data un-representative of the day

A key concern when averaging observations of very reactive species such as C5H8, for
multiple sites over an area, is whether all of these observations are truly a representative
average in a daily context.

The first step in ensuring a good temporal representation of averaged data is to ensure
the raw data going into the average is actually representative of the time period over which
it is reported. In most cases the data reported is simply a continuous average over a 1 hour
period. However, measurements which are stated to be of a daily or monthly resolution
are also incorporated. It is not always clear if these measurements are truly representative
over the whole time period reported, therefore it is important to have accurate information
regarding the sampling times. Both EMEP and WMO GAW provide data files which state
the temporal resolution in the metadata as well as the sample start and end times. This
is consistently used in EMEP but not so by WMO GAW, with sample times often left
blank, however additional metadata provided on the GAWSIS network is used to determine
sample lengths. AQS and NAPS measurements of C5H8 are reported as the average over a
stated number of sampled hours. AirBase report different temporal resolution data files but
do not give any information regarding the sample time, thus it cannot be determined if the
data provided is representative over the entire time span it is reported. They do however
have a metadata flag that shows if the measurement method is continuous or not. Thus
daily and monthly AirBase data is only kept if it is flagged as continuous. The hourly grid
of measurements is therefore filled for each time series based on the sample times derived,
not over the stated raw time period.

Once happy that the measurements ingested into the data set are representative of
the hours actually sampled, the next step is to determine if the observations are truly
representative in a daily context. An algorithm is applied that looks at data for each time
series day to day. A set of observations is defined as being representative over a day if there
is a minimum of 6 hours represented with a maximum spacing between all the points of 4
hours (for NO the minimum number of hours changes to 3 – due to removal of nighttime
values). Data on days which do not meet this requirement are set as NaNs. This quality
check is not applied for CO flask measurements, with these measurements chosen to be
retained in the data set due to the long lifetime of CO and the flask networks’ excellent
spatial coverage.

2.3.13 Extreme / suspect data

Extreme data is checked for by site for each species through a semi-automatic process. First
an extreme limit is defined for each species, set empirically by looking at the probability
distribution function (PDF) of each species’ data combined: O3 – 200 ppbv, NO – 200 ppbv,
NO2 – 150 ppbv, CO – 500 ppbv, C5H8 – 10 ppbv and manually screen sites with any data
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exceeding this limit. In most cases any deemed “extreme” data is consistent with the rest
of the site data, however some instances of very extreme data are removed.

There are some sites which are removed outright from processing as they have time
series that show baseline shifts or very spiky data that appear to be from the result of
instrumental or methodology failures.

2.3.14 Removing data un-representative of year

Many O3 sites only operate for some months a year, as dictated by the USA EPA “O3

season”, typically April through October, when violations of air quality standards are
highest. Additionally, AQS C5H8 measurements are in some cases limited to the summer
months, when C5H8 emissions are strongest. A check is therefore included to ensure data
is representative in an annual context. For example, the annual mean value would be biased
if only summer time values were reported. For each site, the largest continuous data gap
in each year is identified. Any year with a data gap of greater than 2 months (60 days)
is deemed invalid. The first year of a time series is only flagged as being invalid if the
subsequent year is also flagged as being invalid. The check of the subsequent year is
intended to avoid removing the start of a many-year time series simply because the time
series starts at a time other than January. A whole site is removed from the data set if all
years of data are removed.
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Fig. 2.3 Maps of sites screened out in data processing through each data quality check, by species, coloured by the data network.
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O3 NO NO2-M
Quality control step Sites Obs. Sites Obs. Sites Obs.
Original data 7338 607 400 467 5359 303 392 066 6037 449 615 668
No key meta 7316 607 008 634 5330 302 948 752 6037 449 615 668
Data flags 7316 585 032 792 5330 288 305 789 6037 430 176 830
Duplicate points 7316 585 032 689 5330 288 305 689 6037 430 176 907
No valid data 7290 585 032 689 5326 288 305 689 6037 430 176 907
Coarse resolution / Data plateau 7077 559 097 300 4452 188 298 174 6037 405 407 024
Invalid methodology 6586 529 788 346 4157 177 497 769 6037 405 407 024
Duplicate sites 6395 511 630 738 4100 175 413 206 5942 400 434 296
Urban sites 2183 173 884 289 676 30 938 189 1131 68 017 801
High altitude sites 1995 159 539 741 631 29 565 812 1063 64 769 465
Nighttime NO 1995 159 539 741 584 15 521 939 1063 64 769 465
Un-representative of day 1992 159 460 005 577 15 272 330 1060 64 717 010
Extreme / Suspect data 1986 159 217 171 567 14 903 798 1055 64 266 677
Un-representative of year 1466 127 429 986 526 13 999 243 883 58 706 945

NO2-O CO C5H8

Quality control step Sites Obs. Sites Obs. Sites Obs.
Original data 1082 32 210 187 3983 243 512 708 535 4 733 121
No key meta 1041 31 743 016 3961 243 300 849 531 4 727 465
Data flags 1041 29 330 215 3961 234 659 324 531 3 768 592
Duplicate points 1041 29 330 212 3961 234 659 312 531 2 832 630
No valid data 1036 29 330 212 3957 234 659 312 529 2 832 630
Coarse resolution / Data plateau 919 26 145 010 2045 60 159 199 516 2 523 097
Invalid methodology 81 3 660 579 1805 56 257 239 471 2 500 035
Duplicate sites 78 3 481 944 1792 55 702 981 470 2 491 206
Urban sites 18 939 025 251 7 495 843 111 447 489
High altitude sites 15 778 629 222 6 715 753 106 446 962
Nighttime NO 15 778 629 222 6 715 753 106 446 962
Un-representative of day 15 777 416 210 6 706 440 79 397 505
Extreme / Suspect data 15 777 404 209 6 624 057 79 394 419
Un-representative of year 14 742 001 184 5 969 083 39 82 964

Table 2.5 Counts of the number of observations and sites after each quality control step, by
species.
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2.4 Final data sets

After this final check the data totals 3112 sites and 206,930,222 valid observations across
all species, of high enough quality appropriate for global model evaluation. Figure 2.4
shows the location of the valid sites for each species set, coloured by the data network, and
Fig. 2.5 shows the same sites but coloured by the mode measurement methodology. The
vast majority of sites are located in the NH mid-latitudes, particularly in North America and
Europe. The WMO GAW network tends to have the greatest spatial coverage (particularly
for CO – due to the flask network) but does not have global coverage. The O3 data set
dwarfs all other data sets in terms of numbers of measurements, with 127,429,986 mea-
surements over 1466 sites. Regarding solely O3 precursor measurements, the NO and
NO2–M species sets have the largest number number of measurements, with 13,999,243
and 58,706,945 measurements over 526 and 883 sites respectively. There is evidently very
little spatial coverage for the NO2–O set relative to the NO2–M set, with 742,001 total
hourly observations made over 14 sites, showing how few NO2 measurements have been
made without the potential interference from the molybdenum converters. Additionally,
there are only a small number of C5H8 measurements of sufficient representative quality
for model evaluation, in total, 82,964 hourly measurements over 39 sites.

The number of valid sites that report data at each hour is shown for each species set
by Fig. 2.6, coloured by the data network. The majority of observations initially stem
from the USA AQS network, but over time the AirBase network in Europe comes to
represent the largest number of contributing sites. O3 measurements begin in 1971 at the
WMO GAW site Hohenpeissenberg, but measurements only truly take off in significant
numbers in 1980, with the AQS network providing O3, NO and NO2–M measurements.
The large vertical width variability for the NO networks is due to the nighttime NO being
removed every day, making the number of valid sites by hour vary significantly. There is
also large vertical width variability for the WMO GAW curve for CO, this represents the
number of sites jumping up on the 1st hour of each month due to the incorporation of the
flask measurements. Figure 2.7 shows the PDF of all valid data between 2005 and 2010,
by species set, for the observations and equivalently sampled model data from a global
CTM, GEOS-Chem version v9.01.03 at 2◦× 2.5◦ resolution. The observed distributions
of all species are log-normal to varying extents, with O3 and CO being the most normally
distributed. The model overestimates the magnitude of the log-normal distributions for
both NO and NO2–M, overestimating the fractional amount of low concentrations. This is
the opposite for NO2–O, underestimating the fraction of low concentrations. The model
does a reasonable job of capturing the observed distributions of O3, CO and C5H8.
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Fig. 2.4 Maps of finalised valid site locations, by species, coloured by the data network.
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2.5 Statistical overview of observations

With the processed data sets finalised, different statistical aspects in the observed data
can be investigated, creating metrics that can also be used in the evaluation of global
models. Metrics are chosen to attempt to accurately capture the probability distribution
of each set of data, namely: the moments of the distributions (mean, temporal standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis) and percentiles (25th percentile, median, 75th percentile,
95th percentile, 99th percentile), these metrics defined in Table 2.6.

By calculating these metrics for every valid site, spatial variation across the metrics for
each different species set can be assessed. Figure 2.8 shows the mean, temporal standard
deviation, skewness and kurtosis spatially by each species set between 2005 and 2010. Due
to the density of sites in North America and Europe, we choose to limit the map projection
to solely to these areas for each species set, except CO and O3. CO average concentrations
are broadly homogenous across the NH, with the exception of higher averages in Europe.
There is a clear divide in the CO average by hemisphere, with the SH sites having a
concentration of 100–200 ppbv lower than the NH sites. The greatest standard deviations
in CO come predominately over Europe. For O3, the greatest averages and standard
deviations are located in continental regions, particularly in central Europe and the western
USA. For NO, the greatest averages and standard deviations are co-located in southern
Europe, in the Po Valley region. Similarly for NO2–M, the largest averages and standard
deviations are co-located in central Europe and the Central Valley in the western USA.
There do not exist enough valid NO2–O sites to assess the spatial variability of the different
metrics. The largest averages and standard deviations for C5H8 occur in the eastern USA,
an area with significant biogenic emissions (Guenther et al., 2006). For O3, oceanic and
high latitude sites generally have a negative skewness (i.e. left side of distribution is longer
or fatter than the right side), whereas continental sites are positively skewed (i.e. right side
of distribution is longer or fatter than the left side). Whereas for the kurtosis, the pattern is
more mixed, the clearest pattern being positive kurtosis of sites in central Europe and Japan
(i.e. narrow peak distribution and fatter tails). For the O3 precursors, almost all sites for
all species sets show strongly positive kurtosis and skewness. This reflects the log-normal
distributions for each of these species, as shown by Fig. 2.7. The most strongly positive
values for both the skewness and kurtosis, for each these species, occur over continental
areas (i.e. more extreme log-normal distributions).
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Fig. 2.8 Maps of observed statistical metrics (average, temporal standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis) for valid sites, by species, between 2005 and 2010.
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Primary Metric Filename Definition

Mean_Gridded Mean
Median_Gridded Median

Skewness_Gridded Pearson skewness
Kurtosis_Gridded Zero-centred kurtosis

e.g. 25_Percentile_Gridded 25th, 75th, 95th, and 99th percentiles

Auxiliary Metric Filename Definition

Std_Dev_Time Temporal standard deviation see Eq. (2.3)
Std_Dev_Sites Spatial standard deviation, see Eq. (2.4)
count_Nsites Number of sites, per grid box, per timestep

DataFrac Fraction of hours represented, per grid box, per timestep
Mean_Altitude Mean altitude of sites, per grid box, per timestep

Table 2.6 Metrics prescribed for model evaluation via the BADC.

Resolution Grid details Bottom left grid edge (◦)*

1◦ × 1◦ Centred on 0◦ −180.5 −90.5
1◦ × 1◦ Centred on 0.5◦ −180 −90
2◦ × 2◦ ACCMIP (Lamarque et al., 2013) common resolution −180 −90

2◦ × 2.5◦ GEOS-Chem (Bey et al., 2001) −181.25 −91
2◦ × 2.5◦ GISS ModelE (Miller et al., 2014) −178.75 −90

2.5◦ × 3.75◦ UKCA (O’Connor et al., 2014) −180 −90
4◦ × 5◦ GEOS-Chem (Bey et al., 2001) −182.5 −92
4◦ × 5◦ GEOS-Chem/GCAP (Wu et al., 2008) −182.5 −90

Time Period Notes

Monthly Calendar months; February has 28 or 29 days.
Annual Calendar year; leap years are 366 days.

*Latitudes less than −90◦ indicate half-boxes at poles

Table 2.7 Spatial and temporal resolutions of metrics available for model evaluation via
the BADC.
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2.6 Gridding data for model evaluation

In order to directly evaluate the reproducibility of the metrics outlined in Sect. 2.5 by
CTMs/ESMs, a method for fairly comparing the observations with gridded model data
must first be determined. Two options are available for this. Either model data solely
in the grid boxes containing observations can be selected, or otherwise observations can
be averaged onto a grid the resolution of the model. The latter approach is chosen as it
provides a method for us to simply redistribute the compiled data sets without violating
the rights of the original data providers. Further, metrics are calculated in each grid box
over set periods (monthly and annual), giving robust metrics that can be fairly compared
with equivalent model derived metrics, both spatially and temporally.

Multiple primary metrics are thus calculated (outlined in Sect. 2.5, and defined in
Table 2.6) in each grid box derived from all valid hourly data over set time intervals
from all sites contained within each grid box, designed to fairly capture the probability
distribution of concentrations over each gridded period. Metrics are calculated over a range
spatial grid configurations (grids of 1◦× 1◦ or coarser) and temporal resolutions (monthly
and annual), detailed by Table 2.7. All calculated metics are output in a standalone gridded
netCDF file for each spatial/temporal combination, for each species set. This culminates in
80 different output files.

Additionally, several auxiliary metrics are output that allow determination of the
representivity of the gridded primary metrics, again defined in Table 2.6. The first metric
is the temporal standard deviation of the data going into each gridded period (i.e. monthly
or annual), termed “Std_Dev_Time” in the output files, given by:

σx̄ =

√
1

N−1

N

∑
t
(cx(t)− c̄)2, (2.3)

where cx(t) is the average concentration c over all M sites in the grid box, at a given
hour t for N hours within the time interval (e.g. year). c̄ represents the grid box average
over all M sites and N hours. A high value of σx̄ suggests a large degree of variability
associated the the grid box temporal average, and therefore that any model-measurement
disagreement in this grid box can possibly be attributed to excessive temporal averaging.

The second auxiliary metric provided is the spatial standard deviation of the data over
the different sites going into each gridded period, termed “Std_Dev_Sites” in the output
files, given by:

σx =
1
N

N

∑
t

√
1

M−1

M

∑
x
(c(x, t)− cx(t))2, (2.4)

where c(x, t) is the concentration c at site x of M sites in the grid box at time t of
N hours in the time interval (e.g. year). A high value of σx suggests there is large
variability between the data from the multiple sites in the gridded period, and that any
model–measurement disagreement in this grid box can be potentially attributed to sub-grid
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2.6 Gridding data for model evaluation

scale variability in the observations, which might not be resolved by the model. This metric
is set as NaN If there is only a single site contained in a grid box.

Additional auxiliary metrics output are: the number of sites going into each gridded
period, termed “count_Nsites”; the fraction of hours in each gridded time interval that have
a minimum of one valid measurement across all sites, termed “DataFrac”; and the average
altitude of the sites going into each gridded period, termed “Mean_Altitude”.

Each output file also contains additional core variables: “latitude” and “longitude”
values for the grid (centres of grid boxes) and “time” (seconds from 1970). A metadata
dictionary is also included (defined in Sect. 2.3.2 and shown by Fig. 2.1) associated
with every valid site in each data set, given by the “meta_values” variable, the names
of the respective field names given by the “meta_fields” variable. Valid measurement
methodologies for each site are reported by the “methods” variable, along with the timespan
of their usage by the “methods_times” variable (seconds from 1970). The gridded data
sets are made publicly available in netCDF-4 via the British Atmospheric Data Centre
(BADC). The data sets are openly available, only requiring free registration with the Centre
for Environmental Data Archival (CEDA) for access.

The application of the final gridded data sets for the stated aim of model evaluation
is now briefly demonstrated through comparison with GEOS-Chem, shown in Fig. 2.9.
Gridded monthly metrics (average, temporal standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis),
for each species set, are compared with equivalently calculated output from the model,
between 2005 and 2010. Each point is coloured by the observed spatial standard de-
viation (“Std_Dev_Sites”) to potentially highlight reason for any model–measurement
disagreement. For O3, GEOS-Chem generally well captures the monthly averages, despite
considerable scatter. The monthly temporal standard deviations are also well captured,
despite systematic underestimates of the highest observed values, these biases correlat-
ing well with the spatial standard deviations, suggesting biases may be associated with
sub-grid scale variability in the observations that the model is not able to capture. The
model significantly underestimates the majority of monthly averages and temporal standard
deviations for both NO and NO2–M, with deviation from the model increasing towards the
high-end of the observational values, also correlating very well with the spatial standard
deviations. Conversely, the model overestimates these metrics on average for the NO2–O
set. CO is the best represented species, with the model capturing a large amount of the
monthly averages and temporal standard deviations, only tending to underestimate these
metrics as they increase towards more extreme values. The model also does a reasonable
job at capturing the monthly averages and temporal standard deviations for C5H8, again
well capturing the low-end of values, underestimating values only as they become more
extreme. The model shows very little skill in representing both the kurtosis and skewness,
underestimating the majority of values for these metrics for most of the O3 precursors,
except C5H8, for which it overestimates.
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Fig. 2.9 Comparison of monthly gridded statistical metrics (average, temporal standard
deviation, skewness, kurtosis) between observations (x axis) and GEOS-Chem (y axis)
for the years 2005–2010, by species. Points are coloured by the spatial standard deviation
between sites going into each gridded metric. The red best-fit line is the orthogonal
least-squares regression.
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2.7 Recommendations for data providers

The work undertook during this evaluation has revealed a number of issues associated with
the reporting of data and or metadata. These issues have taken a significant time resolving
and in many instances significantly increase the uncertainty on measurements, and in some
cases make large amounts of data unusable. Recommendations are thus provided to the
atmospheric chemistry measurement community based on experiences gleaned through
this work.

Significant work in this evaluation has involved the determination and subsequent
standardisation of measurement methodologies. Separating the NO2 measurements using
either molybdenum or photolytic converters for example was a hugely time consuming
task caused in main by a lack of information reported in the metadata regarding the type
of converter used, with any determination achieved solely through manually checking
instrumental manuals. Additional methodological details are also rarely given. A lack
of detail in general regarding calibration procedures for example is inherent across the
networks with the exception of WMO GAW, which brings uncertainty in cases on measure-
ments. For example, the uncertainty associated with the calibration of CO, with potentially
multiple different scales adopted by different data networks, can not be estimated due to a
lack of information given regarding the calibration procedures by most networks. In all
cases the reporting of additional methodological details reduces uncertainty associated
with measurements, and any additional details should be reported in all cases. Significant
effort was also spent standardising methods across all data networks, with inconsistencies
inherent even in-network, with 1000s of different methods by syntax. In some cases the
measurement methodologies reported can be entirely meaningless, leading associated data
to be screened out. Internal network processing that standardises methods and thus prevents
the reporting of erroneous metadata would reduce end user efforts and save having to throw
away significant chunks of potentially valid data.

Limits of detections are also rarely reported in the metadata (with the exception of
AQS, which tend to be applied inconsistently). In some instances data plateaus at fixed
concentrations, where the instrument hits the limit of detection, imposing a high average
bias. A semi-automatic quality check is applied that removes instances like this, however
the reporting of limits of detections by each network for each measurement point would be
able to resolve these instances more simply.

Another source of uncertainty discovered in this work was the reporting of sampling
times. Some daily/monthly stated resolution data was forced to be discarded from the
AirBase network due to a lack of confidence that the measurements are representative over
the stated resolution. Manual analysis was needed to assure C5H8 AQS measurements
were truly representative over the sample times stated. Manual filling of sample times
was necessary also for some WMO GAW network measurements using the GAWSIS web
platform. Indications of actual sampling times would be useful for all networks.

The choice of AQS to report the majority of CO data at 100 ppbv resolution makes
valid CO data sparse in the USA. NO is also reported in coarse intervals (> 1 ppbv) by a
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variety of networks, leading to minimal NO data over the western USA in the late 2000s.
There is clearly a disconnect between the purpose of data being measured for air quality
purposes and that to better the understanding of NOx/CO and O3 chemistry. It is not
known if data is measured at a higher resolution and simply not reported, however, the
measurement and reporting of the data at a higher resolution would satisfy both legislative
and scientific purposes.

The lack of a consistent definition of an “urban” site imposes significant uncertainty
on any model–measurement comparison. What one network or person deems to determine
an “urban” site can vary significantly. This is attempted to be defined using a 3 step
process: using the network provided land use classifications, a global anthropogenic land
use classification and a final semi-automatic extreme average screening check. This level
of detail was deemed necessary when a preliminary data set produced for CO showed
huge deviations with GEOS-Chem, particularly in Europe. On further investigation it
turned out some sites in Europe, located in the close proximity of major roads, were
majorly biasing the data set. This underlines the importance of the accurate removal of
urban influenced sites. More complex classification efforts have been undertaken using
spectral analysis to group sites based on the likeness of their spectral components into
urban, suburban and rural classes (Solazzo and Galmarini, 2015). Any effort that could
be made to strictly define what constitutes an urban site, or to provide a global land use
classification data set by a global coordinative network (i.e. WMO GAW) or project group
(i.e. Tropospheric Ozone Assessment Report) would be a great help in standardising
the numerous model evaluations that are undertaken each year, and would be greatly
appreciated by the atmospheric chemistry community.
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Chapter 3

Spectral analysis: a framework for
application to atmospheric
composition data

3.1 Introduction

Depending on the emphasis of the study, a range of methodologies have been applied to
model–measurement comparisons for O3. Many have used comparisons to “long-term”
surface O3 observations as a basis (Tanimoto et al., 2005; Jonson et al., 2006; Oltmans
et al., 2006; Derwent et al., 2008; Cooper et al., 2012; Logan et al., 2012; Hess and Zbinden,
2013; Oltmans et al., 2013; Parrish et al., 2013, 2014). Typically, these observations are
averaged onto a monthly timescale and compared to a similarly averaged model output,
and the two compared as a function of time. This offers some advantages. The averaged
measurement and modelled data sets are small, making comparisons compact and easy
to understand. It also removes the short-term variability (<monthly) that may not be of
interest to the researchers. Additionally, the uncertain data quality of higher resolution
measurements can be improved through the averaging process.

However, this approach also suffers from a range of limitations. Processes occurring
on timescales shorter than monthly include photochemistry, deposition, transport, and
emission, all of which are important to the success of the model. By focusing on the
monthly variability alone other timescales are ignored, which may lead to an insufficiently
robust analysis of model performance. What is required is a methodology to assess model
fidelity on a range of timescales simultaneously. Spectral methods offer this approach, but
in atmospheric chemistry have only been used in a small number of studies, and specifically
for O3 in a limited sense, fitting stand-alone sine waves to time series (Schnell et al., 2015)
and applied to a small selection of coarse monthly average data (Parrish et al., 2016).

In this chapter, a methodology for the spectral analysis of atmospheric composition
data is outlined. In Section 3.2 the mathematical basis and workings of the Discrete Fourier
Transform are detailed (the fundamental cornerstone of spectral analysis). Section 3.3
describes an extension of the Discrete Fourier Transform methods, enabling handling of
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significantly gapped time series, though use of the Lomb-Scargle Periodogram. Section 3.4
details a major limitation of all spectral methods: spectral leakage, and describes how this
issues is handled though this work. In Sect 3.5 synthetic data is used to test the validity the
described spectral methods.

3.2 DFT/FFT

Across the universe there are numerous examples of periodic oscillations. Planets rotate
around stars, planets rotate on their axes, sound is carried through oscillations of air
molecules etc. When measuring any variable, relevant periodic processes impose variability
across multiple frequencies, of a range of magnitudes. Every time series can therefore be
thought of as a combination of simpler waves. The decomposition of a time series into a
set of orthogonal periodic functions was first suggested by Joseph Fourier in 1822. The
method translates information from the time domain to the frequency domain, splitting
the time series into multiple sinusoidal waveforms of many frequencies. This allows
the variability imposed by independent periodic processes across the time series to be
quantified, or even recognised. This technique is used extensively in disciplines such as
engineering and geophysics. Using a computer to compute this decomposition is termed
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). However, this method is computationally intense,
which led to the development of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

3.2.1 Founding

The FFT produces the same output as the DFT, the only difference being the speed taken
for the calculation, with the FFT optimised to run on modern computers. The principles
behind the DFT are well founded. They stem from the finding of the 19th century physicist
Joseph Fourier that any continuous periodic time series signal can be represented as a set
of sinusoidal functions. The equation for the DFT is given by:

DFT [k] =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

y(tn) · exi (3.1)

x = k
n
N

2π, (3.2)

where N is the total number of time series samples, n is the time series sample number,
and y(tn) is a time series sample at time tn. The complex exponential exi provides a succinct
way of describing circular rotation, with x representing the phase angle of the rotation
(in radians), at the kth frequency (of N total frequencies). Equations 3.1 and 3.2 show
the output of the DFT is derived from the multiplication of a time series with complex
exponential functions of multiple frequencies. Leonhard Euler derived the fundamental
identity:

exi = cos(x)+ sin(x)i (3.3)
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Which for the case of x = π gives the following expression:

eiπ +1 = 0 (3.4)

Eq. 3.3 demonstrates that the output of the DFT can be equivalently derived by
multiplication with pairs of sine and cosine waves of multiple frequencies. Both forms
of notation provide mathematically identical, but conceptually different methods for the
translation of a time series into sinusoidal functions of multiple frequencies. Multiplication
by exi can be thought of as breaking a time series into cosine waves of multiple frequencies,
each with a specific amplitude (half peak to trough difference) and a phase shift (θ , point
in cycle of the peak of the sinusoid, in radians). Whereas multiplication by cos(x)+ sin(x)i
can be thought of as breaking the time series into pairs of sine and cosine waves of multiple
frequencies, each with specific amplitudes. The workings of the DFT are generally
represented in complex form. Complex numbers uniquely allow the representation of two
variables as a single vector, allowing elegant representation of the mathematics of the DFT.

Both of the terms of Eq. 3.3 provide different forms of notation for the description
of circular rotation as a function of the phase angle x (analogous to time), representing
the unit circle when visualised in two dimensions on the complex plane. Figure 3.1
provides an illustration of the equivalency of both forms of notation, demonstrating the
close relationship between the sinusoidal functions (sine and cosine) and the unit circle
on the complex plane. If we place a point on a circle, the position of this point can be
described in terms of x and y coordinates, or in complex space as real and imaginary
coordinates termed rectangular notation. The unit circle is defined as having a radius of 1.
Through the rotation of a point around the unit circle (i.e. changing x, analogous to the
evolution of time), the change in the rectangular coordinates describing this point, allows
the periodic nature of the cosine and sine functions to be understood. The change in the
y-coordinate (given by the red line in Fig. 3.1a) as a function of x, represents the periodic
oscillation of a sine wave (Fig. 3.1b). The change in the x-coordinate as a function of x
(given by the blue line in Fig. 3.1a), represents the oscillation of a cosine wave (Fig. 3.1c).
Therefore, the position of any point on a circle can also be defined trigonometrically, with
the y-coordinate given by sin(x), and the x-coordinate is given by cos(x). On the complex
plane, these coordinates can be generalised as:

Acos(x)+Bsin(x)i, (3.5)

where A and B are the amplitudes of the cosine and sine waves (half peak to trough
difference), both 1 in the DFT process, therefore Eq. 3.5 simplifies to cos(x)+ sin(x)i, as
in Eq. 3.3.

The position of a point on a circle can also be described in terms of amplitude (radius
of circle, 1 for unit circle), and phase angle (x), termed polar notation. On the complex
plane, this notation can be generalised as:

Cexi, (3.6)
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where C represents the amplitude of the complex exponential function, which is 1 in
the DFT process, with Eq. 3.6 therefore simplifying to exi, as in Eq. 3.3.

The rectangular and polar representations are mathematically equivalent, with the
conversion between these simply achieved through trigonometry. Although the polar form
is typically used when interpreting the output of the DFT, the rectangular form is useful for
understanding its workings.

3.2.2 Correlation

Focusing on the rectangular notation, the output of the DFT can be seen as being calculated
by performing dot products of the time series with pairs of sine and cosine waves at
multiple frequencies. The dot products quantitatively measure the degree to which the time
series is correlated with both sine and cosine waves at a specific frequency. A resultant
value greater than 0 can only be obtained if there is a degree of correlation, indicating there
is periodic variability contained in the time series at the frequency of interest.

Just as sinusoidal functions can be described through rectangular and polar notation as a
function of x, the DFT produces output that can be equivalently be thought of in rectangular
and polar terms, but rather as a function of frequency ( f ) (i.e. the number of cycles of
x over t). The resultant dot products at each frequency give rectangular coordinates that
represent the amplitudes of sine and cosine waves found in the time series signal at that
frequency, which in the complex domain can be represented as:

Acos(2π f t)+Bsin(2π f t)i, (3.7)

where A and B are the amplitudes of the cosine and sine waves, t is time and f is the
frequency (i.e. the number of cycles of x over t). This can be equivalently thought of in
polar terms, with the addition of a pair of cosine and sine waves of the same frequency
producing a cosine wave that can be described with an amplitude and phase shift (θ ),
which in the complex domain can be represented as:

C cos(2π f t +θ)i, (3.8)

where C is the amplitude of the cosine wave, and θ is the phase shift (point in cycle
of the peak of the sinusoid, in radians). Both notations therefore allow sinusoids at each
frequency to be described by simply 2 values. Dot products are taken with both sine and
cosine waves at each frequency as this results in a derived amplitude (in polar terms) at
each frequency that is constant, no matter the phase shift of the time series. The resultant
dot products are additionally multiplied by the 1

N term to normalise for the length of the
time series.

The output of the DFT/FFT is typically given in rectangular form, with the dot prod-
uct pairs at each frequency reported as a complex number, with the cosine dot product
representing the real term, and the sine dot product representing the imaginary term. An
illustration of the correlation calculation step at a specific frequency ( 1

365 cycles per day)
is given by Fig. 3.2. The equivalency of the output rectangular notation to the polar
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3.2 DFT/FFT

representation is demonstrated on the complex plane by Fig. 3.2d. Figure 3.3 expands
on this, plotting the waveforms that the DFT output describes (over 1 cycle of x), both in
rectangular (Fig. 3.3b) and polar form (Fig. 3.3c).

The mathematical relationship between the sine and cosine waveforms forms the
basis of the DFT, they are always π

2 radians out of phase with one another, said to be
orthogonal, mathematically defined as having a dot product of 0. Therefore the correlation
with each sinusoid at a frequency is independent of the other. Sine and cosine waveforms
at frequencies multiples of one another are also orthogonal. Therefore in the entire
DFT calculation, there is no duplicate information encoded, with the resultant energy in
the frequency domain equal to that in the time domain (after normalisation), known as
Parseval’s theorem. This is shown by:

N

∑
n=1

y(tn)2 =
1
N

N

∑
k=1

Amplitudes(k)2 (3.9)

The left hand side of the equation represents the energy contained in the time do-
main, and the right hand side represents the energy in the frequency domain. Energy is
proportional to the amplitude squared, so the sum of the squared individual time series
samples is equivalent to the sum of the amplitudes squared in the frequency domain (after
normalisation). Therefore, the addition of the polar described sinusoids at each frequency
(with the appropriate normalisation) will reform the original time series.

3.2.3 Frequencies

Each complex number output from the DFT relates to a particular frequency estimated
at. The number of frequencies is determined by the number of time series samples (N),
with N

2 integer frequencies (i.e. 1 cycle over N, 2 cycles over N,. . . ) between 0 and half
the sampling frequency ( fs), termed the Nyquist limit ( fNq), and a mirrored set of negative
frequencies. Waveforms at the fNq limit thus make N

2 complete cycles over N points.
The fNq limit comes from the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, that dictates that the
sampling frequency should be at least twice that of the highest frequency of variability
contained in the signal. Sampling data at frequencies less than twice of this will result
in the high frequency variability being under-sampled, making it appear as if it has a
different frequency, potentially interfering with the estimation of variability existing at
the frequencies it is shifted to. This issue is commonly termed “aliasing”. It is therefore
necessary to tailor sampling based on the signal wished to be analysed. As it is not possible
for any valid information to be derived on frequencies greater than fNq, frequencies of the
DFT only run to this limit. The DFT output at a frequency of zero represents a special case.
Where f = 0, a cosine wave is a constant 1, and a sine wave is a constant 0. This results
in the real term of the complex number representing the average of the time series (after
normalisation), and the imaginary term equalling zero.

Complex exponential functions can rotate both forwards and backwards in time (i.e.
exi can rotate clockwise or anti-clockwise on the unit circle), this gives rise to the idea of
negative frequencies. As both types of rotation are equally valid representations, every
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complex exponential function is the product of an equal contribution of positive and
negative frequency components. The negative frequency components are an exact mirror
of the positive frequency components, and by convention are almost always discarded. As
a result, a multiplication by a scaling factor of 2

N is needed to be applied for the positive
frequency output, to correct for the loss of this information.

As the frequencies estimated at can not be set manually, a spectral technique termed
zero-padding is often used to increase the frequency resolution, achieved by appending
large numbers of zeros to the end of the time series. This technique relates to the nature
of the DFT, in that it is actually a sampled form of Joseph Fourier’s derived theorem
(referred to as the Fourier Series), which specifically states that a continuous periodic
signal (which extends from negative to positive infinity) can be equally represented in
terms of an infinite sum of sine and cosine functions. Computers can only handle data
which is finite and discrete, therefore the DFT provides a computationally viable method
of estimating the Fourier Series. Zero-padding simply provides a method to sample more
finely the theoretical Fourier Series.

3.2.4 Limitations

One of the major limitations of the DFT is that it is cannot accurately handle datasets with
irregular time intervals. In the presence of data gaps the orthogonality of the sinusoids
breaks down, and thus so does the DFT. Some kind of interpolation is needed to provide
data on a regular time interval which biases results (particularly at high frequencies)
(Press et al., 1992; Schulz and Stattegger, 1997; Musial et al., 2011; Rehfeld et al., 2011).
Atmospheric observations inherently have irregular time intervals due to instrumental
issues (power breaks, instrument failures, calibration times etc.) so another numerical
method is needed to investigate the spectral information they contain.
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Fig. 3.1 Demonstration of the close relationship between the unit circle and the sine and cosine functions. (a) Unit circle in complex space illustrating the
equality between the representation of periodic circular rotation by a complex exponential (polar notation) and in terms of sine and cosine (rectangular notation).
(b) Illustration of the evolution of sin(x) with rotation of a point around the unit circle, representing the sine function. (c) Illustration of the evolution of cos(x)
with rotation of a point around the unit circle, representing the cosine function.
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Fig. 3.2 Demonstration of the calculation of the complex number output of the DFT, at a single frequency ( 1
365 cycles per day). (a) Synthetic time series

composed of annual and daily repeating sinusoids spanning 365 days. Annual sinusoid given a amplitude of 10 ppbv and phase of 2.4 radians. (b) Time series is
multiplied by a pair of sine and cosine functions with a frequency of 1

365 cycles per day. (c) The products of both multiplications are then summed, and after
normalisation, the real and imaginary terms of the complex output are derived. (d) Through conversion to polar notation, it can be shown the DFT correctly
derives the variability contained in the time series at a frequency of 1

365 cycles per day.
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Fig. 3.3 Physical illustration of the output derived from the DFT at a specific frequency. (a) Representation of the output of the DFT at a specific frequency in
complex space (the derivation of which is shown in Fig. 3.2). (b) Representation of the cosine and sine functions described by the rectangular output of the DFT,
over one full oscillation in x. (c) Representation of the sinusoidal function described by the polar output of the DFT, over one full oscillation in x.
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3.3 Lomb–Scargle periodogram

The Lomb–Scargle periodogram (LSP) is a spectral analysis method designed to handle
gapped datasets (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982; Horne and Baliunas, 1986; Press and Rybicki,
1989; Press et al., 1992), which has been applied in a small number of instances to air
quality data (Dutton et al., 2010; Stefan et al., 2010). It can be formulated as a modified
DFT (Scargle, 1982; Press et al., 1992), and also equivalently by the least squares of fit
of sine and cosine waveforms to a time series centred around zero (Lomb, 1976). For an
equally spaced time series the modified DFT formulation is equal to that of the DFT, but
with different subsequent normalisation. In the presence of data gaps, the pairs of sine and
cosine functions at each frequency multiplied by are modified to be exactly orthogonal
by an additional phase parameter Θ (Scargle, 1982), making the estimation invariant to
shifts in time of the input time series (i.e. data gaps). In the presence of data gaps the LSP
does not conform to Parseval’s theorem, as despite the exact orthogonality of the pairs
of sine and cosine functions at each frequency, this does not hold between sinusoids of
different frequencies, making estimates at different frequencies not independent. However,
when frequencies estimated at are well chosen, the degree of dependence between different
frequencies is very small (Scargle, 1982). The LSP is commonly represented in its
normalised form (in units of Power Spectral Density), e.g. (Press et al., 1992), as:

P(ω) =
1

2σ2

([
∑

N
n=1 y(tn)cos(ωtn−Θ)

]2
∑

N
n=1 cos2 (ωtn−Θ)

+

[
∑

N
n=1 y(tn)sin(ωtn−Θ)

]2
∑

N
n=1 sin2 (ωtn−Θ)

)
, (3.10)

where y(tn) is a time series sample at time tn, ω is the angular frequency, and σ2

is the variance of the time series. The LSP is typically used for the identification of
periods with significant variability relative to the noise (periods with no variability), and
thus its units are given as Power Spectral Density, giving an estimate of the normalised
power (amplitude2) contained on each frequency, amplifying separation between peaks at
significant frequencies and the noise level. When data gaps exist, the normalisation by σ2

(rather than N for the DFT) returns an exponential distribution for pure Gaussian noise,
equivalent to that of the equal spaced case. The phase shift Θ is calculated with the four
quadrant inverse tangent:

Θ =
1
2

arctan

(
N

∑
n=1

sin(2ωtn) ,
N

∑
n=1

cos(2ωtn)

)
(3.11)

The LSP does not output any phase information natively. However, Hocke (1998)
gave a method to modify the LSP algorithm to output real and imaginary components (or
amplitude and phase), as resultant from the DFT, which is applied in this work.
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3.4 Spectral leakage

There are some problems in accurately identifying the amplitude and phase of periodic
components. The main issue is termed “spectral leakage”. Typically, Lomb–Scargle meth-
ods calculate power at integer frequencies (i.e. 1 cycle over N, 2 cycles over N. . . ) equally
spaced between zero and one-half of the average sampling frequency (termed “average
Nyquist frequency”), reflecting the DFT frequencies. However, if strong periodicity exists
on a frequency not an integer integral of the span of the time series, then its power would
lie between two of the frequencies, resulting in leakage of that power throughout the rest
of the spectrum. Atmospheric time series are not typically integer year long. For example,
if the time series was 10.5 years long the spectrum would consist of the periods: 10.5, 5.25,
3.5, 2.1, . . . ,1.16 1.05, 0.955 years etc. Therefore, if large variability were contained on
exactly a 1 year cycle, the LSP would spread that power throughout the spectrum.

The leakage effect is a product of the mathematics underpinning the DFT. As referenced
in Sect. 3.2, the DFT produces a sampled version of the Fourier Series, which makes the
assumption that the time series is one period of an infinitely periodic signal. When the
periodicity of interest is non-harmonic with the total span of the time record, there is a
discontinuity, which results in power associated with that period spilling out across all
frequencies (Horne and Baliunas, 1986).

To ensure the power leakage from multiple periodic components does not contaminate
the entire spectrum, the input time series can be multiplied by a window function (Harris,
1978). The window is shaped so that it is zero at beginning and end, and has some
defined shape in between. The window effectively changes the shape of the leakage in
the frequency domain, limiting its impact to only a few frequencies around the frequency
of interest, providing a trade-off between peak resolution (the width of the spectral peak
associated with variability at a frequency) and spectral leakage (the amplitude of the tails
of the leakage), with different windows altering the peaks of the spectrum in different ways.
In this work a Hanning window was chosen as it offers an acceptable trade-off between
peak resolution and spectral leakage (Harris, 1978).

Although the shape of the leakage can be altered, the peak amplitude will still be
underestimated as there are no frequencies that estimate exactly at the frequency of interest.
However, the LSP methodology (unlike the DFT) allows estimation at any frequency,
allowing the exact capturing of the top of the peak. Thus, if significant cycles are known a
priori (e.g. annual, daily etc.) their variability can be calculated very accurately.

3.5 Validation of methods

The validity of the outlined LSP methodology for the analysis of atmospheric observations
is now tested using synthetic data. Firstly, the major stated advantage of the LSP, being able
to handled gapped data, is evaluated relative to output from the FFT. A five year synthetic
time series is created through the summation of daily (1 day) and annual (365.25 days)
repeating sinusoids. The annual waveform is given an amplitude of 10 ppbv and phase of
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0 radians, whereas the daily waveform is given an amplitude of 3 ppbv and phase of 0
radians. Random gaps are incrementally imposed across the time series, and the derived
amplitude and phase bias for both periods is plotted as a function of the % gaps, shown
in Fig. 3.4. Multiple versions of both the FFT and LSP methods are evaluated, allowing
assessment of the incremental advances of the methodologies. For the FFT, these versions
are the standard code, with a Hanning window applied to the time series, and with both
zero padding (four times the original number of frequencies) and windowing. For the
LSP, these versions are the standard code, with a Hanning window applied to the time
series, and with both windowing and estimation at specific frequencies/periods (1 day and
365.25 days). For analysis by the FFT, the time series is linearly interpolated across time
to remove data gaps.

For both the FFT and LSP, biases decrease with the increasing complexities of the
methods, with specific frequency estimation and zero padding most notably lowering
biases. The LSP method with both windowing and specific frequency estimation (purple
line) is consistently the best performing, with significant biases only notable with greater
than 80 % gaps when estimating the daily amplitude (up to 40 %). Noticeably on the
daily timescale, with increasing % gaps the amplitude bias for all FFT methods increases
significantly (particularly after 40 %).

Next, the performance of the LSP methods when determining periodicity in extreme
amounts of random noise is evaluated. The same synthetic time series (un-gapped) is
iteratively added with random noise of an increasing standard deviation (up to to 25 σ ),
with the derived amplitude and phase bias on both annual and daily timescales plotted as a
function of σ , shown in Fig. 3.5. The LSP method with specific frequency estimation and
windowing (purple line) again gives the minimal bias for both the amplitude and phase
components, on both timescales. The only notable biases associated with this method
come when estimating the daily amplitude with noise greater than 10 σ (up to 40 %).
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Fig. 3.4 Evaluation of the amplitude and phase biases for multiple versions of the FFT and LSP methodologies, as a function of % data gaps. A 5 year synthetic
time series consisting of daily and annual repeating sinusoids (amplitudes – 3 and 10 ppbv, phases both 0 radians) is incrementally filled with random gaps, and
the amplitude and phase biases for both periods, associated with multiple FFT and LSP methods are iteratively calculated. FFT methods are the standard code
(FFT Std.), with windowing (FFT Window), and with both zero padding and windowing (FFT Window, Over.). LSP methods are the standard code (LSP Std.),
with windowing (LSP Window), and with both specific frequency estimation and windowing (LSP Window, Spec.).
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Fig. 3.5 Evaluation of the amplitude and phase biases for multiple versions of the LSP method, as a function of random noise (up to 25 σ ). A 5 year synthetic
time series consisting of daily and annual repeating sinusoids (amplitudes – 3 and 10 ppbv, phases both 0 radians) is incrementally added with random noise (up
to 25 σ ), and the amplitude and phase biases for both periods, associated with multiple versions of the LSP method are iteratively calculated. LSP methods are
the standard code (LSP Std.), with windowing (LSP Window), and with both specific frequency estimation and windowing (LSP Window, Spec.).
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Chapter 4

Spectral analysis of surface ozone: a
model–measurement evaluation

4.1 Introduction

To this point, this work has described the collection of numerous surface composition data,
collated specifically for global model evaluation purposes (Chapter 2), and has detailed a
spectral methodology allowing determination of the independent periodic components of
a time series (Chapter 3), only so far applied to synthetic data. This chapter describes a
synthesis of this work, with the Lomb-Scargle Periodogram (LSP) being applied to real
atmospheric data, specifically, to the collated surface O3 measurements of Chapter 2, and
further used to diagnose systematic periodic biases in the simulation of surface O3 by a
CTM.

The application of the LSP methodology to two contrasting surface O3 sites is first
described in detail in Sect. 4.2, outlining the dominant periodic variabilities of surface O3

and detailing an approach for the spectral evaluation of O3 at multiple sites. The findings
of this multi-site application are described in Sect 4.3. The same approach is then used
to spectrally evaluate reciprocally located surface O3 in a CTM (Sect. 4.4). Finally, these
results are then compared, and potential reasons for biases are discussed (Sect. 4.5).

4.2 Lomb–Scargle periodogram of surface O3

Figure 4.1 shows the time series of hourly surface O3 mixing ratios collected at Cape Verde
(Carpenter et al., 2010) and Lompoc together with equivalent model output (see Sect. 4.4).
Cape Verde (16.51◦ N, 24.52◦W), is a small remote island country consisting of 10 islands
situated in the tropical eastern North Atlantic Ocean, 570 km off the west African coast.
It represents one of the only O3 measurement stations in the tropics, and is relatively
undeveloped, making it one of the small number of baseline oceanic measurement sites
also. It is maintained by the atmospheric chemistry group at the University of York, and
thus presents a readily available dataset for analysis. Lompoc (34.73◦N, 120.43◦W), is a
EPA AQS rural continental site located on the USA Californian west coast.
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Using the Lomb–Scargle methodology, the time series at Cape Verde and Lompoc
can be transformed into a number of sinusoidal waves across a range of periods, with
associated amplitudes and phases. Figure 4.2 shows the spectral amplitude (ppbv) of these
waveforms as a function of their period (days). The spectra for both sites have a range
of characteristic features. There are broadly linear regions from 2 hours to 10 days and
from 10 days to the last period of 1826 days. There are also sets of peaks which occur at
characteristic timescales (i.e. 1 day and 1 year). The identification of these linear regimes
is initially discussed, followed by discussion associated with the identification of spectral
peaks.
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Fig. 4.1 Time series of surface O3 at Cape Verde (16.51◦N, 24.52◦W) and Lompoc (34.73◦N, 120.43◦W) for the observations (black) and the GEOS-Chem
model (red), between 2006 and 2012.
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Fig. 4.2 Lomb–Scargle periodogram spectra for surface O3 at Cape Verde (16.51◦N, 24.52◦W) and Lompoc (34.73◦N, 120.43◦W), between 2006 and 2012.
The upper panels shows the observed data spectra together with chi-squared false-alarm levels for significant periodicity based on linear piecewise fits to the
spectra. The lower panels compare the spectra of the observations (black) and the GEOS-Chem model (red).
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4.2 Lomb–Scargle periodogram of surface O3

4.2.1 Meteorological regimes

Figure 4.2 shows two distinct linear regimes for both sites’ spectral amplitudes, which meet
at around 10 days. Very similar spectra are seen in physical parameters in the atmosphere
(Lovejoy and Schertzer, 2013a,b). There are 3 main scaling regimes of meteorological
variability (Lovejoy and Schertzer, 2013a,b): “weather”, “macroweather” and “climate”,
with each regime being the outcome of different dynamical processes.

Weather processes range from microscale local turbulence to planetary scale weather
systems, with the temporal lifetimes of these features roughly proportional to their spatial
scale (Lovejoy and Schertzer, 2013b). The variability induced on O3 also scales accordingly
to these, thus the weather regime for O3 is represented by a steep spectral gradient (on
the log–log spectrum – Fig. 4.2) from 2 hours to ∼10 days, after which there is a sharp
transition to a flatter gradient. The change in the gradient at around 10 days is physically
caused by the finite size of the Earth giving a limit to the lifetime of the biggest planetary
scale weather systems. After ∼ 10 days the flat spectral gradient is a result of being the
average of the largest planetary scale weather systems, being no more than low-frequency
weather, with no new dynamical elements or forcing mechanism, the statistics of this regime
being well captured by unforced “control” runs of General Circulation Models (GCMs)
(Lovejoy and Schertzer, 2013a). The regime has been shown for metrological spectra to
extend out to 10–100 years, and is termed “macroweather” (Lovejoy and Schertzer, 2013b).
The final regime is characterised by a steep increase from the flat macroweather gradient
between 10–100 years caused by new (internal) low-frequency nonlinear interactions or
(external) solar, volcanic or anthropogenic forcings, and represents long term changes
of the macroweather. Human induced changes would be termed “climate change”. As
this work only uses time series of 5 years in length, no evidence of any climate regime is
seen in the spectra. Therefore, only 2 regimes are found necessary to describe the impact
of meteorology on surface O3 variability: weather (2 hours–10 days) and macroweather
(> 10 days).

These regimes can be described by fitting a model of two joint piecewise linear
functions in log–log space to the spectrum (minimising the residuals). The transition point
is set at 10 days, as the theoretical maximum lifetime for the largest planetary scale weather
systems (Lovejoy and Schertzer, 2013b). Only periods less than 100 days are used, for the
few points beyond this value are noisy and can often introduce significant variability into
the fitting. The upper panels of Fig. 4.2 show the linear fits (green line) to the observed
surface O3 spectra for both Cape Verde and Lompoc.

To find periods which deviate from these fits, the fitted models are scaled by per-
centiles of the chi-squared probability distribution to obtain false-alarm levels (Schulz and
Mudelsee, 2002). Peaks exceeding these false-alarm levels indicate non-model compo-
nents in the time series, and should be considered significant (Schulz and Mudelsee, 2002).
Frequencies that have an amplitude above the 99th percent confidence level are taken to be
significant. Attention now focuses on these significant frequencies, namely the annual and
daily peaks (and their harmonics).
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4.2.2 Annual and daily cycles

From Fig. 4.2 it is evident that there are significant peaks on annual and daily timescales
for both Cape Verde and Lompoc. There are also additional significant harmonic peaks
( 1

2 daily for Cape Verde; 1
2 , 1

3 , 1
4 , 1

5 , 1
6 , 1

7 , 1
8 , 1

9 , 1
10 , 1

11 , 1
12 daily and 1

2 annual for Lompoc).
These periodic cycles are driven by the planetary processes of the Earth‘s rotation around
its own axis and its rotation around the sun both of which changes the predominant driving
force for the atmosphere, solar radiation. Variability in solar radiation is not sinusoidal in
nature, and the atmosphere is not linear in its response. Thus any harmonics are a product
of the non-sinusoidal shape of the daily and annual cycles of O3 (Valenzuela and Pontt,
2009). Parrish et al. (2016) finds that the annual and half-annual cycles are enough to
characterise the seasonal variability of marine boundary layer O3, and that the forcing
responsible for the half-annual cycle a priori is attributable to the 2nd harmonic of the
photolysis rate of O3. It is important to note however that the the harmonics do not have to
have independent physical forcings. The power of the harmonics can simply be a function
of the mathematics. These harmonics can sometimes extend to frequencies beyond the
Nyquist limit ( fNq), and are thus aliased to other frequencies, potentially biasing output.
However, harmonics beyond this point are typically very small and have a negligible
impact.

For the surface O3 observational dataset described in Chapter 2, almost all sites are
found to show significant peaks at the fundamentals (and most harmonics) of the annual
and daily timescales. It is notable that no sites are found that show significance of a 7 day
cycle (Altshuler et al., 1995; Marr and Harley, 2002; Beirle et al., 2003). Application of
this approach to longer time series may also allow the investigation of other characteristic
timescales such as NAO or ENSO (Ziemke et al., 2015).

Definition of “seasonal” and “diurnal” cycles

For all of the sites investigated, the amplitude of the daily cycle is always significantly
larger than any of its harmonics. However, this is not true for the annual cycle, as the
magnitude of the half-annual cycle can sometimes compete with that of the annual cycle.
To bring together the fundamental and the harmonics, the fundamental and the harmonic
signals are superposed to create “seasonal” and “diurnal” cycles. An example of this is
shown in Fig. 4.3, where the average, 1st (fundamental), 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics are
superposed to create the net waveform. Superposition is done down to the 12th harmonic
for the diurnal cycle, and 4th harmonic for the seasonal cycle, as they are the highest
harmonics for each periodicity that significance is found (> 99th percent confidence level).
The superposed cycles are characterised with their amplitude being half the peak to trough
height and their phase being the timing of the maxima. The LSP code is modified to ensure
estimation is precisely at 1 day (and 2nd to 12th harmonics) and 365.25 days (and 2nd,
3rd and 4th harmonics), to ensure accurate estimation of these cycles. From this point
onwards all references to the “seasonal” or “diurnal” cycle refer to the superposition of the
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respective fundamental and harmonics, and any “annual” and “daily” references refer to
solely the fundamental terms.
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Fig. 4.3 Example of spectral superposition of the average, fundamental frequency and the
harmonics for a frequency of interest.

Fraction of total variance associated with a periodicity

The significance of the diurnal or seasonal cycles varies by location. The fractional
variance (σ2) that both periodic waveforms contribute to the raw time series variance
can be calculated. This is done by extending both periodic waveforms to be the span of
the raw time series, and then taking the fraction of the σ2 of each waveform to the time
series σ2. Going further, superposing the extended diurnal and seasonal waveforms gives a
periodic waveform representative of the total periodic σ2. In the same way as previous, the
fraction of the total periodic σ2 is taken to the time series σ2. Removing the total periodic
waveform (including gaps) from the raw time series gives a time series which is solely
derived of the weather and macroweather “noise”. The variances of these periodic and
noise time series are essentially additive so that σ2(diurnal)+σ2(seasonal) + σ2(noise)
=σ2(timeseries).

4.3 Application to observations

These methods are now applied to the the long-term surface O3 dataset described in
Chapter 2. For simplicity the period between 2005 and 2010 is focused on, as this
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represents the most comprehensively observed time period. To ensure accuracy of the
LSP calculations, sites with data gaps of more than 365 days in this period or data gaps
greater than 60 days in 3 or more years are removed. Figure 4.4 shows the location of
the 710 valid sites. Most of the sites are from the US EPA AQS and EU AirBase datasets
which leads to an over representation of northern continental mid-latitude locations and an
under representation of other areas of world.

The Lomb–Scargle derived diurnal and seasonal cycles for these sites are now investi-
gated.
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Fig. 4.4 Map of valid surface sites reporting surface O3 between 2005 and 2010 used in this work, coloured by the providing data network.
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4.3.1 Significance of seasonal and diurnal cycles

Figure 4.5 shows the fraction of the variance at each site that is explained by the seasonal,
diurnal and combined total periodic waveforms, as well as the weather and macroweather
(meteorological) regimes. For most locations the seasonal cycle represents a much larger
fractional variance than the diurnal cycle.

The greatest contribution to total variance from the seasonal cycle is for the Antarctic
site (85 %) and the oceanic and continental SH sites (30–60 %). This reflects the lack of
anthropogenic influence and spatial homogeneity of these regions leading to small spatial
gradients in O3. Without spatial gradients to advect, weather systems cannot induce much
variability, thus diurnal and seasonal variability dominates. For high NOx regions in the
north-eastern USA, southern and central Europe and Japan (Fig. 4.15c), the seasonal cycle
contributes 30–50 % of the total variance. In the southern central USA, contribution from
the seasonal cycle to the total variability is very small (2–10 %).

For the oceanic, polar and sites in low NOx areas in the extra-tropics (i.e. Cape
Point (34.21◦ S, 18.29◦ E) – the most south-westerly point of Africa) the diurnal cycle is
negligible. These diurnal cycles are typically small as O3 production and loss in these
low NOx environments is small. However, it is a major contributor (20–40 %) to the total
variability for some low latitude regions in North America and Europe where high NOx
concentrations and photolysis rates lead to significant diurnal cycles.

Superposition of the diurnal and seasonal cycles gives a measure of the fraction of total
variance induced from periodicity. For most sites the percentage contribution is between
40 and 60 %. The highest value being for the Antarctic site (85 %). The site with the lowest
% contribution from periodicity is in Indonesia (15 %), almost on the equator, where there
is very little variability in the solar radiation.

The meteorological regimes contribute a large majority of the total variance for a large
number of sites, particularly across the southern USA and north-west Europe (up to 80 %),
and for the Indonesian site (85 %).

From this analysis it is evident that forcing of the atmosphere from seasonal and diurnal
processes (changes in solar irradiation, chemistry, emissions etc.) are for responsible for at
most 50 % of the variability seen at these sites. The remaining 50 % of the variability is
attributable to changes on the weather or macroweather timescales due to processes such
as boundary layer mixing, synoptic systems, changing emissions etc. We now describe in
more detail the seasonal and diurnal cycles seen at different locations.
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(meteorological) regimes. NA is North America, EU is Europe, AS is Asia, and ROW is rest of world.
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4.3.2 Seasonal cycle

The seasonal cycle of O3 has been subject to much discussion (Derwent and Davies, 1994;
Logan, 1985; Monks et al., 2000; Monks, 2000; Tanimoto et al., 2005; Cooper et al., 2010,
2014; Carpenter et al., 2010; Parrish et al., 2013; Clifton et al., 2014; Parrish et al., 2016).
In general, NH mid-latitude continental sites in the late 2000’s show a springtime maxima,
which has shifted from a broad summertime peak in the 1990’s (Cooper et al., 2014).
This change is strongly associated with NOx emission reductions in Europe and North
America due to air quality legislation (Parrish et al., 2013; Clifton et al., 2014), however
some of the most polluted urban sites still show a summertime peak (Cooper et al., 2014).
Extra-tropical baseline sites show a consistent winter–spring maxima and tropical baseline
sites a small winter maxima.

The findings in this work are consistent with the literature. The upper panels of Fig. 4.6
show the amplitudes of the seasonal waveforms for the observations. In general, most
amplitudes are in the range of 5–15 ppbv. Sites influenced by highly polluted outflow
such as the Central Valley in the US and the Po Valley in Italy show large amplitudes
(up to 22 ppbv). High amplitudes can also be seen in the Asian sites downwind of China,
particularly to the south of Japan (up to 23 ppbv).

The maxima in the observed seasonal waveforms (upper panels of Fig. 4.7) occurs
in the spring (April, May) for most of the continental sites, with a tendency for later
peaks in southern Europe. The small number of continental sites in the SH show peaks
3–6 months out of phase compared to the NH, peaking in the SH late winter to spring
(August–October). The SH oceanic site, American Samoa (14.27◦ S, 170.13◦W), has a
winter phase (July), whereas the two NH oceanic sites have springtime phases (March and
April). This is suggestive that the lower pollution associated with the SH sites generally
leads to an earlier seasonal peak in O3.
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Fig. 4.6 Seasonal amplitudes of observations (upper panels) and model (lower panel). NA
is North America, EU is Europe, AS is Asia, and ROW is rest of world.
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Fig. 4.7 Seasonal phases of observations (upper panels) and model (lower panel). NA is
North America, EU is Europe, AS is Asia, and ROW is rest of world.
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4.3.3 Diurnal cycle

The upper panels of Fig. 4.8 show the observational amplitudes of the diurnal cycle. In
most of the locations this is in the range of 0–15 ppbv, with a tendency for larger amplitudes
towards the tropics where solar radiation is more intense. There are also higher amplitudes
in regions with higher NOx emissions (Fig. 4.15c), with again the Central and Po Valleys
being evident.

Significant differences between sites can be seen in the phases of the diurnal cycle
(upper panels of Fig. 4.9). Baseline sites (i.e. American Samoa) show a phase which
peaks close to dawn, reflecting photochemical O3 destruction during the day and O3 build
up at night. Continental sites (i.e. Lompoc) show maxima in the early afternoon due to
photochemical O3 production during the day.

The amplitude and phase of the diurnal and seasonal waveforms give a compact method
of summarising much of the variability seen in surface O3 sites. It is now explored how a
global CTM represents these observations.
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Fig. 4.8 Diurnal amplitudes of observations (upper panels) and model (lower panel). NA is
North America, EU is Europe, AS is Asia, and ROW is rest of world.
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Fig. 4.9 Diurnal phases of observations (upper panels) and model (lower panel). NA is
North America, EU is Europe, AS is Asia, and ROW is rest of world.
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4.4 Model perspective

GEOS-Chem is a global 3-D CTM driven by assimilated meteorological observations from
the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) of the NASA Global Modelling Assimilation
Office (GMAO). The basic model is described in Bey et al. (2001). Version v9.01.03, using
GEOS5 analysed meteorology at 2◦× 2.5◦ resolution, is run for 5 years between 2005 and
2010, outputting surface hourly O3 in each gridbox. Global anthropogenic emissions of CO,
NOx, and SO2 are from the global EDGAR v3.2 inventory (Olivier et al., 2005). Global
anthropogenic emissions of NMVOCs are from the RETRO monthly global inventory for
the year 2000, as described by Hu et al. (2015), except for ethane (Xiao et al., 2008) and
global biofuel emissions (Yevich and Logan, 2003). Inventories are scaled for individual
years on the basis of economic data. Regional inventories are used in certain regions where
there is improved information, as described by van Donkelaar et al. (2008). There are
also inputs of NOx from additional sources i.e. aircraft (Wang et al., 1998), ships (Vinken
et al., 2011) and biomass burning (Giglio et al., 2010). Inputs from lightning and soil
NOx are calculated online (Yienger and Levy, 1995; Murray et al., 2012). Biogenic VOC
emissions are from the global MEGAN v2.1 inventory (also calculated online) (Guenther
et al., 2006). STE is handled as a parameterised climatological representation of species
sources and sinks (McLinden et al., 2000; Murray et al., 2012). Boundary layer mixing is
parameterised using a non-local scheme which considers different states of mixing within
the boundary layer, as determined by the static instability (Holtslag and Boville, 1993; Lin
and McElroy, 2010).

4.4.1 Modelled power spectrum

The power spectra for the modelled surface O3 at Cape Verde and Lompoc are shown in
the lower panels of Fig. 4.2. As with the observed spectra, the weather and macroweather
regimes are visibly separated at around 10 days. The model underestimates the amplitude
on the shortest timescales for both sites (< 3 days). This is unsurprising given the model
spatial scale (2◦× 2.5◦, approx. 250 km) and the timescale for model meteorological field
updates (3 or 6 hours). As the timescale increases, the power in the model increases until
it is comparable to that observed. This occurs at roughly 3 days. After this point the
model appears to well simulate the power spectrum for both the weather and macroweather
regimes. Thus care needs to be taken in interpreting output of this model on timescales
of less than around 3 days, as much of the meteorological variability will be missing. In
general this will be true for all models. Therefore, on some timescales the model cannot
be expected to interpret the observed variability, and this limitation should be considered
when preparing model experiments.

As with the observations there are peaks at 365.25 days and 1 day, with appropriate
harmonics. As per the observations the daily and annual fundamentals are superposed with
their harmonics to produce seasonal and diurnal signals, which are described with a phase
and amplitude. The amplitude and phase of the modelled diurnal and seasonal cycles are
now investigated.
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4.4.2 Significance of seasonal and diurnal cycles

Figure 4.10 shows the fraction of the total time series variance in each gridbox that is
explained by the seasonal, diurnal and combined total periodic waveforms, as well as the
weather and macroweather (meteorological) regimes.

Across the SH oceans and polar regions the seasonal cycle contributes > 80 % of the
total variance, reflecting the lack of anthropogenic influence and spatial homogeneity in
these regions. The highest contributions from the seasonal cycle over mainland continental
areas come in the biomass burning regions of central Africa and the high NOx emitting
central Europe (60–70 %). A very small contribution from the seasonal cycle is notable
over eastern China and Australia (< 10 %).

Contributions to the total variance from the diurnal cycle are negligible over all the
oceans and polar regions. The highest fractions of total variance from the diurnal cycle
occur in the low latitudes of central Africa (60–80 %), eastern Southern America and the
Middle East (30–50 %). Total periodicity contributes > 80 % of the total variance over
the SH oceans, polar regions and central Europe; and 30–60 % in most other continental
regions.

The weather and macroweather regimes contribute a large majority of the total variance
near the eastern North American and western European coastlines (70–100 %), areas where
there are significant gradients in the surface O3 concentrations between land and sea. There
is also a large fraction of variability from meteorological processes over the equator (60–
100 %), an area where there is little variability in solar radiation and again large gradients in
the concentrations of O3, due to the shifting of the intertropical convergence zone (ICTZ)
by season.
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Fig. 4.10 Modelled fractional variance of time series from diurnal, seasonal and total periodicity, as well as the weather and macroweather (meteorological)
regimes.
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4.4.3 Seasonal cycle

The lowest panel of Fig. 4.6 shows the modelled amplitude for the seasonal cycle of
surface O3. As with the observations, the model shows large amplitudes over regions with
significant anthropogenic NOx emissions (Fig. 4.15c) such as North America, Europe and
Asia (up to 26 ppbv). Regions with significant seasonal cycles in the NOx emissions, such
as from biomass burning in the Amazon and central Africa also have large cycles (up to
27 ppbv). These large amplitudes can be seen to extend away from the source regions into
the Pacific and Indian oceans. Over the remote tropical oceans the seasonal cycle is very
small (1 ppbv). Due to a scarcity of observations, many of these features are unobserved.

Figure 4.7 shows the global seasonal phase of modelled surface O3 (lower panel).
There are distinct bands of phases. Over polluted NH continental regions a July–September
maximum is calculated, with the cleaner northern extra-tropics showing a April–May
maximum and the clean tropics a December–February maximum. In the SH there is a
September–December maximum for continental regions, and a July–September maximum
over the oceans and Antarctica.

4.4.4 Diurnal cycle

The largest diurnal amplitudes (lower panel of Fig. 4.8) are found in eastern China (up to
28 ppbv) where the emissions of NOx are greatest. This leads to large diurnal photochemi-
cal production of O3 but also large titration by NO at night. High diurnal amplitudes are
also found over the polluted north-eastern USA (13–17 ppbv), central Europe (10–13 ppbv)
and India (11–15 ppbv). Again, regions with significant seasonal cycles in the NOx emis-
sions from biomass burning also have large amplitudes i.e. Amazon, Indonesia and central
Africa.

Figure 4.9 shows the global diurnal phases of modelled surface O3 (lower panel). As
with the observations the 2 distinct clean and polluted regimes emerge. The polluted areas
almost all have diurnal cycle peaking at 14:00 or 15:00 local solar time. This band includes
all continental regions (except Greenland and polar regions). It also includes a band across
the northern Pacific and northern Atlantic Oceans. The clean areas almost all have a phase
at 08:00, the exception being a circumpolar band of phases which peak at 04:00 around
Antarctica. The diurnal phase at the poles looks incoherent, which is predominantly due to
the very small amplitudes in these regions, thus the phase becomes practically irrelevant.

4.5 Model – measurement comparisons

The previous sections investigate the absolute amplitude and phase of the seasonal and
diurnal cycle. In this section these parameters are used to investigate model performance
against observations.
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4.5.1 Significance of seasonal and diurnal cycles

Figure 4.11 shows the difference between the observed and modelled fractional total
variance explained by the seasonal, diurnal and combined total periodic waveforms, and
meteorological regimes. The fractional variance from the seasonal cycle is overestimated
by the model significantly over central Europe and north-eastern America (20–50 %),
whereas it is underestimated in northern Europe, Canada and Japan (20–40 %). These
findings are reversed with regards to the fractional contribution from the meteorological
regimes. The fraction of total variance from the diurnal cycle is generally well captured by
the model, with the exception being overestimation of the diurnal contribution over Europe
(10–20 %).
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Fig. 4.11 Fractional variance differences of diurnal, seasonal and total periodicity, and weather and macroweather (meteorological) regimes, between observations
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4.5.2 Seasonal cycle

Figure 4.14 shows the polar representation of the seasonal cycle for the observations,
model and the difference between the two. North American and European site seasonal
amplitudes are on average overestimated, (up to 16 ppbv). The seasonal phase also shows
biases with most sites‘ phases in North America and Europe peaking 1–5 months later than
the observations, in mid-late summer rather than mid-late spring. Seasonal amplitudes for
the African, Antarctic, Arctic, Asian, Oceania and oceanic sites are all underestimated (up
to 10 ppbv) but their phases show generally good agreement with the observations.

Figure 4.12 shows the spatial distribution of the difference for the seasonal amplitudes
and phases. The biggest model overestimations for the amplitudes (upper panels) are in
regions with very high O3 precursors, i.e. north-eastern USA (up to 16 ppbv) and mainland
central Europe (to to 11 ppbv); both generally at sites inland, away from oceanic influence.
In contrast, it is the coastal and oceanic sites where the model underestimations are greatest,
with the largest coming in Asia (5–10 ppbv) and eastern Canada (up to 8 ppbv).

The lower panels of Fig. 4.12 show in mainland Europe the seasonal phases are gener-
ally 1–3 months too late in the model and 2–4 months too late in the north-eastern/south-
eastern USA. The biggest phase differences come in the central-southern USA with the
model phases approximately 4–5 months too late (a region where the seasonal cycle
contributes very little to the total variance, Fig. 4.5).
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Fig. 4.12 Seasonal amplitude (upper panel) and phase (lower panel) differences between
observations and the GEOS-Chem model. NA is North America, EU is Europe, AS is Asia,
and ROW is rest of world.
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4.5.3 Diurnal cycle

Figure 4.14 also shows the polar representation of the diurnal cycle observations, model
and difference. The model has some skill in determining the diurnal amplitudes. There is
on average an overestimation of North American, European and Asian diurnal amplitudes
(up to 17 ppbv). Amplitudes for the clean oceanic sites are well estimated, with the rest of
the sites in Oceania, Africa, Antarctic and Arctic displaying reasonable agreement. The
model has generally good skill for simulating the diurnal phases (ignoring the polar sites),
however notable biases show in the oceanic and Asian sites with the model up to 5 hours
late, and up to 4 hours early respectively for the groupings. Additionally for the North
American and European groupings, the model simulates the vast majority of phases in
a narrow band, where there is a broader grouping of phases in the observations. This
may represent issues with the timing of processes such as boundary layer mixing which is
suggested to be excessive (Travis et al., 2016).

Spatially, Fig. 4.13 upper panels, the biggest overestimations in the amplitudes are
again in regions with high emissions of O3 precursors: Central Valley USA (up to 17 ppbv),
north-eastern USA (up to 14 ppbv), Japan (up to 11 ppbv) and mainland central Europe (up
to 11 ppbv). The biggest underestimations come in coastal regions i.e. USA west coast (up
to 11 ppbv) and southern Europe (up to 10 ppbv).

The lower panels of Fig. 4.13 show the model in the high NOx emitting regions of
north-eastern USA and central Europe to have too early a phase also (−1 to 2 hours). The
largest phase offsets (excluding polar sites) are found in the oceanic sites of Bermuda and
American Samoa (+3 and +5 hours).
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Fig. 4.13 Diurnal amplitude (upper panel) and phase (lower panel) differences between
observations and the GEOS-Chem model. NA is North America, EU is Europe, AS is Asia,
and ROW is rest of world.
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4.5.4 Possible causes of biases

A range of model biases are evident in this analysis. These may be explained by a range
of model errors/uncertainties in the emissions, deposition, chemistry, photolysis rates,
boundary layer mixing, stratospheric transport, tropospheric transport, resolution etc.

The most discussed uncertainties lie in the emissions. Probably the most accurate emis-
sion estimates are for North America and Europe, but even here significant uncertainties
exist. Anderson et al. (2014) finds the anthropogenic USA National Emissions Inventory
(NEI) 2005 NOx emissions (projected to 2011) in the mid-eastern USA to be 51–70 % too
high compared with measurements taken on the DISCOVER-AQ field campaign. The NEI
2011 emissions appear to be overestimated by an even larger margin. Vestreng et al. (2009)
finds ±8–25 % uncertainties in European NOx emissions. Stein et al. (2014) also recently
found wintertime systematic underestimates in NH CO by a global CTM, best offset by
increases in winter CO road traffic emissions together with an improved CO dry deposition
scheme. As anthropogenic NOx decreases, the relative importance of lightning and soil
NOx is much greater and the importance of low-NOx C5H8 chemistry increases (Palmer,
2003; Fiore et al., 2014). Millet et al. (2008) show the MEGAN v2.1 biogenic emission
inventory in the USA overestimates emissions of isoprene in areas where it specifies high
emission factors.

The correlations between the modelled spectral biases for O3 and NOx concentrations
are briefly assessed. Figure 4.15 shows the modelled seasonal O3 amplitude and phase
biases are plotted against the average 2005–2010 model NOx. For the seasonal cycle,
the greatest overestimates of the amplitude generally correlate with the highest NOx
concentrations in the model (panel a), however this is not true for the largest biases in the
phase (panel b). Although the phase biases are not linear with NOx emissions, from the
amplitude biases it is clear that evaluation of NOx emissions would be a sensible place to
start in trying to correct biases. Evaluations of modelled emissions and other parameters
are touched on in much greater detail in Chapter 5, where a large-scale sensitivity study is
used to attempt to minimise the NH seasonal biases of surface O3.
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Fig. 4.15 (a) Seasonal amplitude bias vs. 2005–2010 Average GEOS-Chem model NOx,
(b) Seasonal phase bias vs. 2005–2010 Average GEOS-Chem model NOx, (c) 2005–2010
Average GEOS-Chem model NOx by observational site. NA is North America, EU is
Europe, AS is Asia, and ROW is rest of world.
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Chapter 5

Summertime surface ozone bias: a
problem with emissions?

5.1 Introduction

There is a general problem in present day CTMs/ESMs of a summertime overestimate of
surface O3 in the NH continental mid-latitudes (Murazaki and Hess, 2006; Fiore et al.,
2009; Reidmiller et al., 2009; Lamarque et al., 2012; Brown-Steiner et al., 2015; Katragkou
et al., 2015; Canty et al., 2015; Travis et al., 2016). For example, Brown-Steiner et al.
(2015) find fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour average surface O3 biases of 15-35 ppbv
in the eastern USA between 1995 and 2005 using the CESM CAM-Chem model, and
Katragkou et al. (2015) find monthly mean summer biases of 5–10 ppbv in most areas
over Europe between 2003 and 2012 using the MACC global model. This problem is
additionally characterised with a failure to correctly capture the seasonality of surface O3,
with current CTMs/ESMs in the 2000s showing a general summertime peak in O3 in the
NH mid-latitudes, in contrast to a general observed springtime peak, as demonstrated in
Chapter 4.

These biases may be explained by a range of model errors/uncertainties in the emissions,
deposition, chemistry, photolysis rates, boundary layer mixing, stratospheric transport,
tropospheric transport, resolution, etc. Biases in NOx emissions are widely cited (Vestreng
et al., 2009; Fujita et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2014; Travis et al., 2016). Low biases
in modelled wintertime CO are partially attributed to underestimates in winter CO road
traffic emissions (Stein et al., 2014). Significant uncertainties are associated with NMVOC
chemistry, particularly for C5H8, with multiple presently used C5H8 oxidation schemes
differing over the sign of the response of O3 to NOx and C5H8 emissions (Squire et al.,
2015). Liang and Jacobson (2000) suggest coarse horizontal resolution results in significant
overestimate of surface O3, whereas Wild and Prather (2006); Schaap et al. (2015) find
that an increase in horizontal resolution does not reduce model bias to significant levels.
Lin et al. (2009); Huang et al. (2013); Brown-Steiner et al. (2015) find that greater vertical
resolution reduces model surface O3 biases due to enhanced representation of the near-
surface meteorology. Schwede et al. (2011); Wu et al. (2011); Walker (2014) suggest
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that the dry deposition velocity of O3 could be significantly underestimated in current
CTMs/ESMs. Meteorological biases in temperature (Rasmussen et al., 2012), cloud
fraction (Kim et al., 2015) and boundary layer mixing (Travis et al., 2016) have also been
shown to impose biases on surface O3. Sherwen et al. (2016) suggests halogen chemistry
could be underestimated as a sink of O3.

A large amount of surface O3 model evaluations have been published, however only
a small fraction of these evaluate the biases of O3 and its precursors concurrently, due
mainly to a lack of error free, global model comparable observations. Exploring the various
postulated routes for model errors, while constraining both O3 and its precursors with
observations concurrently, would significantly reduce the number of viable pathways for
reducing modelled seasonal surface O3 biases. In the following sections the undertaking of
a multi-species (O3, NO, CO) model sensitivity study is described, using a global CTM
(GEOS-Chem), evaluating multiple potential routes for model bias, resulting in optimised
regional settings for the minimisation of seasonal biases for both O3 and its precursors.

Section 5.2 describes the observational and model data used for evaluation, with
detailed discussion of the model setup. Section 5.3 describes the current modelled seasonal
biases of O3 at the surface, evaluating model performance with a variety of different model
setups. Section 5.4 outlines the framework and results of a sensitivity study designed to
understand the sensitivity of seasonal O3 biases to emissions and deposition. Section 5.5
describes an extension of the sensitivity study, evaluating NO and CO seasonal biases at
the surface. Section 5.6 describes the sensitivity of modelled biases to the joint constraints
of O3, NO and CO. Section 5.7 describes the results of a model run with derived optimised
scalings applied, and Sect 5.8 discusses the implications of these findings.

5.2 Measurements and model

5.2.1 Observations

Surface observations are taken from hourly versions of the long term O3, NO and CO data
sets described in Chapter 2. Data is limited to between 2009 and 2011, as this represents
the most comprehensively observed time period over a two year window. Data is not taken
from the NO2 and C5H8 data sets, due to associated measurement biases (Steinbacher et al.,
2007) and small numbers of observational stations respectively. Data is spectrally analysed
(using LSP), therefore to ensure accuracy of the spectral estimates, any sites with data gaps
greater than 60 days in a year are removed. Focus is placed on the three most well sampled
regions in the NH mid-latitudes: North America, Europe and Japan. Figure 5.1 shows the
location of the valid sites for each species, coloured by the reporting monitoring network.

The emphasis of this study is to evaluate the macro-scale modelled seasonality of
surface O3, therefore results are averaged by area to assess regional differences. Due to
the large geographical size of North America (NA) and Europe (EU), these regions are
separated into several smaller areas, with this separation predominantly weighted by the
spatial availability of observations. This results in a total of 14 different areas, shown by
Fig 5.2. North America is split into 7 areas: south western (SW NA), north western (NW
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5.2 Measurements and model

NA), central (C NA), north eastern (NE NA), central eastern (CE NA), south eastern (SE
NA) and southern (S NA). Europe is split into 6 areas: south western (SW EU), north
western (NW EU), northern (N EU), eastern (E EU), central (C EU) and southern (S EU).
Japan is classed as a standalone area.

O3

NO

CO

AirBase

CAPMoN

CASTNET

EANET

EMEP

EPA AQS

NAPS

SEARCH

WMO GAW

Fig. 5.1 Valid observational sites between 2009 and 2011 for O3, NO and CO, coloured by
the reporting monitoring network.
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Japan

NW EU

C EU

N EU

E EU

S EUSW EU

SW NA

C NA

NW NA

NE NA

CE NA

SE NAS NA

Fig. 5.2 Set areas for averaging results regionally, predominantly defined by the spatial
availability of observations. North America is split into 7 regions: south western (SW NA),
north western (NW NA), central (C NA), north eastern (NE NA), central eastern (CE NA),
south eastern (SE NA) and southern (S NA). Europe is split into 6 regions: south western
(SW EU), north western (NW EU), northern (N EU), eastern (E EU), central (C EU) and
southern (S EU). Japan is classed as a standalone area.
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5.2 Measurements and model

5.2.2 GEOS-Chem model description

For model data, an updated version (v10.01.) of the GEOS-Chem global 3-D CTM is used
(Bey et al., 2001). Between 2009 and 2011, the model is dynamically driven using globally
assimilated meteorological data from a choice of two data sets: the Modern Era Retro-
spective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) or Goddard Earth Observing
System version 5 (GEOS5), both of which are produced by the NASA Global Modelling
Assimilation Office (GMAO), using the GEOS5.2.0 assimilation system. MERRA was
intended to assist long term model evaluation (30 years), and in order to reduce the volume
of data produced (and other technical concerns), the vertical and horizontal resolution of
many MERRA data fields (most 3-D fields and moist quantities) are reduced in contrast
with GEOS5. Meteorological updates are 3 hours and 6 hours respectively for 3-D param-
eters (e.g. temperature, wind), and 1 hour and 3 hours respectively for 2-D parameters
(e.g. surface parameters, mixing depths). The model is able to run globally at horizontal
resolutions of 4◦× 5◦ and 2◦× 2.5◦. Higher resolution can be obtained only in regional
simulations. Model time steps for chemistry and mixing are directly related to the horizon-
tal resolution, 30 minutes for mixing, 60 minutes for emissions at 4◦× 5◦ resolution, and
15 minutes for mixing, 30 minutes for emissions at 2◦× 2.5◦ resolution. The model has 47
vertical levels, 13 below 2 km.

Chemistry

The major features of the current chemical mechanism are explained in detail by Mao
et al. (2010, 2013). Recent updates have been focused on C5H8 oxidation, the principal
NMVOC. The discovery of OH regeneration in low NOx environments prompted a new
C5H8 oxidation mechanism to be implemented, described by Mao et al. (2013).

Oxidation of C5H8 by OH produces C5H8 peroxy radicals (ISOPO2). In a low NOx
atmosphere ISOPO2 dominantly reacts with HO2 or other organic peroxy radicals pro-
ducing C5H8 hydroperoxides (ISOPOOH) (Paulot et al., 2009a). ISOPOOH is rapidly
lost through deposition, previously thought to terminate HOx (Jacob and Wofsy, 1988),
however observations from numerous field campaigns do not show such a loss of HOx (Tan
et al., 2001; Stone et al., 2010; Whalley et al., 2011). This is corrected for in GEOS-Chem
through the oxidation of ISOPOOH by OH producing epoxydiols (Paulot et al., 2009b),
and fast isomerisation of ISOPO2 leading to the production of hydroperoxyaldehydes
(HPALDs) (Peeters et al., 2009; Peeters and Müller, 2010; Wolfe et al., 2012), with both
pathways subsequently regenerating OH.

In a high NOx environment ISOPO2 reacts dominantly with NO through two pathways.
The major pathway produces NO2 and subsequently O3 (Paulot et al., 2009a). The minor
pathway leads to C5H8 nitrate formation, typically thought to terminate both HOx and
NOx chains (Ito et al., 2009; Paulot et al., 2012). However, C5H8 nitrates have been found
to be partly recycled back to NOx through oxidation to more stable secondary nitrates. This
has led to confusion over whether this minor pathway acts as a sink or reservoir of NOx,
which has subsequent consequence for the tropospheric budget of O3 (Von Kuhlmann et al.,
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2004; Ito et al., 2009; Paulot et al., 2009a, 2012). The decomposition of secondary C5H8

nitrates are set to return a weighted average yield of 55 % of NOx within GEOS-Chem.
Additionally, organic nitrates have been found to be significantly produced via nighttime
oxidation of C5H8 by the nitrate radical (NO3) (Rollins et al., 2009; Xie et al., 2013).
Within GEOS-Chem the C5H8+NO3 reaction is set to return a 70 % yield of carbonyl
nitrates.

The net result of these changes is enhanced O3, as OH is no longer titrated by C5H8,
and more NOx is recycled from C5H8 nitrates (Mao et al., 2013). Work is still ongoing
in this field, and significant uncertainties are still associated with the parameterised C5H8

oxidation mechanisms applied in global models. Squire et al. (2015) found multiple
presently used C5H8 oxidation schemes differ in the response of ozone to NOx and C5H8

emissions, and Mao et al. (2012) find significant uncertainties regarding the validity of
measured OH in low NOx environments. Further updates to the C5H8 oxidation mechanism
have been suggested (Fisher et al., 2016; Marais et al., 2016; Travis et al., 2016), but
have not been applied here. We do not further consider the uncertainty of the chemical
mechanism in this work.

Emissions

Emissions fields are sourced from a variety of global and regional bottom-up emission
inventories, at a range of horizontal and temporal resolutions, the details of which are
summarised in Table 5.1. Emissions are implemented at run-time using the HEMCO
module (Keller et al., 2014).

The Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) v4.2 inventory
provides global annual anthropogenic emissions of CO, NOx and NH3 between 1970
and 2008 (Olivier et al., 2005), calculated based on the energy balance statistics of the
International Energy Agency (IEA) (IEA, 2010). Monthly global anthropogenic emissions
of NMVOCs for the year 2000 are from the Reanalysis of the Tropospheric chemical
composition (RETRO) global inventory (lumping anthropogenic and biofuel emissions) as
described by Hu et al. (2015), except for ethane which is provided globally by Xiao et al.
(2008). Global annual biofuel emissions (for the year 1985) are taken from Yevich and
Logan (2003) (for species not provided by RETRO).

Regional inventories are used in certain regions where there is improved information.
The Big Bend Regional Aerosol and Visibility Observational Study Emissions Inventory
(BRAVO) in Mexico and Criteria Air Contaminants (CAC) in Canada both provide annual
regional emissions for CO and NOx (for 1999, and 2002–2009 respectively). EMEP
provides european annual regional emissions for CO, NOx and NH3 (1990–2013), and for
a number of NMVOCs (1980, 1985–2000). MIX (Li et al., 2015) provides monthly Asian
emissions between 2008 and 2011, derived by harmonising various emission inventories
from multiple regions. The National Emissions Inventory 2011 (NEI2011) inventory
provides hourly resolution emissions over the USA for 2011, with species specific annual
scaling factors provided between 2006 and 2014.
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Emissions from open fires are calculated online, based on monthly global emissions
from the Global Fire Emissions Database version 4 (GFED4) (1998–2015) (Giglio et al.,
2010). Monthly global aircraft emissions of CO, NOx and acetone for 2005 are taken from
the Aviation Emissions Inventory Code (AEIC) (Stettler et al., 2011). Global monthly
ship emissions of CO and NOx for 2002 are taken from the International Comprehensive
Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS), as described by Lee et al. (2011). Improved
annual estimates of ship emissions for CO and NOx in Europe are taken from EMEP
(1990–2013). Ship NOx emissions are processed online to adjust for O3 and HNO3

production in the plume (Vinken et al., 2011; Holmes et al., 2014). Additional inputs of
NOx from lightning (Price and Rind, 1992; Murray et al., 2012) and soil (Hudman et al.,
2012) are also calculated online. Biogenic NMVOC (BNMVOC) emissions are calculated
online using the global Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN)
v2.1 inventory, computed using annual emission factors for plant functional types adjusted
as a function of meteorological variables (temperature, solar radiation, leaf area index
and leaf age) (Guenther et al., 2006, 2012). Notably, biogenic emissions of CO are not
included in the model, assumed to balance with loss by dry deposition to soils (Müller
and Brasseur, 1995). Oceanic emissions of acetone assume fixed annual concentrations
as described by Fischer et al. (2012). CH4 is not emitted, rather, concentrations are
fixed annually in 4 zonal bands (90◦S–30◦S, 30◦S–0◦S, 0◦N–30◦N, 30◦N–90◦N) using
averaged observed data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/).

In years outside of the prescribed emissions ranges, and where annual scaling factors
are not provided (e.g. NEI2011), NOx and CO emissions are annually scaled (relative to
the first or last year) on the basis of economic data (van Donkelaar et al., 2008) by a global
1◦× 1◦ scaling map, available for years between 1985 and 2011. Trend estimates from
specific regions are incorporated where available (in Asia, Canada, Europe and the USA).
Otherwise, scaling factors are derived based on CO2 trends from the Carbon Dioxide
Information Analysis Center (http://cdiac.ornl.gov/) (van Donkelaar et al., 2008).

Due to the coarse temporal resolution of the majority of emissions fields, a variety
of seasonal and diurnal scaling factors are applied to make emissions appropriate for
application in a global model. Diurnal scaling is applied to all anthropogenic emissions
except from NEI2011 (which have native hourly resolution), ship and aircraft emissions.
For NOx this is done per grid cell based on the weighted average of the diurnal variation
of NOx from each source type (provided by the EDGAR inventory), relative to the source
contribution to total NOx in each grid cell (van Donkelaar et al., 2008). All fossil fuel
emissions (i.e. CO and NMVOCs) are scaled by hourly factors derived from the Global
Emissions Inventory Activity (GEIA) data set. EDGAR NOx emissions are scaled monthly
based on the seasonality of GEIA NOx. EMEP emissions of NOx, CO and NH3 are
seasonally scaled by monthly scaling factors derived from the Generation of European
Emission Data for Episodes (GENEMIS) project (Reis et al., 2004), coordinated by the
Institute of Energy Economics and the Rational Use of Energy (IER) at the University of
Stuttgart. Factors are derived for the year 1994, not accounting for changes to the seasonal
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variation of emissions in subsequent years (e.g. decreases in the winter/summer ratios
of electricity consumption (Grennfelt and Hov, 2005)). Additionally CO and acetone
emissions from biofuels, BRAVO, CAC, EDGAR, EMEP and RETRO are modified by
fixed ratios to more accurately speciate between emissions from fossil fuels, biomass and
biofuels.

The current implementation of emissions in GEOS-Chem has a number of other notable
limitations. BRAVO, biofuels, CAC (except NH3), EDGAR CO, EMEP NMVOCs, EMEP
ship and Xiao ethane emissions are not seasonally scaled. No annual scalings are applied
for biofuel emissions, RETRO and Xiao ethane emissions, and no ship emissions of
NMVOCs are included.

The patchwork nature of emission inventories and temporal scalings applied within
global models has led to consistent attribution of modelled surface O3 biases to issues with
emissions. The most detailed emission estimates come from North America and Europe,
but even here significant uncertainties exist. Anderson et al. (2014) find July anthropogenic
NEI2005 NOx emissions (annually scaled to 2011) in the mid-eastern USA to be 51–70 %
too high compared with aircraft and surface measurements, with NEI2011 emissions
overestimated by an even larger margin. Travis et al. (2016) find summertime (August–
September) daytime surface O3 biases in the south-east USA to be partly attributable to
a ∼50% overestimate of NOx emissions in NEI2011. NOx emission uncertainties from
power plants are small across the USA due to the use of continuous emission monitoring
systems (Duncan et al., 2013). Rather, errors are found to be dominantly from overestimates
of mobile sources (Fujita et al., 2012; Brioude et al., 2013; Anderson et al., 2014; Travis
et al., 2016).

Annual EMEP emissions are estimated to have a 8–23 % uncertainty in western Europe
and ∼ 25 % in eastern Europe (Vestreng et al., 2009). Schöpp et al. (2005) indicate that
the specific sector uncertainty of emissions is higher, and might be as much as three times
larger for emissions from petroleum using cars and diesel using heavy duty vehicles. The
overall uncertainty on Asian NOx emissions is estimated to be up to 37 %, with growing
uncertainty over time due to a higher fraction of emissions from mobile sources (Streets
et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2007, 2009). Emissions from China in particular are thought to
be suspect due to a lack of local emission factors (Zhao et al., 2011), with an estimated
uncertainty of 16 % in 2012 for the Multi-resolution Emission Inventory for China (MEIC)
(Hong et al., 2016). In 2008, Asian emissions of NOx from EDGAR are 20 % lower than
from MIX (Li et al., 2015).

Top-down satellite measurements have been frequently used to assess bottom-up
emissions of NOx. Top-down estimates are associated with significant uncertainties, with
tropospheric NO2 column uncertainties estimated to be 30 % and 60 % under clear sky and
cloudy conditions respectively (Boersma et al., 2004; Lamsal et al., 2010). NO2 generated
from lightning in the upper troposphere significantly contributes to the tropospheric NO2

column, and therefore requires correcting for when estimating surface NOx emissions,
corrections which can be extensively complicated (Travis et al., 2016). Miyazaki et al.
(2012) using assimilated Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) column NO2 from the
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NASA AURA satellite, find anthropogenic NOx emissions are mostly underestimated
globally, finding it necessary to increase NOx emissions from EDGAR (2005 and 2006) in
eastern China, eastern USA and central eastern Europe by factors of 1.4 to 2.5. Spatial
variations in the sign of necessary emissions changes over Europe are notable, with positive
changes needed in northwestern Europe and negative changes over eastern and south
western Europe. Lu et al. (2015) find good agreement between USA NEI emissions and
OMI column NO2 estimates, however they assume an error on NEI emissions of 50 %. Lin
et al. (2012) find eastern Chinese OMI column NO2 to be underestimated in GEOS-Chem
by 20 % in July 2006 and by 36 % in January 2006, using the INTEX-B inventory (Zhang
et al., 2009).

Anderson et al. (2014) find July NEI2005 CO emissions (annually scaled to 2011) in
the mid-eastern USA to be overestimated by 15 ± 11 % through comparison with lower-
most tropospheric CO from the Measurement of Pollution in the Troposphere Instrument
(MOPITT) onboard the NASA TERRA satellite (Deeter et al., 2013), and surface observa-
tions. Stein et al. (2014) through model analysis with a combination of satellite derived CO
columns (from MOPITT and the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) on-
board the European Space Agency MetOp satellite), aircraft and surface observations find
2008 wintertime anthropogenic CO emissions, from traffic or other combustion processes,
to be underestimated in Europe and North America in the MACCity inventory (Granier
et al., 2011). Increases in wintertime CO traffic emissions by factors of up to 4.5 and 2 in
Europe and North America respectively are necessary to minimise model biases. This is in
agreement with Kopacz et al. (2010), who through an inversion of GEOS-Chem v7.04.11.
with multiple satellite CO columns (in 2004 and 2005), find significant regional seasonal
scalings of CO emissions are necessary to reduce model biases in the NH mid-latitudes,
with most notably European (EMEP) and USA (NEI1999) winter emissions needing to
be increased by factors of 1.5–2. Fu et al. (2016) find uncertainties on measurements of
lowermost tropospheric CO from MOPITT to be ± 14 %.

Robust evaluations of NMVOC emissions are limited by the small amount of valid
observations that have been made, either from aircraft or at the surface. Emissions of C5H8

by different inventories have been found to differ by factors of two or more (Warneke
et al., 2010; Hogrefe et al., 2011). Satellite measurements of formaldehyde (HCHO), an
intermediate product from the oxidation of most NMVOCs, have been most commonly
used to estimate emissions of NMVOCs (Palmer, 2003). Millet et al. (2008), using OMI
column HCHO, find MEGAN overestimates BNMVOC emissions (by 30 % to 50 %) in
areas where it specifies particularly high emission factors (e.g. the Ozarks region of the
south east USA), backed up by in situ observations (Carlton and Baker, 2011). Curci
et al. (2010) find a general underestimate of the seasonal amplitude of European OMI
column HCHO, attributed to biases in MEGAN BNMVOC emissions. MEGAN C5H8

emissions are found to be too high by 40 % and 20 % over the Balkans and southern
Germany respectively, and too low by 20 % over the Iberian peninsula and Italy. However,
Zhu et al. (2016) find all HCHO satellite retrievals to be biased low on average by 20–51 %.
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Emissions
Inventory

Type Period Temporal
Resolution

Horizontal
Resolution

Species

Aircraft
(AEIC)

Global 2005 Monthly 1◦× 1◦ NOx, CO, SOx, Acetone

Biofuel Global 1985 Annual 4◦× 5◦ NOx, CO, Acetaldehyde, Acetone, Ethane,
Formaldehyde, Lumped >= C4 Alkanes,
Lumped >= C3 Alkenes, Methyl Ethyl Ke-
tone, Propane

BRAVO Regional
(Mexico)

1999 Annual 1◦× 1◦ NOx, CO, SOx

CAC Regional
(Canada)

2002–
2009

Annual 1◦× 1◦ NOx, CO, SOx, NH3

EDGARv4.2 Global 1970–
2009

Annual 0.1◦× 0.1◦ NOx, CO, SOx, NH3

EMEP (AQ) Regional
(Europe)

1990–
2013

Annual 0.1◦× 0.1◦ NOx, CO, SOx, NH3

EMEP
(VOCs)

Regional
(Europe)

1980,
1985–
2000

Annual 1◦× 1◦ Acetaldehyde, Lumped >= C4 Alkanes,
Lumped >= C3 Alkenes, Methyl Ethyl
Ketone

GFED4
(online)

Global 1998–
2015

Monthly 0.25◦× 0.25◦ NOx, CO, SOx, NH3, Acetaldehyde, Ace-
tone, Ethane, Formaldehyde, Lumped >=
C4 Alkanes, Lumped >= C3 Alkenes,
Methyl Ethyl Ketone, Propane

Lightning
(online)

Global – – 4◦× 5◦ NOx

MEGAN
(online)

Global – – 1◦× 1◦ Acetaldehyde, Acetone, Ethylene, Iso-
prene, Lumped >= C3 Alkenes

MIX Regional
(Asia)

2008–
2011

Monthly 0.25◦× 0.25◦ NOx, CO, SOx, NH3, Acetaldehyde, Ace-
tone, Ethane, Formaldehyde, Lumped >=
C4 Alkanes, Lumped >= C3 Alkenes,
Methyl Ethyl Ketone, Propane

NEI2011 Regional
(USA)

2011 Hourly 0.1◦× 0.1◦ NO, NO2, HONO, CO, SO2, SO4, NH3,
Acetaldehyde, Acetone, Aldehyde, Ben-
zene, Ethane, Ethylene, Formaldehyde,
Lumped >= C3 Alkenes, Methacrolein,
Toluene, Xylene

Oceanic
(online)

Global – – 1◦× 1◦ Acetone

RETRO Global 2000 Monthly 1◦× 1◦ Acetaldehyde, Acetone, Benzene, Ethane,
Ethylene, Formaldehyde, Lumped >= C4
Alkanes, Lumped >= C3 Alkenes, Methyl
Ethyl Ketone, Propane, Toluene, Xylene

Soil (online) Global – – 0.5◦× 0.5◦ NOx

Ship
(ARCTAS)

Global 2008 Annual 1◦× 1◦ SOx

Ship
(EMEP)

Regional
(Europe)

1990–
2013

Annual 0.1◦× 0.1◦ NOx (processed online), CO, SOx

Ship
(ICOADS)

Global 2002 Monthly 1◦× 1◦ NOx (processed online), CO

Xiao
(Ethane)

Global 1985 Annual 1◦× 1◦ Ethane

Table 5.1 Summary of global and regional emissions inventories used in GEOS-Chem
v10.01. Regional emissions overwrite global emissions of the same species. Emission grids
are interpolated on the fly to the resolution of the model run by the HEMCO emissions
component (Keller et al., 2014).
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Dry deposition

Several different dry deposition mechanisms are employed in CTMs/ESMs. The dry depo-
sition mechanism in GEOS-Chem is based on the resistance-in-series scheme described
by Wesely (1989) and implemented by Wang et al. (1998), termed a “big leaf model”,
analogous to Ohm’s law in electrical circuits, represented by equations 5.1 and 5.2:

F =Vd ·C (5.1)

Vd =
1

Ra +Rb +Rc
(5.2)

The deposition flux of a species of interest (F) to the surface is assumed to be pro-
portional to the concentration of the species (C) near the surface. F is then modified
to account for boundary layer mixing in each discrete time step. The proportionality
constant is termed the dry deposition velocity (Vd), which is modelled as a set of different
resistances: the aerodynamic resistance above the surface (Ra), the resistance to molecular
diffusion through a quasi-laminar layer just above the surface (Rb), and the bulk canopy
resistance to physical, biological and chemical interactions with the surface (Rc) (Wesely
and Hicks, 2000). The effects of Ra and Rb are typically small (Zhang et al., 2002) and
well constrained (Walker, 2014), whereas large uncertainties arise from the calculation of
Rc, which accounts for all deposition resistances to the surface, summed in parallel (i.e.
stomatal resistance, cuticular resistance, resistance based on canopy height and density,
lower canopy resistance, and ground surface resistance). Surface resistances vary signif-
icantly by land cover. Specific values for each surface resistance term are explicitly set
in GEOS-Chem, for 11 different land cover classes taken from Wesely (1989), except for
tropical rainforests (Jacob and Wofsy, 1990) and tundra (Jacob et al., 1992). The multiple
surface resistances are fractionally weighted onto a global grid using the Olson 1992 data
set (Olson, 1994; Loveland et al., 2000), which reports globally gridded fractional land
cover classes (a total of 74) at native 1◦× 1◦ resolution (i.e. many of the classes share
the same depositional characteristics). Each surface resistance term is then subsequently
modified dependent on the chemical reactivity of the species in question (scaled relative to
the high reactivity of O3).

30–90 % of the F for O3 is estimated to occur via the plant stomata (Fowler et al.,
2001; Cieslik, 2004; Fowler et al., 2009), and consequently stomatal resistance dominantly
contributes to the uncertainty of Rc for O3. Stomatal resistance is calculated based on a
Jarvis method of parametrisation (Jarvis, 1976), where a specified minimum resistance is
multiplied by the product of independent environmental stress factors (i.e. temperature
(Wesely, 1989) and solar insolation (Baldocchi et al., 1987; Guenther et al., 1995)),
suppressed at night due to stomatal closure (Finkelstein et al., 2000). The minimum
stomatal resistance is difficult to represent as it can not be measured independently (Niyogi
et al., 2009) and has significant diurnal and seasonal variability (Avissar, 1993). Wu et al.
(2011), evaluating a regional atmospheric model (WRF-Chem) using a Wesely (1989)
scheme, find significant underestimation of O3 Vd in Autumn over a mixed deciduous forest
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(Harvard Forest), a factor of 4 in daylight hours, directly attributed to an overestimate
of the minimum stomatal resistance. Setting a minimum stomatal resistance of 70 s m−1

(with a comparable set value of 200 s m−1 in GEOS-Chem), produces much better model
estimates of O3 Vd . Similarly, Val Martin et al. (2014) find the CESM-CAM ESM (using
a modified Wesely (1989) scheme), significantly overestimates the minimum stomatal
resistance in the summertime over a broadleaf deciduous forest in Canada (Padro, 1996),
by a factor of 5.

Non-stomatal surface resistances can also lead to significant biases. O3 F has been
found to increase significantly (up to a factor a 3) in wet conditions (Zhang et al., 2002),
with the variety of circumstances involving wet vegetation surfaces (i.e. rainy, humid,
dewy) notably difficult to model (Wesely and Hicks, 2000). Persistent underestimates of
O3 Vd at night (factors of 2–8) have also been attributed to an overestimation of nighttime
non-stomatal surface resistance (Charusombat et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011). Schwede et al.
(2011) compare the big leaf deposition model to the multilayer deposition model, finding
differences on the order of 2–3, attributed to uncertainties associated with non-stomatal
surface resistances (soil and cuticular). Notably, canopy based resistances and ground
surface resistances (i.e. soil, leaf litter, water, snow) do not account for seasonal changes
in leaf area index in GEOS-Chem, and additionally the impacts of surface wetness or soil
moisture are not represented.

Hardacre et al. (2015) evaluate the O3 F globally using 15 CTMs from the Hemispheric
Transport of Air Pollution intercomparison project (HTAP) for the year 2001, which mostly
all use variants of the Wesely (1989) scheme. The annual O3 F is found to range from
818 Tg yr−1 to 1256 Tg yr−1 by model (with GEOS-Chem v.07. on the low end of the
distribution). The seasonal amplitude of the O3 F also varies substantially across the
models, particularly in forested regions (4–9 Tg yr−1 for deciduous forests). Compared
with observations, the models are found to overestimate/underestimate monthly O3 Vd by
as much as factors of two, year round. Walker (2014) undertake an inversion study using
GEOS-Chem over North America, constraining modelled O3 by ozonesonde and surface
O3 observations, finding that enhanced O3 F (by as much as factors of 3) provides a valid
pathway to reduce modelled surface O3 biases over eastern North America from 17 ppbv
to 5.6 ppbv.

Emitted NOx is dominantly lost through wet deposition (Sparks et al., 2007). Zhang
et al. (2012) find GEOS-Chem well reproduces observed oxidised nitrogen (NOy) wet
deposition fluxes over North America. NOx is also significantly lost through dry deposition
(up to 43 % over North America (Shannon and Sisterson, 1992)), through a variety of NOy
compounds (NO2, N2O5, HNO3, PAN). The chemical reactivity of PAN is set equal to O3,
10 % that of O3 for NO2, and set as 0 for HNO3 and N2O5 (as they are rapidly deposited).
Wu et al. (2011) find the Vd for NOy is dominated by the deposition of HNO3, controlled
by the atmospheric resistances (Ra and Rb). Modelled NOy Vd is found to generally agree
well with observations in summer–autumn over a mixed deciduous forest, but significant
modelled underestimates are found at night (10–20 %) (Wu et al., 2011).
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Mao et al. (2013) updated the chemical reactivity of all oxygenated VOCs (OVOCs) to
be the same as O3 following Karl et al. (2010), and included deposition of ISOPOOH and
epoxydiols. Nguyen et al. (2015) find Rc for H2O2 and certain OVOCs are overestimated in
GEOS-Chem over a mixed forest, leading to underestimates in Vd , however O3 production
is not significantly affected. No dry deposition of CO or hydrocarbons is included in GEOS-
Chem (Müller and Brasseur, 1995). Stein et al. (2014) find modelled underestimates of
NH mid-latitude CO can be improved through reduced estimates of CO dry deposition.

Boundary layer mixing/transport

Transport in GEOS-Chem is handled using the TPCORE advection algorithm of Lin
et al. (1996). Convective transport is computed from the convective mass fluxes pre-
scribed in the meteorological data set (i.e. GEOS5), as described by Wu et al. (2007).
Stratosphere/troposphere exchange is handled as a parameterised representation of species
sources and sinks. The Linoz algorithm of McLinden et al. (2000) is used for O3, and
monthly average source and sink rate constants are used for other stratospheric species
(Murray et al., 2012).

Boundary layer mixing is handled using a non-local parameterisation (Holtslag and
Boville, 1993), implemented in GEOS-Chem by Lin and McElroy (2010). Previously, the
boundary layer in GEOS-Chem was assumed to be fully mixed, with concentrations, emis-
sions, and dry deposition evenly distributed below a set boundary layer height (taken from
meteorological fields, i.e. GEOS5). This is a reasonable assumption when the boundary
layer is extremely unstable (e.g. hot summer afternoon with clear sky). However, when
the boundary layer is stable or moderately stable/unstable (e.g. cool summer nighttime
with clear sky) mixing will be significantly overestimated (Lin and McElroy, 2010). In
stable conditions the non-local scheme reverts to a first-order local mixing scheme based
on K-theory (e.g. Louis et al. (1982)). It is assumed that mixing of water vapour, heat
and chemical species only occurs between adjacent vertical layers, with the magnitude of
mixing determined by a calculated eddy diffusion coefficient and the local gradients of
respective scalars. In unstable conditions (determined by the net heat flux and the vertical
gradient of virtual potential temperature), a non-local term is introduced to account for
enhanced vertical mixing (Lin et al., 2008).

The non-local scheme has been shown to reduce the GEOS-Chem bias in surface O3 at
2◦× 2.5◦ resolution by 2–5 ppbv in the afternoon, and by more than 10 ppbv at night (Lin
and McElroy, 2010). Travis et al. (2016) find the non-local scheme may provide excessive
mixing to the surface in the summertime afternoon over the south east USA, contributing
to overestimates in surface O3. Species concentrations in the boundary layer are also
strongly related to the boundary layer depth, with greater depths diluting concentrations
(Lin et al., 2008). The non-local scheme is capable of calculating the boundary layer height
interactively, but is set to use the height provided by the meteorological data set by default.
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Model updates

GEOS-Chem is run in its current version (v10.01.), as well as in its previous 2 versions
(v09.01.03., v09.02.), to evaluate how model biases have evolved though version iterations.
Major revisions from v09.01.03. to v09.02. are: a new soil NOx module (Hudman et al.,
2012), new aircraft emissions inventory (AEIC) (Stettler et al., 2011), inorganic chemistry
updates, updated C5H8 chemistry scheme (Mao et al., 2013), increase of NO3 and HO2

uptake by aerosol (Mao et al., 2013), inhibition of N2O5 uptake by nitrate aerosol, change to
RO2+HO2 rate constant, and updates to the anthropogenic annual scaling factors through
2010. Notable revisions from v09.02. to v10.01. are: a new unified emissions module
(HEMCO) (Keller et al., 2014), updated open fire emissions (GFED4), EDGAR emissions
updated to v4.2, updates to MEGAN v2.1 biogenic emissions (Guenther et al., 2012),
updates to PARANOX ship NOx chemistry (Holmes et al., 2014), new anthropogenic
Asian emissions inventory (MIX) (Li et al., 2015), new anthropogenic USA emissions
inventory (NEI2011), and reprocessed EMEP emissions for 1990–2012.

In the next section modelled seasonal surface O3 biases in the NH mid-latitudes are
evaluated in detail. The sensitivity of biases in GEOS-Chem to different configurations
of model version, driven meteorology, horizontal resolution and boundary layer mixing
are explored. In total 7 configurations are evaluated, with setup details summarised in
Table 5.2. Each model simulation is for 2 years between 2009 and 2011, spun up for
6 months prior. Additionally, surface O3 day/night biases, and biases in multiple other
CTMs/ESMs are evaluated.

Simulation Version Resolution Meteorology Boundary
layer
mixing scheme

Additional
details

Base v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 Non-Local
Base-1 v09.02. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 Non-Local
Base-2 v09.01.03. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 Non-Local
BaseHR v10.01. 2◦× 2.5◦ GEOS5 Non-Local
MERRA v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ MERRA Non-Local
FMBL v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 Fully Mixed
IBLH v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 Non-Local* Boundary layer height

is set interactively

Table 5.2 Description of simulations exploring the sensitivity of seasonal surface O3 in
GEOS-Chem to changes in model version, driven meteorology, horizontal resolution and
boundary layer mixing. Each simulation is for 2 years between 2009 and 2011, spun up
for 6 months prior.
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5.3 Modelled seasonal ozone biases

5.3.1 Spectral methodology

The seasonality of the observed and modelled surface O3 is spectrally determined using
the Lomb–Scargle periodogram (LSP), as described in Chapter 4. The LSP is applied to
the time series of each valid observational site contained within the bounds of the areas
defined in Fig. 5.2, between 2009 and 2011. Rather than taking the amplitudes and phases
of the resultant seasonal waveforms, the entire waveforms for each site are averaged by
area. This process is repeated with model data, taking the LSP of each modelled surface
O3 time series in the reciprocal grid boxes of each valid site, and again taking the average
seasonal waveform by area. This results in observed and modelled regionally representative
seasonal waveforms, separated from noisy meteorological processes, that are able to be
fairly compared.

5.3.2 GEOS-Chem biases by version

Figure 5.3 shows the average spectrally derived observed surface seasonal O3 waveforms
for 2009–2011, across the Fig 5.2 defined areas in North America, Europe and in Japan
(black lines), compared with correspondingly derived output from GEOS-Chem 4◦× 5◦

GEOS5 v10.01 (red lines), v09.02 (green lines) and v09.01.03 (blue lines). Across all
versions, in most areas, the most notable biases occur in the summertime (June–September),
with very large modelled overestimates of O3. This bias is particularly striking in the
eastern USA, where in v10.01 July O3 is overestimated in CE NA by 19 ppbv and in SE NA
by 23 ppbv, areas with substantial BNMVOC emissions (Guenther et al., 2006). Modelled
summertime overestimates are smaller over Europe generally, however in v.10.01. July
biases still exceed 10 pbbv in all areas. Summertime O3 is also overestimated in Japan,
with a July 13 ppbv bias in v10.01.

The summertime bias significantly alters the seasonal representation of modelled
surface O3, in all versions. In the USA and northern Europe, O3 has a modelled summer
(June–September) peak, compared with an observed springtime peak (March–May), as
seen for the majority of sites in Chapter 4. Observed O3 in continental Europe has a broad
summertime peak, which is reasonably well represented by the model. The observed
springtime peak (April–May) in Japan is also well simulated by the model, a feature which
is dominantly controlled by the east Asian monsoonal system, with strong westerly outflow
from the continent in the spring and weakly reversed maritime inflow in the summer
(Tanimoto, 2002; Creilson et al., 2003; Tanimoto et al., 2005). The modelled summertime
overestimate also ensures the seasonal amplitude over most areas is overestimated, again
consistent with the findings for the majority of sites in Chapter 4.

Despite the increasing chemical complexity with version number, the simulation of
summertime surface O3 is increasingly worse in all areas by version. Assuming changes
made to chemistry improve the modelled representation of O3, these are being offset by
other modifications (e.g. emissions). The North American and Japanese summertime bias
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gets significantly worse from v09.01.03. to v09.02. (e.g. July 6 ppbv change in NW NA),
and in Europe from v09.02. to v10.01. (e.g. July 6 ppbv change in C EU). In no areas does
v10.01. represent the best model version for minimising the integrated absolute seasonal
O3 biases.

In other seasons all model versions display less biases, however there is still a gen-
eral overestimate of O3 in the spring (March–June) and autumn (September–December),
particularly in the USA and Japan (e.g. in v10.01. an October 19 ppbv overestimate in
SE NA). There is a general underestimation of winter (December–March) O3 in Europe,
most notably in C EU and E EU (e.g. in v10.01. a January 14 pbbv underestimate in C
EU). Winter underestimates are also seen in CE NA (3 ppbv in January in v10.01.). The C
EU, E EU and CE NA areas have the largest population densities, and therefore also the
greatest density of emissions. Winter underestimates in these regions could therefore be
linked to issues with resolution, with observations potentially more urban influenced than
the modelled regional grid box estimate. All wintertime underestimates are exacerbated in
v09.02.
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Fig. 5.3 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface O3 waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines) and iterative versions of
GEOS-Chem 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (v09.01.03. – blue lines; v09.02. – green lines; v10.01. – red lines), in multiple areas in North America, Europe and Japan.
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5.3.3 GEOS-Chem biases by setup

Figure 5.4 shows the regional comparison of the observed average surface seasonal O3

waveforms (black lines) with correspondingly derived output from multiple different
configurations of GEOS-Chem v10.01., exploring the sensitivity of modelled biases to
driven meteorology, horizontal resolution, and boundary layer mixing settings.

Running with a 2◦× 2.5◦ horizontal resolution (blue lines) reduces the modelled
overestimate in spring–autumn in almost all areas (except Japan) relative to the standard
4◦× 5◦ GEOS 5 configuration (red lines), but not significantly (by 1–3 pbbv). In the
wintertime, in all areas but Japan, higher horizontal resolution has a negligible impact on
modelled biases, notably not improving the wintertime underestimates in regions with high
densities of emissions (C EU, E EU, CE NA). In Japan, higher resolution significantly
reduces O3 in the winter and spring (e.g. by 8 ppbv in April), improving the wintertime
estimate (4 ppbv overestimate to a negligible difference in January), but degrading the
springtime estimate (1 ppbv overestimate to a 5 ppbv underestimate in April). The strong
seasonal sensitivity is most probably attributed to the improved resolution better resolving
the meteorological features of the east Asian monsoonal system (Tanimoto, 2002; Tanimoto
et al., 2005).

Driving the model with MERRA meteorology (green lines) imposes an additional
5–10 pbbv of O3 in all months, in all areas, relative to running with GEOS5 meteorology
(with the exception of the summer for S NA and SE NA, where increases reach 20 ppbv).
This significantly worsens the simulation in all areas through spring–autumn, and most
areas in the wintertime (except C EU and E EU). The major difference between GEOS5 and
MERRA is the lower vertical and horizontal resolution of many MERRA data fields (most
3-D fields and moist quantities), demonstrating the importance of accurate meteorology in
the simulation of O3.

Running with interactively calculated boundary layer heights (orange lines), rather
than using GEOS5 archived meteorological heights, reduces year round O3 concentrations
in all areas by 1–5 ppbv, reducing modelled summertime overestimates in all areas, but
worsening wintertime estimates in many areas also (e.g. all areas in Europe).

Running with a fully mixed boundary layer (purple lines), rather than with the non-local
scheme, adds an additional 1–7 pbbv of O3 in May–October in all areas, and 1–3 ppbv in
October–May in North America. This is consistent with the findings of Lin and McElroy
(2010), with the non-local scheme parameterising the variability in mixing, reducing
modelled biases, particularly at night.

In summary, the only configuration found to consistently reduce modelled seasonal
biases year round is running at 2◦× 2.5◦ resolution, however the magnitude of improvement
is small (1–3 pbbv). Most notably, the modelled summertime overestimates in all regions
cannot be significantly reduced by any configuration.
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Fig. 5.4 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface O3 waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines) and multiple configurations
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5.3.4 Day/night biases in GEOS-Chem

Most model evaluative studies of surface O3 have focused on solely daytime values
(e.g. maximum daily 8-hour average), due to a typical emphasis on daytime air quality
exceedances. However, evaluating O3 wholly in a diurnal context allows for analysis of
the diurnal timing of modelled errors, aiding understanding of the fundamental basis of
errors. Spectrally, the diurnal sensitivity of biases can be evaluated in two ways. Firstly,
the seasonal waveforms can be derived using only day or nighttime data. The distinction
between day and night is made in the same way as described in Chapter 2, using the
astronomical python package (PyEphem), which determines the integer number of day
and nighttime hours (based on the angle of the centre of the sun to the horizon, from the
surface) for each different day of the year.

Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of the observed regionally averaged surface seasonal
O3 waveforms (black lines) with correspondingly derived output from GEOS-Chem v10.01.
4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), using solely daytime values (solid lines) and nighttime values
(dashed lines). Both observed and modelled seasonal nighttime O3 is consistently lower
in concentration, relative to daytime values, in all areas across the year (by 2–15 ppbv),
with differences at a maximum in the summer months (when diurnal O3 production is at a
maximum). Modelled daytime summer O3 has a high bias in all areas, most significantly
in North America (up to 20 ppbv in July for S NA) and Japan (11 ppbv in July), but also in
Europe (2–8 ppbv in July). Modelled nighttime summer O3 has a high bias in all areas in
North America and Japan (by 3–12 pbbv in July), generally smaller than daytime biases.
Modelled European summer nighttime O3 biases are negligible to positive (3 ppbv in
July). Spring and autumn O3 is overestimated equally across the day in North America (3–
20 ppbv). Peak springtime Japanese O3 is underestimated in the day and night, equally in
magnitude (by 4 pbbv in May). Winter modelled biases in Europe and northern regions of
North America (CE NA, NE NA, C NA, NW NA) have a systematic nighttime bias. Winter
daytime biases in these regions are negligible to negative (4 ppbv in January), whereas the
model significantly underestimates winter nighttime O3 (6–13 ppbv). In southern regions
of North America and Japan, winter O3 is well simulated across the day.

The direct diurnal periodicity of surface O3 can also be derived spectrally. Taking
the same approach as for the seasonal cycle, the average observed and modelled diurnal
waveforms of surface O3 are calculated by area. This is done twice, using solely summer
(July–September) and winter values (December–March), to isolate differences in seasonal
chemistry. Figure 5.6 shows the average diurnal periodicity for the observations (black
lines) compared with the GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), in the summer
(solid lines) and winter (dashed lines). In both seasons, the amplitudes and phases of
the observed diurnal waveforms are well represented by the model in most areas, with
amplitudes only significantly overestimated in CE NA, C EU and E EU (in the summer
by 6–8 pbbv, and in the winter by 2–5 pbbv), over producing O3 in the day. Modelled
biases across the day are consistently offset, dominantly controlled by seasonal average
biases (i.e. homogenous summertime high bias), rather than diurnal processes. The only
notable systematic diurnal bias is associated with the night–day transition (when O3 starts
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to be produced significantly with the availability of energetic photons), with the model
starting to significantly produce O3 1–2 hours later than the observations, most probably
associated with the coarse temporal updates in meteorological fields (6 hours for 3D
parameters, 3 hours for 2D parameters). Notably, the significant modelled winter nighttime
underestimates in Europe and northern North America in Fig 5.5, are not replicated in the
diurnal waveform comparisons, and is evidently a dominantly seasonal issue.

In summary, the diurnal variability of surface O3 is well represented by the model. Day
and nighttime biases are dominantly controlled by seasonal average biases, which require
further exploration.
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Fig. 5.5 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface O3 waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines) and GEOS-Chem v10.01.
4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), in the day (solid lines) and at night (dashed lines), in multiple areas in North America, Europe and Japan.
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Fig. 5.6 Comparison of average spectrally derived diurnal surface O3 waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines) and GEOS-Chem v10.01.
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5.3.5 ACCMIP biases

Multiple evaluations of other CTMs/ESMs have also reported summertime high biases
of surface O3, e.g. Reidmiller et al. (2009); Lamarque et al. (2012); Brown-Steiner et al.
(2015); Katragkou et al. (2015). Comparison of GEOS-Chem surface O3 seasonality with
other atmospheric chemistry models can reveal if biases are GEOS-Chem isolated, or
systematic across all models.

The Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project (ACCMIP)
(Lamarque et al., 2013; Young et al., 2013) used 15 global models of a wide range of
horizontal and vertical resolutions, chemical mechanisms and dynamics, to evaluate the
state of current understanding for tropospheric O3. Anthropogenic and biomass burning
emissions are fixed across all models, but natural emissions vary. 6 models return hourly
surface O3 data between 2005 and 2010: CESM-CAM-Superfast, CMAM, GEOSCCM,
GFDL-AM3, GISS-E2-R and MIROC-CHEM.

In the same way as previous, the regional average seasonal waveforms are spectrally
derived from observations and the 6 hourly reporting ACCMIP models (as well as GEOS-
Chem) in the period of 2005–2010. Observations are again taken from an hourly version
of the surface O3 data set described in Chapter 2, with any sites with data gaps greater than
60 days in 3 or more years removed to ensure accuracy of the spectral estimates.

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of the observed regionally averaged seasonal surface
O3 waveforms (black lines) for 2005–2010, with the median of the correspondingly derived
output from the ACCMIP models (purple lines), the range of the ACCMIP model output
(light blue), and GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines). The median of the
ACCMIP spread overestimates surface O3 at almost all times, in all areas. Summer O3

(June–September) specifically is significantly overestimated in North America (4–17 ppbv
in July) and Japan (9 pbbv in July), but also in Europe (2–10 ppbv). The most notable
biases however are in the winter, with the ACCMIP median overestimating January O3

in the range of 1–20 ppbv in North America, 7–11 ppbv in Europe, and 15 ppbv in Japan.
GEOS-Chem summer overestimates are greater than the ACCMIP median in all areas, by
varying magnitudes (1–10 ppbv in July). Conversely, GEOS-Chem simulates wintertime
O3 much better than the ACCMIP median in almost all areas (aside from the densely
populated C EU, E EU, and CE NA), with significantly lower winter concentrations (by
4–13 ppbv in January).

Despite anthropogenic emissions being fixed across models, the range of the ACCMIP
spread is significant (up to 47 ppbv). The observed seasonal waveforms are generally
within the range of the ACCMIP spread in each area, but are almost always on the low
end of the distribution. The models with the lowest individual summertime biases are
CESM-CAM-Superfast and CMAM, models which have the most simplistic NMVOC
chemistry. C5H8 is the sole NMVOC in CESM-CAM-superfast, and CMAM uses extra
CO emissions as a surrogate for zero NMVOCs (Young et al., 2013).

Through the spectral evaluations of this section and in Chapter 4, it is evident that the
seasonality of surface O3 in current state of art atmospheric chemistry models is poorly
constrained. Specifically, dependent on region, the modelled summertime or winter O3
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shows significant biases. The rest of the work in this chapter focuses on the minimisation
of seasonal surface O3 biases, exploring the sensitivity of biases to alterations in emissions
and the O3 dry deposition flux, which as detailed, carry significant uncertainties. In the
next section, a sensitivity study designed to understand the controlling influences on the
modelled seasonal biases of surface O3 is detailed.
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5.4 Ozone sensitivity to emissions/dry deposition

In this section, the sensitivity of modelled surface O3 to changes of its major source and
sink terms: precursor emissions and dry deposition, is explored. An extensive sensitivity
study is designed, scaling a range of parameters, resulting in 106 total simulations. The
setup details of this study are first detailed.

5.4.1 Sensitivity study setup

The sensitivity of surface O3 to 6 different parameters is explored. These are: anthro-
pogenic NMVOC emissions (ANMVOC), biogenic NMVOC emissions (BNMVOC), an-
thropogenic CO emissions (ACO), zonal CH4 concentrations, the O3 dry deposition flux,
and anthropogenic NOx emissions (ANOx).

Multiple simulations of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 are run over 2 years
(between 2009 and 2011), spun up for 6 months prior, with each simulation featuring
different scaling configurations of the 6 parameter sets. All parameters except zonal CH4

are globally scaled by factors of: 0.25, 0.5, 2 and 4. CH4 zonal concentrations are scaled
by factors of: 0.98, 0.99, 1.01 and 1.02, decreed from the estimated range of regional
observational uncertainties (Bruhwiler et al., 2014). Firstly, each different parameter set
is independently globally scaled by all scaling factors (24 simulations: 4 different scaled
simulations for each of the 6 parameter sets). Secondly, all parameter sets are globally
scaled in matrices along with global scalings of ANOx (which carries the greatest cited
uncertainties), resulting in 81 additional simulations. The standard unscaled GEOS-Chem
v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 is the final simulation, resulting in 106 total simulations.

A summary of the parameter sets is given in Table 5.3, detailing the specific species
scaled from given emission inventories. Biofuel and open fire emissions (GFED4) are
classed as anthropogenic. Notably, naturally emitted NOx from soil or lightning is not
scaled, as focus is placed on constraining the most cited anthropogenic emission biases,
e.g. Vestreng et al. (2009); Fujita et al. (2012); Anderson et al. (2014); Travis et al. (2016).

Regionally averaged seasonal surface O3 waveforms are spectrally determined from
each different simulation, with the LSP applied on model data from all grid boxes that
observational sites are contained in. This results in a plethora of output that is extensively
synthesised to enable useful scientific consumption. Both the observed and modelled
regionally averaged seasonal waveforms are first averaged by month. The observed
monthly averages are then subtracted from all respective modelled monthly average values,
and the absolute percentage differences from the base observational averages are then
calculated. This results in 106 modelled average absolute percentage differences from
observations, per month, per area.
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Summertime surface ozone bias: a problem with emissions?

Scaling Set Emission Inventories Species/Parameters

ANMVOCs Aircraft (AEIC), Biofuel,
BRAVO, CAC, EMEP (VOCs),
GFED4, MIX, NEI2011,
RETRO, Xiao (Ethane)

Acetaldehyde, Acetone, Alde-
hyde, Benzene, Ethane, Ethy-
lene, Formaldehyde, Lumped >=
C4 Alkanes, Lumped >= C3
Alkenes, Methacrolein, Methyl
Ethyl Ketone, Propane, Toluene,
Xylene

BNMVOCs MEGAN, Oceanic (online) Acetaldehyde, Acetone, Ethy-
lene, Isoprene, Lumped >= C3
Alkenes

ACO Aircraft (AEIC), Biofuel,
BRAVO, CAC, EDGAR, EMEP
(AQ), GFED4, MIX, NEI2011,
Ship (EMEP), Ship (ICOADS)

CO

ANOx Aircraft (AEIC), Biofuel,
BRAVO, CAC, EDGAR, EMEP
(AQ), GFED4, MIX, NEI2011,
Ship (EMEP), Ship (ICOADS)

NO, NO2, NOx

Zonal CH4 – CH4

O3 Dry
Deposition

– O3 Dry Deposition Flux

Table 5.3 Description of each of the parameter sets that are scaled in GEOS-Chem.
ANMVOCs, BNMVOCs, ACO, ANOx, and the O3 dry deposition flux are globally scaled
by factors of: 0.25, 0.5, 2 and 4. Zonal CH4 is scaled by factors of: 0.98, 0.99, 1.01 and
1.02.
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5.4 Ozone sensitivity to emissions/dry deposition

5.4.2 Example output

Output can be visually represented as a series of 5× 5 gridded matrices, where output
from scalings of ANMVOC, BNMVOC, ACO, zonal CH4 and the O3 dry deposition flux
are plotted relative to output from scalings of ANOx, per month, per area. The colour
of each square in the gridded matrix in this framework represents the modelled surface
O3 average absolute percentage difference from observations. This 5× 5 gridded matrix
can be interchangeably represented as a contour plot, interpolating between the 25 matrix
squares.

Figure 5.8 provides an evolving graphical demonstration of this representation. Fig-
ure 5.8a displays a contour plot of the spectrally derived modelled average absolute
percentage differences from observations, in January, in the C EU region, through multi-
ple parameter scalings. The darkest plotted blue represents a monthly average absolute
percentage difference of 0 %, whereas the darkest red represents a 200 % difference, with
differences above this limit whited out. The x-axis represents scalings of ANMVOC emis-
sions, and the y-axis represents scalings of ANOx emissions, e.g. the bottom left corner of
the box represents output from where ANMVOC and ANOx emissions have been scaled
by a factor of 0.25, and the top right corner represents output from where ANMVOC and
ANOx emissions have been scaled by a factor 4. The centre of the box represents where no
scalings have been applied. In this case, the bottom right of the box represents the optimal
scalings for the minimisation of the monthly modelled bias (< 10 %), where ANMVOC
emissions are scaled by a factor of 4, and ANOx emissions by a factor of 0.25.

Figure 5.8b expands on Figure 5.8a, showing modelled sensitivities to scalings of of
ANMVOC and ANOx emissions across all months of the year in C EU. It is immediately
evident the optimal scalings for the minimisation of modelled biases change significantly
over the year.

Figure 5.8c expands on Figure 5.8b, where each row represents output from scalings of
different x-axis parameters, going top to bottom: A–ANMVOCs, B–BNMVOCs, C–ACO,
D–O3 dry deposition. The y-axis always represents scalings of ANOx. This representation
efficiently synthesises output from all scaled simulations, allowing multi-area monthly
evaluation of the sensitivities of modelled surface O3 biases to changes of the multiple
emission/deposition parameters.
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Fig. 5.8 Evolving representation of the output from a large-scale study using GEOS-
Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, designed to evaluate the sensitivity of regional spectrally
determined monthly modelled surface O3 biases to changes in emissions and the O3 dry
deposition flux (between 2009 and 2011). This figure shows output specifically for the
defined C EU area. (a) Contour plot showing the January modelled surface O3 biases
resultant from multiple scalings of ANMVOC and ANOx emissions, in C EU. The plotted
colour represents the spectrally derived monthly average absolute percentage difference
from observations. The y-axis represents scalings of ANOx emissions, and the x-axis
represents scalings of ANMVOC emissions. The centre of the box represents where
no scalings have been applied. The scalings across both axes are 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4.
(b) Expansion of (a), with multiple contour plots showing the modelled surface O3 biases
resultant from scalings of ANMVOC and ANOx emissions, across all months of the year,
in C EU. (c) Expansion of (b), where each row represents output from scalings of different
x-axis parameters, going top to bottom: A–ANMVOCs, B–BNMVOCs, C–ACO, D–O3
dry deposition. The y-axis always represents scalings of ANOx.
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5.4.3 Sensitivity study results

Through initial analysis, surface O3 was found to be negligibly sensitive to changes in
the zonal CH4 concentration in all months, even at levels outside of the estimated level of
uncertainty, i.e. ± 4 % (Bruhwiler et al., 2014), therefore changes to zonal CH4 are not
focused on again in this work.

Figure 5.9 expands on Figure 5.8c, showing the regional spectrally derived monthly
modelled surface O3 biases, resultant from scalings of ANMVOC, BNMVOC, ACO and
ANOx emissions, and the O3 dry deposition flux, across all Fig 5.2 defined regions. The
over-plotted white x marks represent the optimal monthly scalings for the minimisation of
modelled biases, per region.

In all areas, and in all months, modelled surface O3 biases are able to be reduced to
being small to negligible (< 5 % absolute differences) through various scalings. Surface
O3 is found to be dominantly sensitive to changes of the O3 dry deposition flux and
ANOx emissions across all regions, in most months. In very few instances does the
standard unscaled model version provide the optimal pathway for minimising biases. The
sensitivity of surface O3 to changes of ANMVOC, BNMVOC and ACO emissions is small,
and almost identical in response. Therefore in all areas, surface O3 is dominantly NOx
sensitive, as opposed to VOC sensitive.

In the summer months (June–September), surface O3 is dominantly sensitive to dry
deposition, with an increasing flux (by factors of 2–4) in all areas significantly reducing
modelled biases (e.g. reducing a SE NA July 70 % bias to 2 %, though a factor of 4
increase). Summer biases are also sensitive to changes in ANOx, with reductions of ANOx
(typically by factors of 0.25) also significantly reducing modelled biases (e.g. reducing a
SE NA July 70 % bias to 11 %, through scaling ANOx emissions by 0.25). In many areas
(i.e SE NA, CE NA) the optimal scalings in the summer months involve the scaling of both
O3 dry deposition and ANOx emissions in tandem, often allowing scalings of one or both
parameters to be reduced in magnitude. Decreasing summer ANMVOC, BNMVOC, or
ACO emissions (by factors of 4) provides a slight improvement to the simulation of surface
O3, most effectively when reduced in tandem with decreasing ANOx. In regions with
large biogenic emissions (e.g. SE NA, CE NA), there is a greater sensitivity to summer
reductions of BNMVOC emissions, than from reductions of ANMVOC or ACO emissions
(10–30 % minimum bias difference), this being the only systematic difference between the
biases resultant from scalings of these parameter sets.

In other seasons, when modelled biases are generally small in the standard simu-
lation (as shown in Fig 5.3), surface O3 is also very sensitive to dry deposition, how-
ever the magnitude of change necessary for minimising biases is smaller to negligi-
ble. Small improvements to biases are available through a range of scaling combina-
tions of ANOx and ANMVOCs/BNMVOCs/ACO. For example in Japan, all scalings
of ANMVOCs/BNMVOCs/ACO between 0.25 and 1, in tandem with scalings of ANOx
between 0.25 and 2, produce January biases of < 10 %. However, scalings of ANOx are
almost always the dominant factor in minimising modelled biases, with additional changes
to ANMVOCs, BNMVOCs or ACO only slightly further decreasing biases.
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The optimal scalings in all regions are therefore significantly variable across all months
but in the summer, where decreasing ANOx emissions and an increasing O3 dry deposition
flux are in almost all cases the optimal scalings.

Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of regional spectrally derived observed monthly
averaged seasonal surface O3 waveforms, with correspondingly derived output from GEOS-
Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), median of reciprocal output from all 106 scaled
simulations (purple lines), range of reciprocal output from all scaled simulations (light
blue), and the optimal of reciprocal output from all scaled simulations (green x marks). The
median seasonal O3 of the scaled simulation spread is almost identical with the standard
model output in almost all cases, except for Japan, where the median better simulates
winter O3. Therefore seasonal output from the standard version of the model lies very
centrally in the range of output produced from all scalings. This range is substantive in
all areas (22–78 ppbv), particularly in the summer (e.g. 78 ppbv in July for SE NA). The
optimal monthly average O3 matches the observed monthly average O3 almost exactly in
all areas, in all months (< 5 % absolute difference). However the substantial variability of
the scalings necessary to produce this optimised output (as shown by the white x marks in
Fig 5.9), makes the likelihood of many of these scalings being physically realistic small.

In all areas, and in most months, there are typically 2 or more available scaling
configurations that substantially minimise biases (e.g. modelled absolute differences of
< 10 %). Potentially, any of these configurations could be physically viable. Therefore,
further observational constraints are necessary to reduce the number of viable scaling
configurations, and provide confidence in results. In the next section, surface NO and CO
are incorporated into the analysis.
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Fig. 5.9 Contour plots showing the sensitivity of regional spectrally derived monthly surface O3 biases of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, resultant from
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5.5 Nitric oxide/carbon monoxide sensitivity to emissions/dry
deposition

As discussed in Chapter 2, the availability of high quality, global model comparable NO
and CO surface observations are limited (relative to O3), however enough regions are
represented to allow for an extended multi-species sensitivity study, enabling the number
of viable pathways for the minimisation of seasonal surface O3 biases to be reduced. In
this section, spectrally derived modelled biases of NO and CO are discussed, as well as
their sensitivities to scalings of emissions/O3 dry deposition.

5.5.1 Nitric Oxide

Current GEOS-Chem seasonal biases

To present, as far as this author is aware, no global model evaluations of surface NO have
been undertaken. NO cannot be measured from satellites, and is typically very low in
concentration in rural areas (e.g. < 1 ppbv), meaning it is hard to accurately measure.
Evaluations of modelled NO2 using measurements from satellites and at the surface are
more common (e.g. Miyazaki et al. (2012)), but as outlined previously (in Chapter 2
and Sect 5.2.2), both measurement methods carry substantial uncertainties. Through the
substantive data collection and processing undertaken in Chapter 2, GEOS-Chem modelled
surface NO is able to be fairly evaluated in multiple areas across the NH using surface NO
observations.

Hourly surface NO observations from the Chapter 2 dataset are limited solely to the
daytime (using the same day/night separation algorithm as described in Sect 5.3.4), due to
uncertainties regarding the inclusion of zeros and negative concentrations, which led to an
initial high bias in concentration when averaged temporally (described in greater detail
in Chapter 2). The minimum limit of detection accepted for NO measurements was set at
0.099 ppbv in Chapter 2, with sites with years of data all above this limit manually screened.
The minimum data resolution allowed (i.e. minimum difference between points) was set
to be 0.3 pbbv, imposing a 0.15 pbbv uncertainty on all measurements. Taking the sum of
these two potential biases results in a maximum uncertainty on any given observational
point of approximately 0.25 pbbv. However this bias is generally lower in actuality, as site
data resolutions are almost all < 0.1 ppbv, with NW NA being the only area with site data
resolutions exceeding 0.2 ppbv.

Figure 5.11 shows the average spectrally derived observed surface seasonal NO wave-
forms for 2009–2011, across the defined areas in North America, Europe and in Japan
(black lines), compared with correspondingly derived output from GEOS-Chem v10.01
4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines). Zero NO observations are located in SW NA, NW NA, C
NA or N EU, and therefore no comparisons are shown in these regions. Surface NO is
overestimated in the winter (December–March) in all regions except SW EU and NW EU
(by 40–300 % in January). The greatest winter overestimates occur in the areas with the
greatest density of emissions (CE NA, C EU, E EU), showing a direct correlation with the
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Summertime surface ozone bias: a problem with emissions?

significant winter underestimates of O3 in the same regions. As with O3, this bias is not
improved by higher horizontal resolution (2◦× 2.5◦), as shown in Fig. B.1 in Appendix B.

In the summer (June–September) modelled NO is generally underestimated, with the
exception of CE NA, most significantly in C EU and NW EU (by 0.9–1 ppbv in July).
The observed winter phase of surface NO in most areas is simulated well, however the
general modelled winter overestimates and summer underestimates result in the modelled
seasonal amplitudes being too high in most areas (by 50–550 %). The seasonal amplitude
of modelled NO in Japan is very small (0.07 ppbv), significantly underestimating the
observed seasonal amplitude (0.20 ppbv), and additionally not capturing the observed
summer phase.

As undertaken in Sect 5.4 for surface O3, the sensitivity of modelled seasonal surface
NO to scalings of ANMVOC, BNMVOC, ACO and ANOx emissions, and the O3 dry
deposition flux is now explored.
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Fig. 5.11 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface NO waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines) and GEOS-Chem
v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), in multiple areas in North America, Europe and Japan.
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Sensitivity study results

Figure 5.12 shows the regional spectrally derived monthly modelled surface NO biases
resultant from multiple scalings of emissions and O3 dry deposition, calculated as outlined
in Sect 5.4. It is immediately evident that greater monthly differences from observations
are able to be generated than for O3, with multiple monthly scaling configurations being
whited out (absolute biases > 200 %), in all regions. Modelled NO biases are dominantly
sensitive to scalings of ANOx emissions in all areas, in almost all months.

In the summer months, the optimal scaling settings are more variable per region
than for O3, however increases to both ANOx emissions and the O3 dry deposition flux
generally provide the optimal routes for minimising modelled biases (e.g. in SW EU). In
E EU and C EU the observed summer NO cannot be well matched through any scaling
configurations (e.g. a July optimal absolute percentage bias of 90 % in C EU). Modelled
NO is generally insensitive to scalings of ANMVOCs/BNMVOCs/ACO, however there
is enhanced sensitivity to these parameters in the summer months, which is significantly
variable across regions and also between the parameter sets (e.g. in SE NA July, a reduction
of BNMVOC emissions by a factor of 4, and an increase of ANMVOC emissions by a
factor of 4, both results in biases < 20 %).

From October–March modelled NO is almost exclusively controlled by changes in
ANOx emissions, with reductions of ANOx emissions (typically by a factor of 0.5) gen-
erally being the optimal path for minimising biases. Increases of ANOx emissions by
any factor in these months leads to very large modelled biases, with most configurations
associated with increasing ANOx in these months whited out.

Figure 5.13 shows the comparison of regional spectrally derived observed monthly
averaged seasonal surface NO waveforms, with correspondingly derived output from
GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), median of reciprocal output from all 106
scaled simulations (purple lines), range of reciprocal output from all scaled simulations
(light blue), and the optimal of reciprocal output from all scaled simulations (green x
marks). The median NO seasonality of the scaled output is almost identical with the
standard modelled seasonality in most regions, except for in the southern USA (S NA and
SE NA), where the median underestimates observed summer NO by a larger magnitude
than the standard model output. Therefore, as with O3, NO seasonality in the standard
version of the model lies centrally in the range of output produced from all scalings. This
range can be extremely large in the winter in certain areas (e.g. C EU, E EU, CE NA),
requiring the y-axes of Fig 5.13 to be logged to display the full range of variability (e.g.
0.2–90 ppbv in January for C EU). In the summer months the range of variability is reduced
in all areas to between 0.01 and 2 ppbv, and even lower in some instances (e.g. in E EU
between 0.01 and 0.1 ppbv in July).

As was the case for O3, the optimal monthly average NO matches the observed monthly
average NO almost exactly, in almost all instances (< 5 % absolute difference). However,
in the summer months for E EU and C EU, no simulations can adequately replicate the
observed monthly concentrations, significantly underestimating NO in these months (e.g.
for July in E EU, the optimal simulation is 0.5 ppbv below the observed value). The scaling
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configurations used to derive the optimal modelled output are again fairly sporadic per
month, per region (white x marks in Figure 5.12).
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Fig. 5.12 Contour plots showing the sensitivity of regional spectrally derived monthly surface NO biases of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, resultant
from scalings of multiple emissions/deposition parameters (for 2009–2011). Each individual box represents the regional average monthly modelled biases from
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5.5.2 Carbon monoxide

Current GEOS-Chem seasonal biases

Globally modelled surface CO has been evaluated in numerous studies e.g. Williams et al.
(2013); Stein et al. (2014); Strode et al. (2015). The most commonly reported finding is a
systematic low bias of CO in the NH, particularly in the winter–spring, suggested to be
associated with a range of factors: underestimates of winter ACO emissions from traffic or
combustion sources (Stein et al., 2014), overestimates of CO dry deposition to soils (Stein
et al., 2014), and a low bias of the CH4 lifetime (and consequently a high bias of OH)
(Strode et al., 2015). Taking hourly surface CO from the Chapter 2 dataset, the seasonality
of GEOS-Chem CO is spectrally evaluated in the same manner as done for O3 and NO.

Figure 5.14 shows the average spectrally derived observed surface seasonal CO wave-
forms for 2009–2011, across the defined areas in North America, Europe and in Japan
(black lines), compared with correspondingly derived output from GEOS-Chem v10.01
4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines). No CO observations are made in SW NA, S NA or NW EU,
and therefore no comparisons are shown in these regions.

Modelled surface CO is generally overestimated in North America, most extensively in
the winter (e.g. in January by 140 ppbv in CE NA, and 30 ppbv in SE NA). Modelled CO
in CE NA is overestimated year round (by 25– 140 ppbv), however there is only a single
observational site in this region. Conversely, CO is generally underestimated in all regions
in Europe, across the year, most significantly in March–December (by 10–60 ppbv). The
seasonality of Japanese CO is excellently simulated by the model, with consistent small
underestimates (< 20 ppbv), agreeing with findings by Stein et al. (2014). The winter
observed seasonal phase is well captured by the model in most areas, except for C NA and
NE NA, where a strong modelled summertime peak skews the seasonality and imposes a
large summer overestimate (of approximately 60 ppbv). The modelled seasonal amplitudes
are well estimated in Europe and Japan, but overestimated in all areas in North America
(by 20–75 %).

The difference in findings from previous CO model evaluations over North America
could be associated with a number of factors: using spectral analysis to derive seasonality,
the extensive screening of observational sites and lack of inclusion of flask sites ,or model
variability in the representation of surface CO.

The regional spectrally derived monthly modelled surface CO biases resultant from
multiple scalings of emissions and O3 dry deposition are now explored.
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Sensitivity study results

Figure 5.15 shows the regional spectrally derived monthly modelled surface CO biases
resultant from the multiple scalings of emissions and O3 dry deposition, calculated as
outlined in Sect 5.4. In all areas and in all months, surface CO is almost exclusively
sensitive to scalings of ACO emissions. Scaling ACO emissions by any factors outside
of the optimal value, leads to very large biases, particularly when increasing emissions
(e.g. scaling Japan July ACO emissions by factors of 2 and 4, compared with the optimal
factor of 1, changes a 4 % bias to be 110 % and 230 % respectively). In most areas the
optimal pathway for minimising biases is leaving ACO emissions unscaled, however in
some areas (e.g. CE NA, E EU) scalings by factors of 2 (by both signs) are necessary in
some months. CO has much smaller sensitivities to scalings of ANMVOC and BNMVOC
emissions across the entire year, and even less so for ANOX, however, as the changes
induced on modelled CO through scalings of these parameters is much smaller than from
scalings of ACO, when modelled CO does not need to be significantly modified, the
optimal simulations generally involve a variety of scalings involving these parameters,
with little consistency of configurations across the year, in any region. CO is completely
insensitive to scalings of the O3 dry deposition flux.

Figure 5.16 shows the comparison of regional spectrally derived observed monthly
averaged seasonal surface CO waveforms, with correspondingly derived output from
GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), median of reciprocal output from all 106
scaled simulations (purple lines), range of reciprocal output from all scaled simulations
(light blue), and the optimal of reciprocal output from all scaled simulations (green x
marks). The standard modelled seasonality is almost identical with the median seasonality
from all scaled simulations in all regions (as with O3 and NO), and therefore the standard
simulation output again lies centrally in the the range of output from all scaled simulations.
Factor of 4 increases in ACO emissions allow huge amounts of CO to be produced,
particularly in the winter, yielding huge ranges of monthly average concentrations in all
areas (between 550 and 1100 ppbv in January). This range approximately halves in the
summer in all areas, except C NA and NE NA (which are impacted by a large anomalous
summer peak, as described previously). The optimal monthly average CO matches the
observed monthly average O3 almost exactly, in almost all instances (< 5 % absolute
difference). The optimal scaling configurations are again significantly variable, with very
little consistency of scalings across the year, per area (white x marks in Figure 5.15).

To briefly recap, through independent sensitivity studies of surface O3, NO and CO to
scalings of emissions/ O3 dry deposition, modelled seasonal biases of each species can be
almost entirely eliminated, in all regions. However, because of the significant variability of
the optimal scaling configurations, little confidence can be placed in these findings being
realistic. In the next section, the multi-species sensitivities are combined, resulting in
significant reductions in the number of viable scaling pathways.
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Fig. 5.15 Contour plots showing the sensitivity of regional spectrally derived monthly surface CO biases of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, resultant
from scalings of multiple emissions/deposition parameters (for 2009–2011). Each individual box represents the regional average monthly modelled biases from
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Fig. 5.16 Comparison of regional spectrally derived seasonal surface CO monthly averages (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines) and GEOS-Chem
v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), median of output from all 106 scaled simulations (purple lines), optimal model output of scaled simulations (green x marks),
and the range of output from all scaled simulations (light blue), in multiple areas in North America, Europe and Japan.
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5.6 Integrated species sensitivity to emissions/dry deposition

Taking the integrated biases across all species, from all model scalings (i.e. summing the
species independent biases shown in Fig 5.9, Fig 5.12 and Fig 5.15), gives the joint-species
sensitivity to emissions/O3 dry deposition scalings, shown Fig 5.17. No output is shown in
areas where there are no CO or NO observations (SW NA, NW NA, C NA, NW EU, N
EU). In this section the results of this composite plot are described in detail, and sensible
optimised monthly regional scaling settings for each region are attempted to be derived.

5.6.1 Composite sensitivity study results

In Fig 5.17, the number of instances where joint species biases are < 5 % are very small
in number, and almost entirely limited to the winter, spring and autumn seasons. Bias
minimisations in these seasons are most commonly achieved through reductions of ANOx
emissions (typically by a factor of 2) and a variable form of change to ANMVOC emissions.

Summer biases (June–September) are notably very hard to minimise, with increases
to the O3 dry deposition flux (typically by a factor of 4), in tandem with some change of
ANOx emissions (generally an increase in Europe, and decrease in North America), being
the optimal, and generally only viable route for summer bias minimisations across all areas.
In the SE NA and SW NA regions the optimal configurations year round involve a factor
of 2–4 increase of the O3 dry deposition flux.

The joint species sensitivities to scalings of ANMVOC and BNMVOC emissions
are generally small and very similar, with the exception of the summer months, when
reductions of BNMVOCs in some regions (e.g. SE NA) can significantly reduce biases
(e.g. in SE NA July, reducing BNMVOC emissions by a factor of 4 reduces biases from
120 % to 50 %), but never as optimally as resultant from changes to O3 dry deposition.

Across the year in SE NA and CE NA, the optimal settings for scaling ANOx are
reductions by a minimum factor of 2, and by a factor of 4 in CE NA in the summer months,
consistent with results from recent evaluations of NOx emissions in these areas (Anderson
et al., 2014; Travis et al., 2016). In C EU and E EU, the joint summer minimum biases
are never less than 60 %, with the modelled unresolvable NO underestimates (Fig 5.12)
imposing the majority of this bias. The sensitivities to scalings of ANOx emissions in
these regions are significantly variable over the year, with factors of 2 reductions necessary
in the winter, and factor of 2 increases necessary in the early and late summer (May and
September). The significant modelled CO biases in the CE NA and E EU areas (Fig 5.14),
results in these areas being strongly sensitive to changes in ACO emissions, with factor of
2 scalings (of opposite signs by region) necessary across most months.

In Japan, the optimal scalings are very consistent. ANOx and ANMVOC emissions
must be consistently reduced in magnitude in all months (always 0.5 for ANOx), except in
the summer where biases are optimally reduced through increased O3 dry deposition (by
factors of 2–4).

In general, the number of viable configurations for minimising biases across all areas,
in all seasons, have significantly decreased through the multi-species constraints of O3,
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NO, and CO. The variability of the optimal scalings (white x marks in Fig 5.17) reflects
this, being significantly more consistent across the year in each region. Through this
multi-species approach therefore, the legitimacy of potential scalings is heightened.
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Fig. 5.17 Contour plots showing the sensitivity of regional spectrally derived monthly surface O3+NO+CO biases of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5,
resultant from scalings of multiple emissions/deposition parameters (for 2009–2011). Each individual box represents the regional average monthly modelled
biases from scalings of ANOx emissions (y-axis) and a changing x-axis parameter (ANMVOCs, BNMVOCs, ACO, O3 dry deposition). Design of figure is
explained in detail by Fig 5.8. The over-plotted white x marks represent the optimal monthly scalings for the minimisation of modelled biases, per region.
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5.6.2 Optimal scalings

If we make the assumption that local emissions, deposition and photochemistry pre-
dominantly control the concentration of O3 in each defined area, then regionally scaling
emissions/O3 dry deposition in a single GEOS-Chem simulation by the optimal monthly
scaling configurations, should theoretically result in a model simulation which concurrently
minimises the seasonal biases of surface O3, NO and CO, across all defined regions. This
of course is an oversimplification, and neglects the impact of transport, which in some
regions can be be very important to the local concentrations, e.g. in western North America
(Cooper et al., 2010). Despite this, the veracity of optimised scalings are evaluated through
the concurrent regional monthly scaling of these parameters in a single GEOS-Chem
simulation. For this purpose, monthly global 4◦× 5◦ scaling grids are composed for each
separate scaleable parameter, with regionally specific scalings set within each of the defined
regions of Fig 5.2.

However, rather than simply taking taking the optimal configurations directly from
Fig 5.17, a systematic methodology is employed to ensure all chosen scalings are sensible,
conservative and consistent. Although the optimal configurations shown in Fig 5.17
produce the minimum integrated biases, some of these configurations can lie outside
literature estimates (e.g. reducing ANOx emissions in Europe by factor of 4), and can
still be somewhat erratic month to month (e.g. in C EU). In many instances the optimal
monthly scalings are easily chosen (e.g. increase of O3 dry deposition flux in the summer),
however, despite the multi-species constraints, multiple viable pathways are still available
on occasion (defined as configurations which yield a difference in bias of < 15 %). In
these cases, a modest approach is taken. If there are configurations that yield a bias within
15 % of the optimal solution, and require a smaller total magnitude of changes, then the
configuration that requires the minimum of changes is always taken. Biases resultant from
scalings of ANMVOC and BNMVOC emissions are very similar in all instances other than
in the summer (when biases can be reduced though the reduction of BNMVOC emissions).
In all months other than the summer therefore, whenever a specific ANMVOC scaling is
optimal, an almost identical bias can be produced by scaling BNMVOC emissions by the
same magnitude. In all these instances, ANMVOC emissions are preferentially chosen to
be scaled for consistency. This ultimately results in zero scalings ofBNMVOC emissions,
in any area. Literature estimates regarding the uncertainty of emissions/O3 dry deposition
(reported in Sect 5.2.2), are also taken into consideration (i.e. it is unlikely that ANOx
emissions need to scaled by a factor of 4 in magnitude, by either sign, whereas O3 dry
deposition uncertainties have been reported up to a factor of 4 in the day, and a factor of
8 at night.) It is decided that both ANMVOC and ANOx emissions are not allowed to be
scaled by more than a factor of 2 (by either sign). Finally, it is also very unlikely that
emissions will be need to be scaled one month to next by magnitudes of differing signs, but
there are a few instances of this shown in Fig 5.17 (e.g. CE EU optimal ANOx scalings in
June and July both being factors of 4, but differing in sign). Changes in scalings month to
month are attempted to be made smooth (i.e. no more than a 1 level of magnitude change
allowed month to month).
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In areas where there are no NO observations, the composite plot of O3 and CO biases
is used to derive optimal regional scalings (Fig. B.3 in Appendix B). In areas with no
CO observations, the composite contour plot of O3 and NO is used instead (Fig. B.2 in
Appendix B). In SW NA, there are only O3 observations, therefore scalings in this region
are solely derived using the output from Fig. 5.9. Figure B.4 in Appendix B additionally
shows the composite plot of NO and CO biases. This process ultimately results in the
monthly regional scaling factors given by Fig 5.18. The colour and intensity of the plotted
circles represents the sign and magnitude of the scalings, respectively.

Close evaluation of Fig 5.18 reveals some consistent continental patterns. O3 dry
deposition is increased in the summer in all areas, typically by a factor of 4 in peak summer
(August). In NW NA, SW NA, SE NA and SW EU, O3 dry deposition is increased in most
months of the year. Across North America, ANOx emissions are generally reduced in the
winter (by a factor of 2). In SE NA, CE NA and N EU, ANOx emissions are reduced year
round. In C EU and E EU, ANOx is positively scaled in the summer, and negatively scaled
in the winter. Scalings to ANMVOC emissions are only made in the winter–spring (almost
always reduced by a factor of 2), applied in most cases over North America and Japan.

These regional scaling parameters are incorporated into the outlined monthly global
4◦× 5◦ scaling grids, and then used to scale emissions/O3 dry deposition in a final opti-
mised simulation of GEOS-Chem, the output of which is described in the next section.
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Fig. 5.18 Optimal monthly scalings of emissions/O3 dry deposition parameters (between 2009 and 2011) in GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, for the
minimisation of surface O3+NO+CO biases. Plotted colour represents sign and intensity of scaling change.
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5.7 Optimised simulation

The composed monthly global 4◦× 5◦ scaling grids are used to scale emissions/O3 dry
deposition in GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5. The model is ran over the same
time period as previous (2009–2011), again spinning up for 6 months prior (with global
scalings applied in these times also). Figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 respectively show the
comparisons of the observed regionally averaged, spectrally derived seasonal surface O3,
NO and CO waveforms (black lines) for 2009–2011, with correspondingly derived output
from GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), and from the optimally scaled
simulation (blue lines).

Despite the simple nature of scalings performed (i.e. neglecting transport), the modelled
seasonality of both surface O3 and NO is significantly improved in all areas in the optimally
scaled simulation. Most notably, the modelled summertime overestimates of surface O3

are removed almost entirely, across all continents (Fig 5.19). In North America and Japan,
there is in fact a small general underestimate of O3 in the summer (e.g. by 5 ppbv in SE
NA July). In CE NA and CE NA these underestimates are more severe (e.g. by 11 ppbv
in CE NA July), however, these worst case biases, in absolute terms, are still a factor of
2 lower than the previous overestimates. In Europe, the modelled winter underestimates
are removed completely in the N EU and S EU regions, but can not be entirely removed
in C EU and E EU (with a 7–8 ppbv January underestimate in both areas), however these
biases are halved in magnitude from previous. Despite previous modelled summer O3

overestimates being smaller in Europe than in other areas, these biases are also reduced, by
at least a factor of 2 in almost all areas (except NW NA).

Most notably for surface NO, the modelled wintertime overestimates in most areas
are removed almost entirely (e.g. in January E EU, a 5 ppbv overestimate to a 0.1 ppbv
underestimate) (Fig 5.20). Winter NO is still overestimated in S EU (by 0.3 ppbv), but this
bias is halved in magnitude from previous. The smaller modelled summer underestimates
in most areas are also improved (i.e. 1 ppbv increase in CE EU July), however in CE NA a
previously negligible bias is degraded to a 0.3–0.4 ppbv summer overestimate, representing
one of only very few instances where where the optimised simulation compares less
favourably with output from the standard model. The lack of modelled NO seasonality
in Japan and NE NA is also corrected, now both showing a summer peak. For Japan in
particular, seasonal integrated biases are almost negligible. In NE NA, the August peak of
the seasonality is captured, but is overestimated in magnitude (by 0.15 ppbv).

The reductions of modelled summertime O3 also mean the modelled seasonal am-
plitudes and phases across all continents are much better represented (e.g. a modelled
springtime peak in O3 across North America, as seen in observations). This is also the
case for NO, with the elimination of the modelled winter overestimates and summer
underestimates in most areas, significantly improving the modelled amplitudes.

Significant improvements to CO are only made in CE NA (Fig 5.21), an area where
ACO emissions are explicitly scaled in all months, with winter modelled CO overestimates
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reduced by 80 ppbv. The reduction of surface O3 and NO seasonal biases therefore have a
negligible impact on the modelled representation of CO.
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Fig. 5.19 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface O3 waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines), GEOS-Chem v10.01.
4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), and an optimal regionally scaled version of the same model (using scalings shown in Fig 5.18) (blue lines), in multiple areas in
North America, Europe and Japan.
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Fig. 5.20 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface NO waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines), GEOS-Chem v10.01.
4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 (red lines), and an optimal regionally scaled version of the same model (using scalings shown in Fig 5.18) (blue lines), in multiple areas in
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Fig. 5.21 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface CO waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines), GEOS-Chem v10.01.
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5.8 Discussion

In short, through an extensive global sensitivity study (using joint observational constraints
of O3, NO and CO), it is demonstrated that with optimised monthly regional scalings
of anthropogenic emissions and the O3 dry deposition flux, the modelled seasonality of
surface O3 and NO in the northern hemisphere can be significantly improved. Surface O3

is found to be NOx sensitive in all regions, with scalings of VOC emissions (anthropogenic
or natural) generally not imparting significant change on O3. Surface O3 is found to be
sensitive to scalings of ACO emissions, however in almost all areas, changes of ACO
emissions lead to greater modelled O3 biases.

The most notable finding from this work is that increases to the summertime O3 dry
deposition flux provide the only viable route for substantial reduction of the modelled
summertime surface O3 bias in all evaluated regions. Despite frequent attribution of
modelled surface O3 biases to uncertainties of emissions, the findings of this work show it
is not possible to entirely eliminate summertime surface O3 biases in any region by solely
optimising emissions. Additionally, generally found modelled winter underestimates of
surface O3, and overestimates of NO (particular notable in densely populated areas: CE
NA, C EU) are able to be simultaneously eliminated in main through reductions of ANOx
emissions. ANOx emissions are generally needed to be reduced by a factor of 2 in the
winter months in North America, consistent with results from recent evaluations (Anderson
et al., 2014; Travis et al., 2016).

Emission inventories used by global models are typically originally compiled for
legislative purposes, not with atmospheric chemistry research in mind. The variant forms
of horizontal resolutions, temporal resolutions and species provided over different areas
ensures emissions in global models as present are essentially a patchwork. Emissions in
Europe (EMEP), Canada (CAC) and Mexico (BRAVO) specifically are natively provided
with an annual resolution, and are well constrained bottom-up estimates of the total emitted
quantities over the year. Seasonal scaling factors are then applied to the native annual
estimates in these regions. The sensitivity to ANOx emissions in C EU and E EU (areas
with some of the largest density of emissions), is strongly variant by season (change in sign
between the winter and summer), suggestive of issues with the seasonal scaling factors in
these regions.

Further work needs to be undertaken to evaluate the uncertain seasonality of O3 dry
deposition. The parameterisation of dry deposition in GEOS-Chem is based on code
and a land class map, that are now both over 20 years old (Wesely, 1989; Olson, 1994).
Most other global CTMs/ESMs also use a similar Wesely (1989) type parameterisation
for dry deposition, and therefore biases in the modelled representation of dry deposition
could therefore be at least partly responsible for the persistent NH summertime surface O3

overestimate across most models. Recent work has demonstrated substantive improvements
to O3 dry deposition (and subsequently the estimation of O3) through online coupling of
dry deposition to the evolving vegetation phenology simulated by a land model (Val Martin
et al., 2014). GEOS-Chem is now fully capable of being run as the atmospheric chemistry
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5.8 Discussion

component of an ESM, therefore a direct comparison between the standard offline and
online approaches to dry deposition is able to be made. However, extensive observations
of the O3 dry deposition flux, by land class, are needed to truly validate the findings in this
work, observations of which are extremely limited as present.

The optimal configurations derived in this work could almost certainly be further
improved through finer finesse of scalings, and with greater numbers of parameters being
scaled in tandem. However, the already substantive number of model runs undertaken
through this work (106) precluded this. Applying an adjoint inversion methodology (e.g.
4-D VAR (Keller, 2014; Walker, 2014)) would allow the sensitivity of surface O3 to a vast
range of parameter configurations to be evaluated. This approach would also allow for the
effects of transport between regions to be implicitly incorporated into regional scalings,
and would therefore be the sensible next progression of this analysis. Greater numbers of
high quality surface NO and CO observations would be necessary to allow an inversion to
be stable across the entirety of North America, Europe and Japan however, and running
for 2.5 years (as done in this work) would be computationally expensive. Going forwards
in the short term, additional constraints of O3 dry deposition rates, VOCs, etc.. would
help in further minimising biases. Recent findings of excessive boundary layer mixing in
GEOS-Chem (Travis et al., 2016), contributing to summer surface O3 biases in the south
east USA, also need to be evaluated.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

All work in this thesis was undertaken with the ultimate aim of reducing uncertainty of
global modelled tropospheric O3 in CTMs/ESMs, for which persistent biases have been
regularly cited. In order for globally modelled O3 to be evaluated, high quality model
comparable observations were first required.

The first major chapter of this work describes the collection of hourly, daily and
monthly surface measurements of O3 and some of its major precursors (NO, NO2, CO,
C5H8) from all publicly available data sets. 1,033,463,750 measurements from 16,996 sites
are processed through a number of rigorous data quality checks (i.e. screening of bad of
measurement methodologies, removing urban sites). It was found necessary to split NO2

observations into 2 sets (NO2–M and NO2–O) due to the bias associated with chemilu-
minescence instruments which use molybdenum converters. Final processed data totals
206,930,222 observations from 3112 sites, of high enough quality appropriate for global
model evaluation. The majority of observations are made in the northern hemisphere
mid-latitudes, particularly in Europe and the USA, with generally sparse coverage over
the rest of the world (with the exception of CO – due to the flask measurement network).
Observations of O3 precursors are found to spatially limited, relative to O3, with many
observations of these species needing to be discarded due to being coarsely resolved,
attributable to measurements being made for legislative purposes as opposed to scientific.

Specific focus is placed on the macro-scale evaluation of the periodic (seasonal and
diurnal) variability of surface O3 in a global CTM (GEOS-Chem). A spectral methodology,
the Lomb-Scargle periodogram, is applied for this purpose, transforming data from the time
domain to the frequency domain. This technique mathematically isolates the variability
encoded in the transformed time series across multiple frequencies (or periods), allowing
the key frequencies for which O3 has substantial periodic variability on to be determined,
and magnitude of variability quantified. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram is designed to
natively handle gapped data, and therefore is appropriate for application to atmospheric
(typically gapped) data.

Using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram to spectrally analyse observed hourly surface O3

at any given site produces spectra which show distinct relationships between magnitude
and period, attributable to meteorological processes (weather and macroweather), as well
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as peaks on daily and annual timescales (and harmonics). A methodology for multi-site
periodic analysis is built, superposing the spectral information encoded on both daily and
annual timescales with associated harmonics, yielding waveforms solely derived from the
periodic seasonal and diurnal variability encoded in the time series. These waveforms are
described simply by two terms, the amplitude (half peak to trough difference) and phase
(timing of peak of waveform). Spectrally analysing the entirety of the collated hourly
observed O3 data between 2005 and 2010 reveals the amplitude and phase on both seasonal
and diurnal timescales to significantly vary by site, but with coherent geographical patterns.

The correspondingly derived periodic variability of surface O3 in GEOS-Chem is
evaluated, most notably revealing substantial model biases associated with the seasonal
cycle in the mid-latitude northern hemisphere, with a general overestimation of the seasonal
amplitudes in North America and Europe (by up to 16 ppbv), together with delayed phase
maxima by 1–5 months. Smaller biases are found for the modelled diurnal cycle of
surface O3, but the majority of amplitudes in Europe and North America are found to be
overestimated (by up to 17 ppbv).

Going further, for data between 2009 and 2011, the regionally averaged seasonal
waveforms of surface O3 for all areas in North America, Europe and in Japan are found to
be significantly biased in all recent versions of GEOS-Chem. Specifically, summertime
O3 is overestimated in all areas by a minimum of 10 ppbv, with the greatest overestimates
being located in the eastern USA, up to 23 ppbv in July. This bias leads to a general
modelled northern hemisphere summer peak in O3, and is the major cause of the identified
seasonal amplitude and phase biases. These seasonal biases are not significantly improved
through changes to the model configuration, i.e. changes in driven meteorology, horizontal
resolution and boundary layer mixing scheme. Equivalent analysis of the seasonality
of hourly reporting models in the ACCMIP model spread reveal similar seasonal biases
to GEOS-Chem. A substantive literature review to determine potential causation of
this modelled bias is undertaken, with uncertainties associated with the magnitude of
anthropogenic emissions and the O3 dry deposition flux being most the regularly cited
issues.

An extensive global sensitivity study is undertaken using GEOS-Chem to evaluate the
sensitivity of modelled surface O3 seasonal biases to scalings of anthropogenic emissions
(NOx, CO, NMVOCs), biogenic emissions (NMVOCs, i.e. C5H8), zonal CH4, and the O3

dry deposition flux. GEOS-Chem is run 106 times, using a multitude of differing global
scaling configurations. Surface O3, NO and CO output from each simulation are spectrally
analysed to produce regionally averaged seasonal waveforms, with seasonal model biases
for each species determined through comparison with correspondingly spectrally processed
observational constraints. The independent minimisation of the modelled biases for each
species reveals multiple divergent viable scaling configurations, which for each respective
species also wildly vary by month. For each species, by taking the best case simulation
each month (and thus neglecting advection), modelled seasonal biases across all regions
are able be entirely removed. The optimal scalings derived in each region however vary
significantly across the year, for each species, meaning little confidence can be placed
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in results. In almost no circumstances does the standard version of the model represent
the best case scenario for simulating surface O3. Additionally, modelled surface O3 is
found to be very insensitive to changes in zonal CH4, even outside estimated uncertainty
boundaries.

Constraining jointly by O3, NO and CO observations allows convergence on scalings
which improve the modelled chemical representation as a whole, not just for individual
species. This approach significantly reduces the number of viable scaling configurations,
and produces regionally consistent optimal monthly scaling settings, heightening confi-
dence in the physical validity of results. These derived factors are used to regionally scale
a final optimised simulation of GEOS-Chem (with the impacts of advection now implicitly
included). This results in a simulation which significantly improves the modelled northern
hemisphere seasonality of surface O3 and NO. Most notably, the modelled summertime
overestimates of surface O3 are removed almost entirely, across all continents, in fact
leading a small general summer underestimate of O3 in North America and Japan (e.g. by
5 ppbv in SE NA July). The reduction in modelled summertime surface O3 is dominantly
controlled through increases to the summer O3 dry deposition flux (by factors of 2–4),
with increases to this flux providing the only viable pathway for substantial reduction of
the modelled summertime bias, in all evaluated regions. Despite frequent attribution of
modelled surface O3 biases to uncertainties of emissions, the findings of this work show it
is not possible to entirely eliminate summertime surface O3 biases in any region by solely
optimising emissions.

Surface O3 is found to be NOx sensitive in all regions, with scalings of VOC emissions
generally not imparting significant change on O3. General modelled winter underestimates
of surface O3, and overestimates of NO (particularly notable in densely populated areas:
CE NA, C EU) are able to be simultaneously removed, in main through reductions of
NOx emissions (a factor of 2 decrease). Surface O3 is found to be sensitive to scalings
of CO emissions, however in almost all areas changes to CO emissions lead to greater
modelled surface O3 biases. Significant improvements to modelled surface CO are only
made in CE NA, where ACO emissions are scaled by a factor of 0.5 in all months, leading
to winter modelled CO overestimates being reduced by 80 ppbv. The reduction of the
modelled seasonal biases for surface O3 and NO have a negligible impact on the modelled
representation of surface CO.

Further work needs to be undertaken to evaluate the uncertain seasonality of O3 dry
deposition. The parameterisation of dry deposition in GEOS-Chem is based on code and a
land class map, that are now both over 20 years old (Wesely, 1989; Olson, 1994). Most
other global CTMs/ESMs also use a similar Wesely (1989) type parameterisation for dry
deposition, and therefore biases in the modelled representation of dry deposition could
therefore be at least partly responsible for the persistent northern hemisphere summertime
surface O3 overestimate across most models. Recent work has demonstrated substantive
improvements to O3 dry deposition (and subsequently the estimation of surface O3) through
online coupling of dry deposition to the evolving vegetation phenology simulated by a
land model (Val Martin et al., 2014). GEOS-Chem is now fully capable of being run as
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the atmospheric chemistry component of an ESM, therefore a direct comparison between
the standard offline and online approaches to dry deposition is able to be made. However,
extensive observations of the O3 dry deposition flux, by land class, are needed to truly
validate the findings in this work, observations of which are extremely limited as present.

The optimal configurations derived in this work could almost certainly be further
improved through finer finesse of scalings, and with greater numbers of parameters being
scaled in tandem. However, the already substantive number of model runs undertaken
through this work (106) precluded this. Applying an adjoint inversion methodology (e.g.
4-D VAR (Keller, 2014; Walker, 2014)) would allow the sensitivity of surface O3 to a vast
range of parameter configurations to be evaluated. This approach would also allow for the
effects of transport between regions to be implicitly incorporated into regional scalings,
and would therefore be the sensible next progression of this analysis. Greater numbers of
high quality surface NO and CO observations would be necessary to allow an inversion to
be stable across the entirety of North America, Europe and Japan however, and running
for 2.5 years (as done in this work) would be computationally expensive. Going forwards
in the short term, additional constraints of O3 dry deposition rates, VOCs, etc.. would
help in further minimising biases. Recent findings of excessive boundary layer mixing in
GEOS-Chem (Travis et al., 2016), contributing to summer surface O3 biases in the south
east USA, also need to be evaluated.
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Measurement Method Reason

O3

Electrochemical
Concentration Cell

Method more typically used by ozonesondes, than at the surface. Con-
cerns also regarding the use of different sensing solutions strongly influ-
encing performance (Boyd et al., 1998).

Ethylene Chemiluminescence Significant water vapour interferences (Kleindienst et al., 1993). Method
used to be supported by U.S.A EPA, but is no longer.

GCFID Method not typically associated with species.

Photometric Flame
Photometry

Method not typically associated with species.

NO
GCFID Method not typically associated with species.

NDIR Method not typically associated with species.

UV Absorption
Spectrophotometry

Method not typically associated with species.

NO2

GCFID Method not typically associated with species.

Integrative Active – Liquid
Phase Sampling &
Colorimetry /
Spectrophotometry

Concerns regarding the sensitivity of the sampling conditions, most
notably the gas impingement rate (Goyal, 2002).

Passive – Diffusive Sampler
& Colorimetry /
Ion Chromatography

Multiple potential biases: type of sampler, exposure setting (i.e. sheltered
or not), exposure time and chemical interference (Tang et al., 2001; Theo
et al., 2009).

Photometric Flame
Photometry

Method not typically associated with species.

UV Absorption
Spectrophotometry

Method not typically associated with species.

CO
Coulometry Method not typically associated with species.

Ion Chromatography Method not typically associated with species.

Photometric Flame
Photometry

Method not typically associated with species.

UV Absorption
Spectrophotometry

Method not typically associated with species.

Table A.1 Omitted measurement methodologies for all species.
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Fig. B.1 Comparison of average spectrally derived seasonal surface NO waveforms (for 2009–2011) between observations (black lines) and multiple
configurations of GEOS-Chem v10.01. (standard 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5 – red lines; 2◦× 2.5◦ horizontal resolution – blue lines; MERRA meteorology – green lines;
interactive boundary layer height – orange lines; fully mixed boundary layer – purple lines), in multiple areas in North America, Europe and Japan.
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Fig. B.2 Contour plots showing the sensitivity of regional spectrally derived monthly surface O3+NO biases of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, resultant
from scalings of multiple emissions/deposition parameters (for 2009–2011). Each individual box represents the regional average monthly modelled biases from
scalings of ANOx emissions (y-axis) and a changing x-axis parameter (ANMVOCs, BNMVOCs, ACO, O3 dry deposition). Design of figure is explained in
detail by Fig 5.8. The over-plotted white x marks represent the optimal monthly scalings for the minimisation of modelled biases, per region.
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Fig. B.3 Contour plots showing the sensitivity of regional spectrally derived monthly surface O3+CO biases of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, resultant
from scalings of multiple emissions/deposition parameters (for 2009–2011). Each individual box represents the regional average monthly modelled biases from
scalings of ANOx emissions (y-axis) and a changing x-axis parameter (ANMVOCs, BNMVOCs, ACO, O3 dry deposition). Design of figure is explained in
detail by Fig 5.8. The over-plotted white x marks represent the optimal monthly scalings for the minimisation of modelled biases, per region.
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Fig. B.4 Contour plots showing the sensitivity of regional spectrally derived monthly surface NO+CO biases of GEOS-Chem v10.01. 4◦× 5◦ GEOS5, resultant
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detail by Fig 5.8. The over-plotted white x marks represent the optimal monthly scalings for the minimisation of modelled biases, per region.
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Nomenclature

Acronyms / Abbreviations

ACCENT Atmospheric Composition Change: the European Network of excellence

ACCMIP Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate Model Intercomparison Project

AEIC Aviation Emissions Inventory Code

AQS Air Quality System

BADC British Atmospheric Data Centre

BRAVO Big Bend Regional Aerosol and Visibility Observational Study Emissions
Inventory

BVOC biogenic non–methane volatile organic compound

CAC Criteria Air Contaminants

CAPMoN Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network

CASTNET Clean Air Status and Trends Network

CEDA Centre for Environmental Data Archival

CLRTAP Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution

CTM chemical transport model

DFT Discrete Fourier Transform

EANET Acid Deposition Monitoring Network in East Asia

EDGAR Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research

EEA European Economic Area

EMEP European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

ESM earth system model
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Nomenclature

EU European Union

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

GAW Global Atmospheric Watch

GCM general circulation model

GEIA Global Emissions Inventory Activity

GENEMIS Generation of European Emission Data for Episodes

GEOS Goddard Earth Observing System

GFED4 Global Fire Emissions Database version 4

GHG greenhouse gas

GMAO Global Modelling Assimilation Office

HPALDs hydroperoxyaldehydes

HTAP Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution intercomparison project

IASI Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer

ICOADS International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set

ICTZ intertropical convergence zone

IEA International Energy Agency

MEGAN Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

LSP Lomb–Scargle periodogram

MBL marine boundary layer

MEIC Multi-resolution Emission Inventory for China

MERRA Modern Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications

MOPITT Measurement of Pollution in the Troposphere Instrument

NaN not a number

NAPS Canadian National Air Pollution Survey Program

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NEI National Emissions Inventory

NEI USA National Emissions Inventory
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Nomenclature

NH northern hemisphere

NMVOC non–methane volatile organic compound

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NOx nitrogen oxides

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OMI Ozone Monitoring Instrument

OVOCs oxygenated volatile organic compounds

PAN peroxyacetyl nitrate

PDF probability distribution function

ppbv parts per billion by volume (1×10−9)

ppmv parts per million by volume (1×10−6)

pptv parts per trillion by volume (1×10−12)

RETRO Reanalysis of the Tropospheric chemical composition

RF radiative forcing

SCION Southern Oxidants Study

SEARCH South Eastern Aerosol Research and Characterisation

SH southern hemisphere

SOA secondary organic aerosol

SRP standard reference photometer

STE Stratosphere–troposphere exchange

USA United States of America

USNO United States Naval Observatory

UTC Coordinated Universal Time

UV ultraviolet

VOC volatile organic compound

WDCGG World Data Center for Greenhouse Gases

WMO World Meteorological Organisation
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